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Abstract
After consideration of a variety of psychometriC theories by
psychologists in developed countries, assessment techniques being
employed in Zimbabwe's secondary schools.;,wereinvest1gated. The
views of teachers and heads of departments on present assessment
practlcewereappealedto asposs1ble bases for the development ot an
alternative.assessment system moreappl1cable to Zimbabwe.
The sample, drawn from five. Education· ProVinces·of Zimbabwe -
Mashonaland, Manicaland, .Matabeleland, Midlands and Masvtngo -
consisted of 100 school heads and heads of departments and 334
teachers from GroupA, Group B and Rural. secondary "SChools.(Group
A schools.arethe .formerEuropeans-only. schools.'situated. in the
former Europeans-only suburbs, While Group B schools are
Africans-only schoolsSituated in urban high-density areas)
The research.was organ1sed.,inthree phases:
(1) interviews and questionnaires to heads and teachers in 48
secondary schools selected through the use of stratified random
samPl1n& methods. 1norderto .determme .·eXisting assessment
practice in schools;, ,
(11) atra1n1ngand evaluation programme for teachers and heads in
schools identified as 'showing poor.practice; ..and
11
(111)another survey in both 'good practice' and lbadpract1cel schools
to establish present th1nk1ng and att1tudes towards
psychometric testing with avtew to disseminating useful
informat1on to other schools.
Analysts of the tlrstsetot questionnaires revealed that:
(1) there was no .s1gn1ticant difference inassessmentpract1ce
between Group A and Group·B schools;
(1t) a significant difference· eXisted ··betweenUrban ·.(Group A and
Group B) schools and Rural schools;
(tU) both Urban and Rural schools had a ··large proportion of teachers
who lacked knowledge of test-scortng techniques and the ·use ot
stat1st1CS;and
(tv) the majority of teachers in Zimbabwe's secondary schools were
in tavour ot improved methods of assessment based on
psychometriC procedures and more relevant to the needs of
Zimbabwe.
Analysis of the training programme which was implemented among
100 school heads and heads of departments and teachers from those
schools identified as requiring more information on psychometric
techniques .revealed that most teachers benefited from such an
exercise and that they felt that it ought to be implemented in all
secondary schools in Zimbabwe.
Ut
The final survey revealed that teachers on the whole were in favour
of psychometr1c testing. However the survey also revealed that a
small number of teachers preferred other techniques wh1ch were not
necessarily psychometric.
The thesis cons1sts of eight chapters. Chapter 1 gives the
introduction and the .research problem. Chapter 2 is concerned With
the background to Zimbabwe's education system, while Chapter 3
looks at examination systems in other countries.
In Chapter 4 the theoretical basis for the present study and
literature review are given.
Chapters 5, 6 and 7 deal With the. present study ....and the results.
The final chapter concentrates on the 1ssues, findings, implicat10ns
and conclusions of this research.
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Chapter One
1.1 The Problem
This research proposed to identity and evaluate existing assessment
pract1cein Zimbabwe's secondary schools With a vtewto improVing
ordeveloptng an alternative practice where present practice was
found to be inadequate.
An investigation of .'.the usefulness, rel1ab1l1ty, valid1ty and
objectMty of some of the/methods used by secondary school
teachers for assessing pupUs was made. During init1al teacher
tra1n1ng at colleges of education little or no emphasis at allis made
on assessment procedures, The·syllabuses of··such institutions do not
have assessment as one of the courses on ofter. As a result,
teachers leave colleges Without any expert knowledge of pupil
assessment, and thus creating d1screpandes in the standards ot
methods used to··assesspupllsin schools.
Concern about pupU performance and teachers' assessment of such
performance and ·whetherteachers were making the ··r1ghtdecisions
about the use of the results of -such assessment has been expressed
by a large number of people in Zimbabwe in recent years, espec1ally
atterthe1984GCE '0' level results, which were deemed to be very
poor indeed, were published.
Zimbabwe's educattonalsystem together With the system of
assessment has historical l1nk.sWith educational and assessment
1
systems of other countries dating back to 1890when colomal settlers
came into the country. A new d1mension to the system was,
however, added. at independence in 1980 when the ZANU (PF)
government declared. a new policy of socialism. .This emphasised. the
need. to make assessment more relevant to the country's new order
wblch aims at developing Zimbabwe into a more equ1tablesoc1ety.
It seemed reasonable therefore to centre this research on three basic
questions:
(1) To what extent does the existing assessment practice; in
ZimbabWe's secondary schools satisfy the objectives of the
present school curriculum?
(2) (a) can psychometric methods of assessing pupils which are
recommended as good practice in western countries be equally
applled in Zimbabwe and meet the relevant soc1al1st needs()f
.that country?
(b) What are the teachers'attitudes towards the use of such
(psychometric) methods in Zimbabwe?
(3) What alternaUves,U any, can be suggested. in order to develop
better assessment; techniques in·secondary schOOls?
1.2 Introduction
What is it that giVes public examinationstheir'· remarkable tenadty
in the face of persistent and wtdespreadcrtttdsm of their injustice
and effects on schooling?
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Much international research ev1clence~has· shown· thatexam1natlons
are biased in favour of particular /sodal and CUltural groups, •.and
that they do not proVide anequal1ty .of opportun1ty(Broadfoot,P~,
1986). They. lead to an overemphasis of knowledge and: intellectual
ability at the expense of other ··1mmeasurable educational···aspects
such . as attitudes, sklllS ·and personal· qualities. Besides,
exarn1natlons are prone totnaccuradesof marlt1ng. Differences
between>exam1nerssuch as speed ot·/reading, fatigue, competence,
Ideology, the order and speed of ··marktngand even the examiner's
own personal and social situation may affect the marlUng process
with the'result that there may frequently be considerable variation
in the -:marks awarded for the same piece of work - espec1ally in
essay·type questions.
In spite of these crltidsms, exam1nat1ons,.play'"aicrudal role in
society. For instance, the control of the curriculum, select10n for
different torms of further and higher education as well as tor
employment, .assessment of competence and evaluation of content
are some ot the functions performed by examinations.
Selection, or some form of selection, is still required in any
educational system. Yet selection Is the bugbear of assessment.
Any alternative to publ1c examinations st1ll has to tulfll this role.
Many of the alternatives to public examinations such as 'Pupil
ProfUes' in Br1tain and 'orientation' in France, may prove to be
retrograde rather than progressive. As one researcher puts It: -only
through alternatives that challenge the functions themselves might
we find a way forward- (Broadfoot, P., 1986).
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Ideologies such as 'meritocracy' - the selection of people tor
occupational roles not, as h1therto, on the tradit10nal bases of birth
and connections but on a new, more rational basis of individual
ab111tyand effort are accepted as legitimate and Justified through
uses of examinations. The educationa; explosion in Africa and other
Third World countries and the consequent pressure on very
restricted. opportunities clearly demonstrate the Vital 'gatekeeper'
role public exammations can play. SO..successful have publ1c
examinations been in thtsrespect that almost the whole weight ot
occupational stratification nowadays rests upon them.
As Eggleston (1981) puts it:
IIIt is certainly the case that success in competitive
examinations is, for most people, an essential prelude to the
legitimate exercise of power, responsibility and status
throughout modern societies. Lack of accreditation constitutes
a severe lim1tation and there is abundant evidence that the
examination system, despite its technical and ideological critics,
enjoys widespread public acceptance...
With employers still conditioned to demand public examination
certincates, however Ul SUited to their needs, it 1s difficult to see
how publ1c exeminaticns are likely to be constrained by the degree
to wh1ch any alternative procedure has as much credibil1ty in
testing competence, in providing some degree of control over what is
to be taught, and in regulating and legitimating the process of
occupational selection and rejection.
The Termtnologyof Assessment
According to Gronlund (1985) assessment is a systematic process of
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determining the extent to which educational objectives are achieved.
Assessment, as understood by the researcher, is a very general
term implying no more than some estimation of what has been
learned. Students are not merely assessed. They are tested,
examined, appraised, crit1cised, inspected, judged, classified,
selected, graded, measured, evaluated, scaled ... and so on. While
assessment, criticism, evaluation and appriasal are not comparative
notions, they are often used for comparative purposes. Thus, it is
difficult to describe exactly what is meant by assessment as the
concept involves a number of related def1n1t1onsand a variety of
related terms. Because learning can be tested by means of essays,
projects, observations, interviews and examinations among other
things, the terminology used in each type of test may vary. For
instance, the words 'scal1ng', 'diagnOSing' and 'measuring' are
somet1mes used in the place of the word 'assessing'. More
commonly, 'tests', 'examinations', 'assessments' and 'evaluations'
are words which are often used interchangeably. The term
'measurement' has come to be used quite generally of any
arithmetic or symbolic representat10n of what has been learned - no
doubt because it suggests a 'scientific' status for assessment.
This research was concerned with those methods of assessment used
by teachers in secondary schools With a view to improving them
where they were seen to be inadequate, or finding alternative
techniques of assessing learning which would replace traditional
school examinations.
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Educatlonal'Poltcies on Assessment
Zimbabwe, where this research was based, provides an example
where the emphas1s ot the new educational poUciesis on the need
for socialist education. Although at the time of writing this thesis
assessment was st1l1 being carried out at the end of primary
school1ng, entry into secondary schools has been automatic since
Independence (1980) because of the need to achieve universal
education.
However, even With the achievement of universal education, there
is no doubt that there w1ll sW be the need to use assessment
procedures at the end ot secondary school for the purposes of
selecting people tor different types of jobs or .courses ot further
education. The reasons tor this are clear. Even a socialist state has
to view education in economic terms. So at some point education
w1ll come in a 'l1m1ted supply' and W1llbe made ava1lable to some
and not others.
However since this education is provided by the state from the
common resources of society, the method by which those who are to
enjoy this extended education (or job opportUnities) are selected. Is of
paramount 1mportance to soctal Justice. This means that it must at
least seem to be impartial as between the rich and the poor, tree
from tavouritism of any kind and conducted With open and
scrupulous accuracy.
In view ot the latter statement it is essential that teachers coming
out of tra1n1ng institutions are given adequate information on how to
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construct the teacher made tests, how to use psychometric
procedures when marking and analysing examination results and
how to record and interpret 1ndiVidualscores tor the purposes that
they are likely to be used, as the allocation of such important 'l1!e
chances' is based on the outcome of the assessment techniques
employed by teachers and schoolheads.
It goeswithout saying that in an ideal educational system unaffected
by either economical l1m1tations, academic snobberies, or the
shortage and inexperience ot teachers, all assessment would be only
tor orientation or guidance rather than selection in order to give
every pupil an opportunity to plot his or her course through ute. In
reality however, the education system 1n Zimbabwe and in many
other countries is unable to approach towards this ideal as long as
there are more applicants tor opportunities than it can absorb.
Thus the need to control the number of people entering educational
institutions or places of employment encourages the use of
assessment which in tum determines the way people are selected
into the l1m1tednumber of opportunities.
The research concentrated on secondary school pupils especially those
in fourth and sixth years of schOOling,where of course assessment is
otten geared to external examinations; but assessments medem the
first three years of secondary schooling were also considered to be
equally important.
This research also involved a variety of research methods, both
quantitative and qualitative which complemented one another. The
quantitative approach helped to enrich and extend the analysis ot a
fairly large scale survey as questionnaire stUdies often seem
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unsatisfactory on their own because' the issues investigated are
usually predetermined, and case studies appear to be based on the
abitrary hunches of researchers.
The project was carried out In Zimbabwe's secondary schools because
of an earlier enquiry by the Ministry of Education (Mutumbulta
1982), conducted to identify training needs relative to pupU
assessment.
This research revealed a number ot tindings which carried clear
Impl1catlons tor In service tra1nlng proViS1on. For example, less than
ten per cent of the 334 teachers surveyed had read any book on
assessment procedures; less than ten per cent ot the teachers who
gave teacher made tests to pupils bothered to pretest them because
they were Ignorant ot the tact that these essential methods existed.
Also less than half ot the 48 schools surveyed had claimed that they
kept records and pollc1eson assessment. Only two schools actually
produced them when asked tor these by the researcher. In most
schools, teachers did their own thing since there was no agreed
common procedure tor marking or grading work. Any
standardisation of marks or grades across departments tor reporting
or .tor transfer to a central record system, and any use of the
correct statistical procedures apart from percentages and averages
were found to be very rare indeed.
It Is With such tlndings that it is felt there ought to be more
information on the conduct and outcomes of pupU assessments
proVided to the teachers in Zimbabwe's secondary schools. With the
announcement by both the MInister ot Education and the Prime
M1nister that the examination system in ZImbabwe W1llsoon be
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local1sed (The Herald, 22 July 1(86), there has been a lot ot
controversy from teachers and parents surrounding this Issue.
Over fifty per cent of the teachers surveyed were against the Idea of
changing the present system, yet at the same time they felt that
the present system was Inadequate. Most teachers felt that
ZImbabwe was not ready tor this change as not enough skllied
personnel had been trained to cope With the demands of the new
examination system.
It Is therefore quite clear that much practical guidance from the
Ministry of Education Is necessary if the general dissatisfaction about
the present system Is to be harnessed to achieve real improvements
In assessment.
The Question of Standards
One often hears about the need to keep standards high. As evident
from both heads' and teachers' responses to the questionnaire item
on why they objected to the need to abolish the present examination
system, the majority of them stated that they felt standards would
be lowered if this happened. The controversy of setting standards
and 01 how good is good practice still remains here. Whose
standards? What criteria is used for such standards?
Many schoolmasters and educators expressed the need to k.eep
standards at an International level.
It is true that educational testing Is a worldWideendeavour. Almost
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every nation finds it necessary to admit students to more advanced
studies or spedal training, to determine students' ability to assume
entry level Jobs, and to evaluate its educational and tra1n1ngefforts.
Some nations have the luxury of being able to employ assessment in
the service of more soph1sticated societal needs, 1ndiVidualfulfilment
and research on human capabilities.
Others use assessment for basic needs such as selection of students
for further education courses or for selection into Jobs. Where
Zimbabwe stands in respect of th1s depends on the standards the
country as a whole deem appropriate. Although the goals, functions
and applications of assessment vary from country to country, the
problems that these countries have in common are quite numerous.
Thus the cause of educational assessment can profit from an
international sharing of concepts, formulations and techniques.
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Chapter Two
The Background. of Zimbabwe's Educational System.
2.1 Assessment In the precolonial and early colonial era
Because of the scarcity of local hterature in the area of assessment
before white settlers moved into Southern Rhodesia, it is rather
difficult to tell when interest in individual d1!ferences, at least
from a sciennnc point of view, began in this part of the world.
In the social structure which existed before colonisation by the
Europeans, the activities of individuals were dictated by the family
into which the individual was born. The sons and daughters ot a
chief or village 'head were treated With much higher respect than
those of ordinary villagers. However, community spirit was very
strong and on the whole very l1ttle individual expression or
individual development was evident. The building ot the
Munhumutapa Kingdom (now known as Zimbabwe Ruins) was a
great symbol of ancient civil1sation and the community spirit
demonstrated by the people of Chief Munhumutapa in the
structuring and construction of this monument, st1llviewed as one
ot the great wonders ot the world, 1svery remarkable. (Zimbabwe
National Archives: Munhumutapa Kingdom)
Although it was probably recognised for centuries that people
differed in abil1ties, personalities ,and behaviOur and that there was
some way of assessing these differences, the strict community
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disc1plineot the precolonial era which was guarded by the chiefs
and Village heads did not provide tor individual assertiveness.
Every able bodied person was called upon to help in the
construction ot the empire. Even though it was recognised that
men were generally stronger than women, a great number ot
women, it is said, were also called upon to perform what could be
termed as masculine duties today. Perhaps the only time when
individual differences were given recognlt1onwas when those With
hunting sk111s,or those who excelled others in physical strength
and speed, were chosen to pertorm specific community chores such
as defending the community in times of war or provid1ng tood.
However, as the wh1te settlers moved in towards the end of the
19th centure, the societv's structure began to change. Capitalist
ideas were brought about and the idea that people are unique and
are responsible for asserting their natural gifts and improVing their
situations began to grow. Competition to get employment 1n the
factories that had been established and competition to get further
education in the few schools which existed gave birth to
ind1Vidualism. The spirit ot indiVidualism which flourished With
the political and economic stimulation provided by capitalism gave
rise to the need to assess in some way those who would be given
the opportunity to get Jobs in the few available positions. Thus,
the scientific study of indiVidual differences got underway.
Methods ot assessment used by the colonial masters were confused.
Some adopted the techniques used in the ancient China of 2200BC
in selecting c1V1lservants While others copied from the British and
French exeminanon procedures (Du Bois1970).
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In the early 19th century, individual differences in sensori-motor
and mental abU1ties were viewed by scientists in England and
France as more of a nuisance than anything else. The study of
speed, distance, time and other physical variables depended to a
large extent on the perceptual abilities of human observers. As
these methods were unreliable, attention was given to the
construction of instruments that would be more consistent and
more precise than unaided human observations (Du Bois1970).
Dur1ng the latter halt of the 19th century the development of
scientific psychology in Germany brought about interest in the
study of Individual differences. Experimental psychologists such as
Gustav Fechner, W1lheimWundt and Herman Ebbinghaus began to
demonstrate that psychological phenomena could be expressed in
quantitative rational terms (Aiken 1982). The research of French
psychiatriSts and psychologists in mental disorders 1nfluenced the
development of clinical and psychological assessment techniques
and tests. These in turn increased the attention given to written
examinations in America. SUch ideas began to filter through Into
Southern Rhodesia In the 20th century.
2.2 (1) Education practice In the early 20th century
Zimbabwe, once known as Southern Rhodesia, then Rhodesia, like
all other African countries once under British rule, has inherited
an educational system originally designed along lines of racial
segregation. The First Education Ordinance in 1899, and a series of
legislative measures which followed it, made provision tor separate
and unequal fac1llties for African and non-African pupils. (Dorsey
1980)
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After the British government granted Southern Rhodesia a
Responsible Government status in 1923, successive Southern
Rhodesian regimes tended to move away from the South African
educational practice and into closer conformity With educational
developments in the United Kingdom. This movement was
apparently due in part at least to the desire of white colonists to
provide their children With educational opportun1ties comparable to
those avaUable in the United Kingdom. Yet there was also
recognit1on, though as yet only trom a specifically European point
ot view, that the circumstances ot a newly developed territory
called for greater innovation and creative thinking than was
necessary in the more stab1l1sedconditions of South Africa.
The importance of achieving high standards of secondary education
was emphasised by a commission, presided over by the
distlngu1shed Australian and Commonwealth educationist, Sir Frank
Tate, in 1928. ·We see Southern Rbocles1a,·wrote the COmmisSioners,
-as a small ))ut growing community of good European stock, planted on
subtropical uplands in an extensive territory of great potenUal wealth. It
is settled and a native population of &))outtwenty times its own num))ers,
composed of a people who are for the most part docile enough and intelligent
enough to afford a large supply of la))our ... •
In the event the Southern Rhodesian government did not accept
the development strategy proposed by the Tate Comm1ss1on,which
involved the nation-wide system of tuition by correspondence on
the Australian model (Education Comm1ssion Report, 1929 secs.
86-7). But the spirit ot the Tate recommendations was impliCit in
measures undertaken by the government for the application ot
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compulsory attendance to white ch1ldren in 1931 (Southern
Rhodesia Act 7, 1930). Compulsory attendance was extended to
Asian and Coloured but not black children in 1938 (Education
Committee Report 1938 p 7) and the establlshment of a system of
boarding education, giVing the colony tor many years one ot the
highest proportions of boarded pupils in the world.
(11) The curriculum and examination system
Wide ranging recommendations for the improvement of the
secondary school curriculum were embodied in a report presented
in 1936 by HFB Fox, one of HM Inspectors of Schools in the United
Kingdom. In a preview of the arrangements suggested two years
later tor England and Wales by the Spens COrnmJ.ttee(ot which he
was a member), Fox recommended a tr1partlte structure ot
academic, technical and modern education, to meet the needs of
1ndiV1dualpupils (Education COmmission Report 1936). As a means
ot ensuring greater challenge tor academically talented pupils, he
suggested that the South African Matriculation examinations,
previously taken in Southern Rhodesian schools should be replaced
by the School Certificate and Higher School Certificate examinations
used in England and Wales (Education Commission Report 1936 secs
10, 11 and 12).
The curriculum 1n the white schools was a m1rror 1mage of the
Engllsh system, partly in order to enable the children of English
immigrants 1nto the country to continue With the1r education as
smoothly as possible.
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In the African schools, the curriculum was also influenced by
Englishvalues and standards, though it was different trom that of
their European counterparts.
The missionary SOCietieswho set up schools tor African pupils
initially copied the system of education in their home countries and
transplanted them unadapted to Southern Rhodesia.
The Southern Rhodesian adm1n1strators who later decided to give
grant-in-aids to missionaries to enable them to run schools tor
Africans made It possible tor a tew Africans to become potential
economic competitors to the Europeans, but the fac111tiesin the
mission-run schools remained interior to those provided tor the
Europeans. Besides, education was not compulsory tor the
Africans. The main objective ot the missionaries was to tum out
some numerate and l1terate Atricans who would be able to read
the bible and teach catechism to others. Thus the curriculum tor
the Africans was centred around the three Rs while tor the
Europeans the curriculum was loose, non-prescriptive and aimed
at ra1s1nsthe academic levels tor all white pupils. The curriculum
was designed that all European school ch1ldrenafter primary school
would automatically progress to the secondary schools where their
edUcationwould culminate in the ·0·, ·M· and ·A· levels which in
turn entitled them to tertiary educat10n in the universities in
South Africa or overseas.
The Africans, on the other hand, went through a tight screening
examination at the end ot the primary school. 'Failure' at the
end of primary school (usually around the ages of 12 and 13)
meant the end of schooling for these children. The ftZW (USUally 20
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per cent) who passed the screening examination went to secondary
school where another screening examination was given after two
years of secondary education. Those who passed this exarmnanon
were issued with Junior Certif1cates (JC) but only those with
distinctions or the best grades were allowed to proceed to another
two years of secondary schOOling. Unlik.e their European, As1an
and .Coloured counterparts who salled through unimpeded to the
fourth and fifth forms where they wrote their only exemmanon
(thus ensuring that all normal white, Asian and Coloured ch1ldren
had a basic tour year secondary education), the African pupils had
to face tough screening examinations at the end of every two years
in secondary schools.
The curr1culum in the African secondary schools offered only a few
academic subJects whlle a lot of emphas1s was made on practical
subJects such as metalwork, woodwork, buDding, home economics
and art. English, European history, bible knowledge,
Shona/Ndebele, general SCience, geography and mathematics were
thematn academic subjects offered in a few selected African
secondary schools (the schools which were intended tor a quarter
of African secondary puplls, known as the F1 schools, took the
academic curriculum which led to the cambridge School Cert1ticate;
whlle F2 schools which had 75" of African secondary school pupils
took the non-academic curriculum which led to the Rhodesian
Grade Eleven Certif1cate after which many pupils left school).
The 0 Level and A Level examinations taken by F1 secondary
schoolAfr1cansand the Europeans were all marked in England, but
great care was taken to ensure that Africans and Europeans·wrote
different examinations. For instance, the majority of Africans took.
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the cambridge SchoolCertificate examinations while their European
counterparts took examinations by the Associated Examining Board
and the London SchoolsExamination Board. (Note that the Asians
and Colouredsalthough With slightly interior facll1ties than those of
the Europeans, had segregated schools which, however, followed
the same syllabuses as those followed by their European
counterparts. )
The change from South African matriculation examinations to the
English style examination system was incorporated in legislation
introduced by the Prime MInister'Sir Godfrey Huggins in 1938 (Act
35 of Southern Rhodes1a, 1938). Further adaptation to Engl1sh
educational practice came during 1959 when the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland's Minister of Education - who controlled
European, ASian and Coloured,but not African schools - decided to
adopt the English model of six years secondary school course as
preparation for higher studies.
The missionary schools which by the 1950s were now responsible
tor academic secondary education tor Afr1cans attempted to adopt
the Englishmodel which was being provided to the Europeans but
this was met with only lukewarm support trom the government
(Atkinson N, 1972). However, between 1946 and 1954, a small
number of missionery schoolshad adopted a curriculum which was,
broadly stmner to that of secondary schools for white pupils
although a decisionwas made by the African schools not to change
to the certif1cate examinat10ns of the Associated Examining Board,
but to retain the examinations ot the cambridge Overseas
Synd1cate, which had extensive experience ot exam1n1ngcandidates
With Englishas a second language (Atkinson 1972).
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The first major departure from racially segregated education came
with the foundation of the University Collegeof Rhodesia in 1957.
Here all races wrote the same examinations but many African
students bel1eved that the marking of examination scr1ptswas
steeped in favour ot white students.
2.3 Education In the latter balf of tbe 20tb century
(1) The Education Act 1979
Increasing dissatisfaction among blacks With the various dtsab1lities
under which they l1ved, coupled with the fact that there was a
war of l1beration going on, forced the Rhodesian government to
appoint a Commissionof Inquiry led by Sir Vincent Quenet in 1975.
The report, publ1shed in 1976,containeda number of significant
recommendations concern1ng education among which was the
desire to : unite the two diVisions of the Ministry of Education
(African and .European) into a single structure; release ·trom
obstructions on the recruitment of non-white pupils in independent
schools; allow some transfer ot teachers between schools of
different racial groups and let African teachers teach African
languages In European schools.
There was no Immediate response by the government ·to the
Quenet Report but in 1978 when the armed struggle was at its
peak, the SaUsbury Agreement· torced the Rhodesian Front
administrators to abandon their insistence on white supremacy and
to seek instead an accommodation with black pol1tical leaders on
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terms ot non-racial meritocracy.
The Salisbury Agreement was soon followed by the 1979 Lancaster
HouseAgreement in England in which all the major pol1ticalparties
in Rhodes1aattended a conference chaired by Lord canington of
the Conservative party which led tOJ among other thingsJ one man
one vote majOrity rule. This saw the birth of Z1mbabwe in April
1980.
Before independence in 1980 an interim government led by Lord
Soames was set up. It is during this time that the Education Act
became a legislative measure in 1979 bringing an end to Virtually
all torms of legal dtscr1m1nation. There was to be a non-racial
educational system made up ot five classes ot schools: private
schools (which now included mission schools and the formerly
designated independent schoois), which were to select their own
pupils and have teachers' salaries supported by government
(Rhodesia Act 8 1979 secs 23-25); Group A schools (in effect the
former European, Asian and Coloured schools), which were to be
zoned to particular areas and were to Charge tees; Community
schools (a new category formed from among the tormer EuropeanJ
ASian and Coloured schools), which were to be permitted to
purchase their premises from the government on favourable terms
and Were to continue to have their teachers supplied and paid by
the government; Group B schools (in etfect the tormer African
schools in urban ereas), which were to charge a low rate of fees;
and Rural S<".hools(which were all African and Situated in the so
called African Tribal Trust Lands) which were to be free ot tees.
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Thus, between 1979 and 1980 racial integration had taken place
only in Independent, group A and Community schools, there being
no movement of white, ASianor Colouredpuplls Into the schools for
blacks. Investigations conducted by Atkinson (1980) of the
University of Zimbabwe based on returns from 118 Institutions,
representing the great majority of the former white, Asian and
Colouredschools, indicated the folloWingsituation by the third term
of 1980 (around October). (Only figures from secondary schools
have been used nere.)
Table 2.0
Independent Secondary Schools (TotaI9)
Black
n "
Asian
n "
Coloured White Total
n " n "
Form VI 31 7.2
57 5.4
76 6.5
30 7.0
98 9.3
117 10
22 5.1
634 59.6 1064
761 65.1 1170
348 80.8 431
Forms I-II 275 24.9
Forms Ill-IV 216 18.5
Total 522 51.6 163 18.9 237 24.4 1743205.5 2665
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Table 2.1
Community Secondary Schools (Total 5)
Black Asian Coloured White Total
n ~ n ~ n ~ n ~
Forms I-II 120 10.8 23 2.1 30 2.7 942 84.5 1115
Forms III-IV 94 6.9 25 1.8 22 1.6 1218 89.6 1359
Form VI 21 7.3 5 1.3 4 1.1 335 90.3 311
Total 241 25.0 53 5.2 56 5.4 2495264.4 2845
Table2.2
Group A Secondary Schools (Total 22)
Black
n ~
Asian
n ~
Coloured White Total
n ~ n "
Forms I-II 551 12.0 116 3.8 484 10.5 3421 13.8 4638
Forms III-IV 313 6.2 330 6.6 433 8.6 3969 18.1 5045
Form VI 111 17.3 37 3.8 35 3.6 146 75.5 989
Total 1041 35.5 543 14.2 , 952 22.7 8136228.0 10612
These statistics serve to 1ndicate in the first place that 1n 1980
there was a much higher proportion of black children (51.6") in
independent secondary schools, as compared With 25~ in
Community secondary schools and 35.5~ in Group A secondary
schools. Nevertheless, the proportion of Independent secondary
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school black sixth formers (7.2~) was the lowest of the three
groups. It seems likely that there was a departure of pupils
attracted by the lower fees of the government schools now open to
them.
In the second place, the Group A schools contained the great
majority of black pupUs who had moved into the former white,
As1anand Colouredsystem as compared with those who had moved
into the independent schools and into community schools. The
heaviest ·concentrat1on ot blacks Was found in schools zoned tor
urban districts traditionally occupied by members ot the white
artisan class, who had tended to move elsewhere after the end of
statutory discriminat1on, creat1ng an opportunity tor black tamities
to purchase residences in the former white suburbs. One
secondary school serving such a zone in the Salisbury (Harare)
suburbs had an enrolment which was 66~ black, representing the
greatest degree ot ethnic change in any secondary institution in the
country in less than a year.
The communlty schools (which were later abollshed by the ZANU
PF government) had apparently attracted s1gn1t1cantnumbers of
black pupils whose parents wished them to be educated in a
predominantly white environment though the proportion of such
pupUswas less than in the case ot the other two groups ot schools
due to restrict1ve selection pollcieson the part of individual schools,
coupled With the charging of higher tees than in the case ot Group
A schools.
It seems' that With the 1979 Education Act, racial integration in
Zimbabwe's schools had become a reality despite the creation ot
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stronger barriers by the Rhodesian Front government (1962-1979)
which was committed. to fighting against ,any erosion of white
control ot power.
AcademJc achievements before Independence (1980)
Regardless of the inequality of opportunity that existed between
blacks and whites in the pre-Independence era, several research
studies such as the one by Dorsey (1975 and 1917) showed that
African secondary school leavers dtdextremely well in the
cambridge School Examinations. In her study, Dorsey found that
in 1911, 96~ of 2551 secondary school pupUs in Zimbabwe had
,obtained a full cambridge SchoolCert1ficatewith over 33~ achieving
a first diV1s1onpass.
Th1s compared favourably with the resultsot their white
counterparts 1n examinations. In tact at '0' Level the overall
fallure rate was higher for white pupUs, although more whites
achieved distinctions in mathematics and science subjects. At A
Level, Afr1can puplls had an overall higher exermnanon
achievement than their white counterparts both in total
percentage passes and in the qual1tyof their passes in all subjects.
However, considering the tight screening process of the African
pup1lsinto secondary schools, it is not surprising that the results of
the African puplls were on the whole better' than those of·their
priv1legedwhite counterparts.
It is with such studies as the one by Dorsey (1915, 1911) that
African school leavers held the beUef that they were capable of
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competing successfully With white school leavers for employment
and that they were only prevented from doing so purely on the
basis of race and culture.
Thus, right up to independence and not untn after the Educat10n
Act of 1979, educational development in terms of policy,
enrolments, curriculum and the examinanen system changed very
little.
2.4 (I) The education system since Independence (1980)
Educat10n in Zimbabwe today covers so many histOrical, social,
economic and political racets and remains a polltical instrument.
The point has already been made that educat10n was used to
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create racial superiority for the white minority whUe the black
majority had to accept inferiority. Since independence, among the
many po11c1esmade by the ZANU (PF) party 1n their election
manifesto, was the educational pollcy which clearly st1pulated:
(i) the abolition of racial educanon and the ut1lisation of the
education system to develop in the younger generation a
non-racial attitude, a common national ident1ty and common
loyalty
(n) the establishment of tree and compulsory primary and
secondary education tor all chUdren, regardless of race
(w) the abolition ot sex discr1m1nation in the education system
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(iv) the orientation of the education system to national goals
(v) the basic right of every adult who had no or little educational
opportunity to literacy and adult education
(vi) and the special role of education as a major instrument for
sodal transformation. (ZANU(PF) ElectionManifesto 1979)
It can' be seen from the above policy extract that racism and
privilege in the adm1n1stration of education had to be abolished.
The Minister of Education, Dr Dzingat Mutumbuka at a seminar on
educational pollcy in 1981followedthis up by stressing that:
-we cannot altogether cut ourselves away from the past, because the
legacy of the past remains With us... but rather than perpetuating
the traditional alienation of the educated elite from the masses, the
best possible resolution tor Zimbabwe today is that the educated must
work. for the 100<1of the masses. The education of the future must l)e
a mass based education which will serve the developmental needs of
the masses. It mu,t be based on an analysi, of the present
intellectual, cultural and technological levels of the people vis a vis
their needs rather than on high sounding solutions from overseas.
These solutions may be impracticable because, in the final analysis, it
is the masses rather than the eUte who must put these solutions to
test by malting theory into reality.· (Education, Past Present and
Future).
This speech showed that the post independence educational system
of Zimbabwe was to be structured into a unitarian and egalitarian
system as opposed to the highly diverse system inherited from the
past.
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(Ii) The educatlODal Inatltutlona
In order to fully realise the contribut1on of education to the
achievement of national objectives as stipulated by the Mtnister, a
great expansion and increased participation in the education
system followed. The introduction of free primary education led
inevitably to unprecedented enrolment expansion in both prtmary
and secondary schools. Enrolment in 1981 had increased from 800
000 to 11hmiU10npupUs in both primary and secondary schools.
At independence there were a total of 2401primary schools in the
whole country.
By December 1985 there were over 4000primary schools and many
more were still under construction.
At secondary school level the number of schools increased from 177
at independence to 950 by December 1985.
As a result of this expansion, by December 1985 there were over
2% m1ll1onpupUs in both primary and secondary schools compared
With 819 586 in December 1979. Thus over 95~ of the school going
age population were recervmg at least primary education by 1985.
According to figures given by the examinations department, over
700 000candidates were registered to take '0' Level examinations in
1985 compared With only 66 216 in 1980 - an expans10n of over ten
times Within five years.
A phenomenon which cropped up after independence was the
creation of urban day primary and secondary schools and rural
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day schools as a means of cutting down the cost of building
boarding schools. Even though the government bunt many more
prtmary and secondary schools since independence, by 1985 there
were st1ll not enough classrooms to accommodate the additional
intake. Many secondary school classes were housed in primary
schools (referred to as 'upper tops') and others were 'hot seated'
(that Is the schools operated a morning and an afternoon shift).
Teachers were not available in sufficient numbers either, so in
addition to the untrained staff, better qual1tied primary school
teachers were used to staff the new form one (upper top) classes.
This measure was taken on a temporary basis while more
secondary schools were being built and more teachers trained.
The examinations structure since independence
An announcement made by the Minister of Education, Dr Dzingai
Mutumbuka, in 1985stressed the need to localise the examination
system by 1988 in order to save the country its much needed
fore1gn currency and to make the system more relevant to
Zimbabwe among other reasons.
As shall be seen in later chapters, a survey conducted by the
writer revealed that the majority of teachers in Zimbabwe's
secondary schools were against this move by the government
because they felt that the country was not ready for a change in
the examination system. It was generally felt that there were not
suft1clently qualified personnel to handle the compl1cated task of
creating a local eXaminat10n board.
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The present examination structure which relies heaVily on overseas
examination boards is already in the process ot reorgan1satlon in
order to tultil the demands ot the government's new SOCialorder
which requires that the examination system be made more
appropriate tor an egal1tar1an society. In his address to the nation
on Christmas Eve 1985, the Prime M1nister ot Zimbabwe, Robert
Mugabe, also reiterated the need to make education and the
examination system in Zimbabwe more relevant to the present
social and economic order ot the country.
since Independence, the Ministry of Educat10n's Examinations
Branch has organised the assessment ot pupils by means ot both
internal and external examinations as tollows:
(1) Grade seven Certificate at the end of prtmary schooling;
(11) Internal Junior Certif1cate at the end of two years secondary
schooling;
(ill) Grade eleven Certificate after tour years of secondary education
in what used to be F2 schools (this Is being slowly phased out);
(tv) Zimbabwe Certificate of Higher Education after tour years of
secondary education (This seems to have replaced the National
Certificate of Education which was terminated in 1983. It also
seems to be the substitute tor the Grade eleven Certificate
eventually.); and
(v) General Certificate of Educat10n (overseas) issued by Cambridge,
Associated Examining Board and London Schools Examinations
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Board separately depending on which board 1s used by
1nd1V1dualschools. Th1s certificate Is Issued after tour or five
years ot secondary education at 101 Level and after siX years of
secondary education at IAILevel.
Summary
In this chapter, discussion has been centred on the educatton of
the four main racial groups which comprise the Zimbabwean
society (Europeans, Asians, Africans and Coloureds - people of
mixed race) from the pre-Independence era (before 1980) to the'
post-Independence era (after 1980). The educational system before
Independence was based on disparity ot opportunity tor these tour
racial groups. The most disadvantaged group was the numerical
majority group, the Africans who constituted 96~ ot a population of
nearly 8 rn1ll1onpeople in 1980. The Europeans made up 3.5~ ot
the populatton, while Asians and Coloureds constituted the
remaintng O.5~ (Zimbabwe Government Census, Central StatistiCS
Oftice, 1980).
Race was the main criterion tor social stratification. Thus the tour
racial groups had d1tferent degrees of access to the rewards which
flOWedfrom their d1tferent degrees of control over production.
From the beginning ot white rule in 1890, Africans were prevented
from competing with Europeans on equal terms in industry,
commerce, trade and other professions 1n the publ1c sector.
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African schooling was allowed for only a small minority of the
black major1ty who would f1t into poorly paid occupations in
industry, commerce, trade and the pubUcsector.
Later, grant-in-aids were made to mission run schools and it was
through these that a few more Africans acquired skills and
education which made them potential economic competitors to the
Europeans.
A dual education system where two divisions for adm1nistertng
European and African education (the bi-partite system) was
developed in order to keep the races apart. The quantity and
qual1ty of education resulting from the different regulations and
budgetary provisions for the two systems was very significant.
The Rhodesian Front government which came into power in 1962
was spending approximately 15 times more per primary school
pupU in the European system than they did in the African system.
The discr1m1natory provisions of these segregated systems were
motivated by political objectives and decisions. By 1979 there were
only 9000 sk1lledpersons (ma1n1ywhite) in the country and 250 000
semi-skilled persons (ma1n1Yblack) . It is upon this highly
disproportionate semi-skilled numbers with the barest m1n1mum of
education and tra1n1ng that the profit making industry and
commerce of the country was based resulting in the high salary
structure ot the management and skilled classes whUe the salaries
of the semi-skilled or unskilled (all black) workers were as low as
10" of their white counterparts or lower.
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However, the tables were turned in 1980 when the ZANU (PF)
government declared that Zimbabwe would be made a non-racial
SOCietyand that discrimination on racial or tribal lines would be
abolished. A new pollcy on education which emphasised the need
for a social transformation in order to achieve these non-raciar
goals was published.
One of the major changes announced was to be in the examination
system whereby it was hoped that the present structure would be
completely localised by 1988. Expansion in primary, secondary
school and teacher educat10n increased ten fold.
Zimbabwe's achievements in education since independence are
summed up in the folloWingaddress to the nation by the Prime
Min1ster, Robert Mugabe (taken from The Herald. 1 January 1986):
-In the July budget our total vote, constitutional and statutory
appropriations came to $3 644 627 000, an increase of over $76 million
over the previeus bud.get.
The largest vote is that for education which is $562 250 million,
followed by detence $457 809 million. This order of priority is not
fortuitous. It results from the emphasis we place on the needs of our
society.
As you are aware, education has been a function of our government
and society which has indeed become our preoccupation. You Will
admit, I am sure, that it has been an area of great achievement. In
terms of both the increase in the number of primary and secondary
schools and school enrolments over the last six years, the progress
made has been spectacular. We expect the primary schools, now 4234
and enrolling 2 229 396 children, to increase slightly in 1986,With a
total enrolment of 2 469 219 children. Our secondary schools, which
number 1215with 497 766 children are expected to rise to 1296schools
in 1986 With 659 934 children. Emphasis on education Will now be
placed on its quality, which means, apart from improving school
facilities, the training of teachers of a higher academic and
professional calibre. At the moment there are 56 358 primary school
teachers, most of them well trained, and 17 498 secondary teachers,
most of them untrained ... -
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To cope With the increased number of children enrolling for both
primary and secondary schools an increase in the recruitment of
trainee teachers was also effected With the Zimbabwe Integrated
Teacher Education Course (ZINTEC- an institution created to cope
With the influx and to give a crash programme for primary
teachers) and Seke Teachers' Collegesemerging in 1981, thus giVing
an additional five colleges to the already established 21 training
institutions (ZINTEChas four colleges in the four main provinces ot
the country, around Harare, Mutare, Gweru and Masvtngo. It is
however being phased out and in 1988 it Is hoped that future
students Willbe absorbed into the mainstream colleges).
The present study, among other things, attempts to look 1nto the
present practice and pol1cy on assessment in schools in Zimbabwe.
OUt of the 800 secondary schools in the country in 1985, the
researcher took a representative sample (48) of these schools in
order to investigate how far good assessment practices are being
carried out in secondary schools in View of the forthcoming
changes in the examination structure.
2.5 (1) Current views on the value of psychometric testing
and school examinations In Zimbabwe
It was not untU after the shocking 1984 0 Level results of the
cambridge School Certificate were published that the Zimbabwean
publ1c became more concerned about pupil performance in
secondary schoolS. The announcement that almost 82" of those
who had taken the examtnanon had faUed to obtain a grade Cpass
(or above) in all the subjects taken was greeted With a public
outcry. The media (newspapers, television, scholarly Journals and
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magazines and the radio) were bombarded with criticisms which
made school examinations and subsequently standardised testing
one of the most rancorous educational issues. Articulate critics
began to charge that these examinations set from as far away as
England only measured a narrow spectrum of abilities - and
because the results of such limited examinations were used to
determine future life chances of individuals, these examinations
ought to be abolished in favour of more local and more relevant
ones. Debates on multiple choice testing, essay tests and the
marking of examination scripts became more and more apparent
in every single issue of -Teachers' Forum- in 1985. While those
who were critical about standardised testing claimed that these
tests were not neutral, and that they were inherently biased
against those who are unfam1l1arWith the language and concepts
of the English culture; others in favour of such tests defended
them by claiming that these tests have kept school standards high
and that unless some more appropriate means of making decisions
about pupils can be devised, these tests will continue to be
pervasive in our society.
Policy makers became more and more concerned about these
criticisms. Initially, some officials in the educational field tried to
explain away the failure rate by questioning the validity of the
examinations themselves and by pointing to the increased numbers
of pupils in secondary schools without properly trained teachers.
Teachers who had had several years 'experience in schools which
had shown good results before reacted to these statements by
blaming the system of education itself which had Increased the
numbers of secondary school pupils entered in the test cohort
through automatic promotion. Others blamed it on the lack of
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discipline brought about by independence, absenteeism,
drunkenness by pupils, inadequate school fac1l1ties such as
textbooks and curricular change.
Whatever the causes for such ranure were, when it was revealed
that ·out of 68 thousand Zimbabwean pupils who wrote the
Cambridge 0 Level examtnanons, only about 13 thousand pupils
obtained nve or more credits· (SUndayMall, 10 March 1985), the
Prime Minister reacted very strongly:
·It is hardly an exaggeration to describe the results as
appallingI We cannot accept a level of performance where
considerably less than 50" of the candidates achieved a
minimum number of passes or attained. above average grades."
(The Times Educational Supplement, 10May 1985,p17)
It 1sapparent that there is more than one single factor which has
created the problem of poor results. A national debate about
educational policieshas been stimulated by these poor results, and
suddenly the public and pollcy makers have become more
concerned about the decline of academic standards and literacy.
This decline sounded a nattonal warning bell that something was
terr1bly wrong in the schools. Expansionof the school system and
the addit10n of adult literacy classes have not been followed up
With a proper monitoring system. Screening of pupils is almost
non-existent even though examinations at Grade 7 and ZJC still
take place.
One of the forces that underlies the crit1cism ot using tests to
screen pupils is 'egal1tar1anism'. For the egalitarian complaint is
that the tests discriminate among test takers and favour only
those With the best education and most ability. But, as long as
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there are educational institutions where there are more applicants
than places, there must be an objective way ot deciding who gets
in. This being so, the egalitarian critique of testing founders
precisely because no other objective means has been discovered to
take the place of ability testing. This is not to say that the ability
tests currently used in Zimbabwean schools or the standardised
tests are perfect, but, when all their flaws are taken into
considerattcn, there seems to be no other fairer measure at
present of a student's academic ab11ity.
(11)Capitalist versus socialist Views on assessment:
the position of Zimbabwe
-Education is accorded a central and pervasive role in Zimbabwe's social
and economic development. In line With the government's socialist
orientation, it is seen as a basic human right as well as an economic
investment- (Mutumbulta 1986).
Zimbabwe, which declared a policy of socialism since independence
in 1980, has maintained a position of SCientific analysis of
examinations based more or less on simnar lines as the cambridge
and AEB examination boards in England. It is realised in
Zimbabwe that demands for the greater clarity and verificabWty of
tests and examinations cannot be met by subjective and
pre-sc1ent1fic methods, but only by carefully constructed tests and
by scientific techniques.
This approach might not be viewed kindly by other socialist states
which see examinations as a waste ot time as they tend to
encourage competitiveness among students. For Instance, in the
literature of East and West Germany, extreme and moderate
socialist and capitalist views have been expressed respectively
around this topiC.
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In West Germany authors have described the system of obJectiVised
measurement of success as a means of guaranteeing the
enforcement of subject matter in class, which, in the hands of the
representative of capitalist interests, is more amenable. Further
literature also states:
-C1~r analysis shows that the alleged advantages of psychological
tests do not constitute at all that aid which the teacher expects from
an assessment instrument. Par from constituting progress, the
application of such tests 15 a retrograde step compared to subjective
teacher assessment which, despite its shortcomings, is far better
suited to take into account the individual prerequisites and conditions
of pupil behaViour" (Project Schullautbahnberatung, in Ingenkamp,
1977).
In the literature of East Germany, there now seems to be more
statements such as -It is foreseeable that in the next few years
considerably greater importance Will attach, in the sphere of
national educanon, to psyChOlogical measurement (and
consequently In particular to the assessment of acnievement) than
was previously the case" (Wltzlack. 1971); and -In the past a
further difficulty in the development of diagnostic procedures for
use in practice resulted mainly from the contradictory appraisals
of the testing method by MarXist psychologists. Nowadays there
exists cons1derable agreement among psycholog1sts in the soc1al1st
camp that standardised psychometriC procedures cannot be ignored
1n modern assessment- (Witzlack 1971). Zimbabwe seems to have
adopted the latter View in its formulation of policy on assessment.
In contrast to this, the concept of mastery Iearnmg (whereby 85 to
90 per cent of pupils are brought up to the prescr1bed standard by
more errecnve teach1ng methods) 1s st1l1favoured by a number of
Marxists.
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Criticism is also directed. against the determination of scholastic
performance by the competitive thinking dominant in
admin1stration and the economic world, rather than on educational
grounds such as which learning processes are best for the
development of the pupil's personality.
There is no doubt that differences between the Views of Marxists
(or socialists) and capitalists are stlll prevalent regarding the best
approaches to assessment of pupUs, but these are less marked. now
than, say, ten years ago. The move towards 'Orientation' in
France and 'Pupil Profiles' 1sviewed.as a SOCialistapproach by both
capitalist and SOCialistsocieties because it is regarded as a means of
humanising the examination process.
There is now general agreement in the literature ot both capitalist
and social1st states that the content ot examinations must be
geared. towards the curriculum and not Vice versa, but it is also
now often claimed. by some SOCialiststhat curricular objectives are
an expression of the power pol1ticsof the ruling classes and that
since these are unl1kely to change in the near future, all scholastiC
examinations should be rejected. as instruments for suppressing the
underpriVileged (Furck 1972, in Ingenkamp 1977).
Other authors in the socialist camp such as Clauss, Kl1xand GutJar
(in Ingenkamp 1977) have expressed their considerable agreement
With Western psychologists by stating that the tendency in the
development of the science of psychology and assessment is tor the
free methods (biotic behaVioural observation, exploration, analysts
of curriculum Vitae, etc) to be increasingly complemented, if not
altogether supplanted, by experimental procedures and those which
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aim at precise recording (measurement). KliX concluded, in
connection With the discussion concerning the value ot tests, that
escapism Into biotic behaVioural observation, exploration or
descrtption is not the way of scientific analysis and not the
prospect tor assessment, but a step backwards to the pre-sc1ent1t1c
approach.
Soc1al sc1ent1sts in socialist states accordingly no longer see
themselves after years ot 1deologlcal prohibition ot tests, in a
pos1tion to persist in subJect1ve pre-sciennnc methods ot
assessment, whereas some Marxist soc1al scientists in the capitalist
states Wish to return to the pre-SCientific stages.
Among this confluence ot ideas, Zimbabwe has taken the path of
psychometric measurement as practised in the western world, but,
needless to say, a fruitful reccnsiderauon of the essence ot
educational assessment becomes eruciat where traditional written
school examinat10ns have been shown to be neither obJect1ve nor
reliable; their content validity Jeopardised by subjectrve innuences;
predictrve validity low, and the marking ot different examiners tor
the same essay papers cannot be compared. Fa1ling to improve
the methods ot educat10nal measurement 1mplies abandoning the
attempt to 1dentity the underprtvtleged and study the appropr1ate
remedial action.
With its socialist objectives as specified in the -Three Year
Development Plan 1982/83-1984/85 (Vol 1 Nov 1982)-, Zimbabwe,
among other things, aims at:
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Figure I
(i) ensuring equality of opportunity;
(11) introducing qualitative changes with particular attention
to the relevance of education to national needs, including
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THIS IMAGE HAS BEEN REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
socio-cultural orientation and intellectual decolon1sation;
and
(111)ensuring that investment in education and training and
the financing thereof is rationally planned and is fully
integrated With the investment in other activmes in the
publ1cand private sectors.
However, wnne these objectives sound attractive, there are hurdles
to be overcome in order to achieve them. Teachers who have
been brought up in a colonial and capitalist environment stUl find
it difficult to introduce socialist educational innovations in schools
Without the necessary orientation in themselves. The government
also finds it d1fficult to make these new innovations acceptable and
compatible With the system into which they are introduced while
at the same time maintaining objectiVity. Therefore changes in
assessment procedures should be Viewed With caution as teachers'
attitudes have to be taken into account since some resist change.
According to Mutumbuka (1986),
•Any educational system has its built-in characteristics, some of
which are very resistant to change. Good traditional techniques
should be incorporated with the new so that the innovation will be
seen to the student, the teacher and the policy maker to be a
constructive one and not a complete severance from what tradition
has built up over the years.·
i
It seems from the minister's statement that, as long as selection
for tra.1n1ng and for turther promotion or tor jobs is based on
examination performances, socialist or capitalist, Z1mbabwe Will
continue to use assessment techniques traditionally bU1lt by the
capitalist state of the past but with modifications aimed at SOCialist
goals.
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(111)Present criteria used tor transition trom primary
to secondary school
The intelligence tests, mathematics and English examinations used
as the 11+examinations in order to admit a certain quota of pupils
to grammar schools in England and Wales lost their earlier
importance in the early seventies when the Labour government
introduced comprehensive education. According to Vernon (1957),
the 11+ tests used showed predictive validities unprecedented in
Europe - nearly always reaching 0.6 and sometimes being as high
as 0.9. However, in spite of this high predictive validity, the
examinations were severely Criticised for a number of reasons.
Because the examinations could not be retaken, intellectual criteria
were overemphasised and because children from lower classes
performed badly, It was felt that despite the high test validity, a
number of suitable pupils were wrongly rejected.' From a
psychometric point of view, the problem was that, not
withstanding the high reliability of the tests, individual results
could have been different at some other time (such as at the age
of ten or twelve).
A similar examination exists in Z1mbabwe. This is the grade seven
examination taken by all pupils at the end of primary schooling.
Before Independence, selection and placement decisions for Africal
pupils were based on this examination. This meant that pupils
with high scores would be placed in what was termed as F1 schools
(similar to grammar schools); those With low scores went to F2
schools, and those who failed the tests were not given a place in
secondary school at all. For many, this was the end of school life
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at the age of twelve or th1rteen.
OUtof concern to include all ch11drenof dttferent soctal backgrounds
and different abnities 1nto secondary schools, automattc promotion
was introduced at Independence and the F1 and 12 schools which
had existed before independence were abolished. Thus, all pupils
trrespectrve of their performance at the grade seven level now
found a place 1n secondary school. Most of them actually got a
place before the results of the grade seven examinations were
published. In order to accommodate all these pup11s, the last six
years saw a rapid expansion in the building of secondary schools
The number of secondary schools rose from 177 in 1980 to 1296 m
1986 (Mugabe 1986).
It is, however, recognised that a school reform without the
development of correspondIng measurement procedures is
tncomplete. When the localisation of exammauons in 1988 1s
complete, 1t 1s envtsaged that adequate methods for plac1ng pupils
in their teaching groups will be developed (Mutumbuka 1986).
Deduc1ngfrom the Minister ot Education's speech, it seems that at
some po1nt in the near future, there is going to be some kind of
selection, placement or classif1cation ot pupils who will be a.ssigned
to different kinds of education on the basis of their grade seven
examination results.
Cronbach and Glaser (1965) describe selection as -the process which
takes place when only some of the pupils are admitted to school,
while others are reJected-. Placement takes place when pupils are
assigned to different' types of secondary schools or streams, while
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classification takes place when pupils are arranged (according to
criterion variables) into various learning groups or teaching
programmes which do not differ in level, but in their emphasis
according to the field ot specialisation.
Whether or not all three alternatives, selection, placement and
classification, are going to be used to make decisions on pupils on
the basis of the grade seven examinations in Zimbabwe; and
whether or not the new methods Will achieve fairness in allocating
pupils to different schools, streams or types of education, remains
to be seen.
Since the government Is comm1tted to Its role of transformtng
society, and to make the curriculum in education fall in line With
the national needs of the country (Mutumbuka 1986), it seems that
one way or the other, a solution Will be reached whereby every
pupil who leaves primary school Will be fitted into some form of
education or training until they reach schoolleavtng age.
In Europe, the decisive course tor future social status was set
ma1nly at the time ot passing from primary to secondary school
with the 11+ examinat10ns. At the moment, although pupils still
take examinations at the end ot primary schooling in Zimbabwe,
there Is no set criteria tor gain1ng admission into secondary school.
It Will be quite interest1ng to see what models are g01ng to be
designed for achieving fairness in placement of pupils as envtsaged
in Zimbabwe. From the look of it, there Will always be some
puplls who w11l be wrongly placed for the same reasons that were
found in the placement ot pupils in Europe on the basis of the 11+
examinations.
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Most studies conducted in Europe and aimed at establ1shing models
tor achieving tairness in selection seem to tall short ot the ideal of
promoting equality ot opportunity. However, Cole(1972) considered
that the use of conditional probab111tymodels could assure all
groups of an intUitively meaningful and defensible type of fairness
by describing the following six models:
(a) The quota model. This requires proportional representation tor
the grOtlPSto be selected.
(b) The regression model. The use ot a single predictive equation 1s
considered fair only it the regression lines are the same tor all
groups. If they are not, separate resression equations must be
used (Cleary 1968; Temp 1971)
(c) The sub iectiVe regression. 'Culture optima11ty' according to
Darlington (1971) can be achieved by combining the regression
model and the type of value Judgments made 1n the quota
model.
(d) The equal risk model. E1nhorn and Bass (1971), by considering
the distribution of criterion scores about the regression line,
prescribed predictor cut oft points tor each subgroup, above
which appl1cants have a specific minimal chance of being
successful (Guion 1966).
(e) The constant ratio model. Thorndike's (1971a) model requires
that the success ratio equal the selection ratto and have a kind
of fairness more appropr1ate from the applicant's point of View
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than the previous model.
(f) The conditional probability model. When the distribution of a
predictor and a criterion of success are known from past
experience, the probability of selection among potentially
successful applicants can be computed given a fixed selection
procedure for each group under consideration.
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Chapter Three
Examination Systems in Other Countries
3.1 Introduction
The Need for Change
Examination systems in most countries throughout the world today
are still dominated by various forms of the old end of session
examinations. It is with this View that many educators base their
teaching on the skills picked·up trom the examination boards.
At present there is a lot of discussion going on about reform of
such a system in a number of countries. For instance in Britain
today, an announcement by the then Minister ot Education, Sir
Keith Joseph and later by Sir .Kenneth Baker, that a new system of
examination called 'Pupil Profiles' should be introduced by 1988
shows the desperate need by education authorities to find a more
realistic and more meaningful form of assessment target tor all
pupils in Britain - particularly those excluded from public
examination success (Times Educational Supplement, 7 February
1986). Pupil Protiles, which·will lead to every pupil obtaining a
General Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE)at the end ot
secondary school1ng, Will reinforce a more broad-based,
vocationally orientated curriculum which will help youngsters to
get Jobs since the document will give a balanced account of the
pupil's attainment, interests and aspirations which will be
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externally vaUdated and underwritten by authorised bodies (see
Chapter 4, •Alternatives·, and AppendixF).
The need to change the present examination structure is not only
found in Britain. Countries such as France, Kenya, the United
States of America and many others have already transformed
their systems. Others, such as the Soviet Union, Tanzania,
Zimbabwe, Japan and Australia are in the process ot changing
their systems also.
Crudely, the principal concern behind the need to change or
replace one system with another is to 'humanise'. the assessment
procedure; to abolish pass/taU and the fear of failure in favour of
grades; to extend the scope of assessment by including not only
formal written work, but oral and pract1cal work too; to replace
one-off examinations by continuous assessment of not only
academic work but in some cases personal qualities, and to provide
for assessment that will be diagnostic and detailed, increasingly
cumulative and integrated with the learning process and
culminating in, but not solely oriented to, a terminal evaluation.
India provides a good example where emphasis is not on teaching
but on learning. The educational system in India is characterised
by flex1b1l1tyand dynamism rather than rigidity and inertia under
a new scheme called "The Ten Plus Three" scheme (Wanchoo and
Raina, 1979).
In Japan a contrasting change took place between 1984 and 1986.
Emphasis was on the ability to apply science know-how by Junior
high school pupils between the ages of 12 and 15 and according to a
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recent survey by the National Institute for Education Research,
Japanese students in 1983 and 1985 achieved top science scores
among participants from nineteen nations. This achievement, the
Japanese bel1eve, is partly due to the rigidity ot theiT system
which through the 'Enforcement Regulations for the School
Education Law' (an ordinance issued by the Education Ministry) -
stressing that various policies such as the setting up of curriculum
standards where a number of hours are laid down by law for each
subject; the author1sation of textbooks where all elementary and
secondary schools are requiTed to use textbooks authorised by the
Education Ministry; and the ma1ntenance of teachers' standards -
guarantees the quality of education (Mak.inoS, 1(86).
The school system in Zimbabwe, as already pointed out, is still
heavily dependent on the education which it inher1ted from the
British. The examination system has resultantly evolved from the
British examination system. By 1986 0 level and A level
examinations were still set and organised in Britain.
After independence in 1980, Zimbabwe adopted a more egalitarian
policy for its educational system and because ot the injustices
many students experienced in the old colonial system, the need tor
change was inevitable.
It is in the View of this transformation ot the system 1nZimbabwe
that a closer look at the Brit1sh system With which the country
has had long historical links and from which Zimbabwe adopted its
original system ot assessment is taken 1n the paragraphs that
follow. The examination systems of countries which also share the
same colonial hiStory or political ideologies,or countries which have
had direct or indirect 1nfluence on Zimbabwe together With those
which have had a much longer experience in the administration of
education than Zimbabwe are also discussed in this chapter. The
systems in the United Kingdom, Australia, the United States,
Tanzania, France, the soviet Union and Kenya are discussed here
in order to make a comparison between Western and Eastern
countries, former colonial powers and their former colonies and
also to look closely at the differences in practice between those
systems With different political ideologies.
It should be noted that one of Africa's most important examination
establishments, the West African Examination Council, which was
established thirty years ago, has not been included in this
discussion because although very significant, it has not had a
direct influence or a close historical link to the development ot the
present structure in the educational system of Zimbabwe.
Inclusion ot the system ot countries such as Australia and France is
made in order to shed light on how these compare With the British
system which was extensively used in Zimbabwe. This also shows
what alternatives (if any) could be adopted into the present
educational structure of Zimbabwe.
3.2 The Examination System in the United Kingdom
Formal legitimation of academic school examinations in the British
educational system Was first seen in 1917 when the School
Certificate was established after the report of the Consultative
Committee set up in 1911(Broadfoot, 1979). The School Certificate
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examination was aimed tor school leaving age (15 year old) puplls
and 1t required passes in t1ve or more academic subjects in
languages, science, mathematics and subjects such as music and
manual subjects which were optional.
Further developments came in 1947 with the Report of the
Secondary Schools Examination Counc1l, the Crowther Report 1959
and the Schools Counc1l 1975 (Broadfoot, 1979c), when new
examination boards were establlshed with the expansion of the
secondary school system which now incorporated secondary
modern schools for pupils who managed to pass the 11+
exammancn. In 1951 the General Cert1ficate of Education (GCE)
Ordinary and Advanced Level was instituted as a non-grouped
certincate and had the advantage of alloWingmore flexibWty In the
curriculum and some hope for a greater proporncn of pupils to be
successful in at least one subject. It had the advantage too of both
allowing secondary modern pupUs to compete and still, because of
its higher standard than the old School cernncate, effectively
preventing open competmon (Rubinstein and S1mon, 1969).
However, although the secondary moderns catered for 75" of
secondary school pupUs, they soon took. to streaming so that able
pupUs might have some chance of transferring to the grammar
school, or later of GCEsuccess. By 1960, due to streaming, only
one in eight pupils were sitting for GCEexternal examination
In 1965 the famous Government Circular 10/65 which followed an
NFERstudy of 1957 (Vernon, 1957) brought a change of pollcy from
selective to comprehensive secondary educanon. Thus after 1965,
it was no longer possible to shut out, as it had been earl1er, large
sectors of the population from the opportunity to compete for
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educational qualifications even though class bias in educational
achievement still persisted.
Throughout the 1970s debates on improVing the assessment of
pupils continued and various other examination and school leavtng
certificates such as the CSEand the CEE(Certificate of Secondary
Education and the Certificate of Extended Education) were
instituted for less able pupils.
RKords of achievement
In the eighties, there has been a move towards establishing an
assessment system which gives a Record of Achievement to all
pupils who stay at school until they are sixteen. The thinking
behind this idea is to find a realistic and meaningful assessment
target for all pupils - part1cularly those excluded from public
examination success. This reinforces a more broadly based
vocationally oriented curriculum which helps youngsters to get jobs
through the provision of relevant information for employers. The
document is a balanced account of the pupils' attainments,
interests and aspirations and is externally validated and
underwritten by appropr1ately authorised bodies.
Thus, 1n England and Wales, Pupil Profiles seem to be the
alternative to public examinations and the Secondary School
Examinations Council which evaluated and monitored the pilot
schemes in 1984have already recommended that th1s new system
of assessment be made effective from 1988. All major examination
boards, London, Cambridge, AEB, Joint Matriculation and other
boards throughout the UK are preparing tor this change (see
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3.3 The AustraHan examination systems
Australia has several examination systems tor its secondary school
children. It also has a number of institutions organising and
overseeing such examinations and trends vary from state to state
(Withers, F., 1982).
A publ1c examination system in Australia is either set up and run
directly by a state or a territorial education department or it may
be adrrurustered by an autonomous institution funded by a state
government wtth l1nlts to an education department but not
controlled or funded by them.
In the sixties and seventies, Australian states began to abandon
externally adm1n1steredexaminations in more junior grades which
used to fulfil the functions of exit qual1fications for school leavers.
Today, it is now left to schools to conduct the assessment necessary
at the end of the first eleven years of schooling.
For example, in Queensland, the Radford Committee (1971)
recommended the aboUtion of the Junior and senior pubUc
examinations, replacing them With a system of moderated
assessrnents.
It was Intended that schools should have greater autonomy in the
design of their curriculum and assessment In order to cater more
adequately for IndiV1duald1fferences in ab1Utyand interests among
secondary school pupils. Thus, while teachers experienced greater
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professional challenge and stimulation, secondary school pupils also
experienced higher motivation, greater freedom in choice of
subjects, and the opportunity to proceed at a pace commensurate
With their ab1Uty and experience (W1thers, 1982) .
In Australia, assessment, in add1t1on to the traditional concern for
knowledge and understanding, 1s also concerned with the learning
process and with a wider range of qualities and achievements.
Queensland's school based assessments are scaled by the use of a
three hour exarrunation, The Australian Scholastic Aptitude Test
(ASAT) for which all secondary school students sit. Students do
not receive personal scores but data are aggregated for inter school
scal1ng.
Victoria shares the same theme of school based curriculum
development and acknowledges the fact that assessment of a pupil's
progress and achievement by schools rather than by a s1ngle
external examination is a cr1t1cal factor in upper secondary
curriculum in View of the need to cater for those pupils in upper
secondary education who do not proceed to tertiary education.
The current examination posit10n in the whole of Australia seems
to be one where the subject matter in the twelve years of
schooling 1s increas1ngly a matter of choice. The choice may be
made on vocational grounds, to ease the transmon to work, or on
other personal interest grounds. There is a compulsory pass in
English in most states for successful completion of the Higher School
Cert1f1cate but a variety of subjects 1s offered.
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3.4 Examination system In the USA
Western nattons have for a long time held a world View that
reveres excellence. During much of the 20th century Americans
have expressed a broad consensus that it access to the 'most
desirable' things (eg schools, good jobs, wealth) 1s fau, that is,
based on abllity and achievement, then the result1ng inequality is
acceptable (Forbes, 1982) .
This recognition of excellence, however, creates inVidious
comparisons and more Visibleinequality in both school and society.
Recently there has been an upsurge in the attack on tests as they
are no longer perceived as 'fau' by most people who have been
disadvantaged by them.
For this reason, the Committee on Ability Testing set up by the
federal government to look into the 'fairness' of testing set out to
tind out it there was a place tor excellence in a democratic society
and whether selection of the 'best' one out of ten people into a
superior job, college or occupation could balance the 'loss' to the
others, those who are not selected (InVitational Conference on
Educational Testing 1976).
Among many of the committee's recommendations was the finding
that certification ought to be extended to those With minimum
level of sk11lsacceptable to society such as reading, writing and
some bastc mathematics.
Today, testing in the USA varies from state to state, but the
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Minimum Competency Test (MCT)which 1s a mandate tor high
school graduation exists in almost every state.
Although the MCTwas originally designed and used to rank
students or measure difterences, the trend towards arranging
students in a percentile ranking is dwindling mainly tor political
and racial reasons. Atter the shocking results in the state of
Florida in 1977 when seventy eight per cent of the black students
who took the examination taUed, compared with only twenty five
per cent of the whites who tailed, when it was given for the first
time as a functional literacy test, educators and legislators from
other states began to retreat trom the setting of cut ott scores.
The last five years have seen the MCTbeing used mainly to certify
the possession of certain minimum skills. Since the society and
employers re16y on the diploma in their decisions about indiViduals
tor positions, many insist that a diploma should certify to a tuture
employer in addition to ab1l1ty to read, write and mathematics,
specifiC'survrval skills' such as communication, balancing a cheque
book and so on.
Apart from the use of the MCTmany states st1llrely heaVily on
tests produced by commercial publishers such as the National
Assessment ot Educational Progress (NAEP)which was set up in
1968 to avoid any direct influence on schools or their curricula.
Both norm referenced tests and criterion referenced tests are used
by NAEPand MCT. Some states such as California produce their
own tests while others produce their own and also buy from the
NAEP. (NAEPsells tests throughout the USAto many educational
establishments which are used and recognised as school/college
" leaVingqualifications by the Federal government.)
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Since education was declared the constitutional responsibility of
each indiVidual state in the early 1980s, there has been a diversity
of testing programmes in the USA. Each state now pursues its
own course, constrained only by federal antt-dtscrtmmation
requirements.
The NAEPtests are aimed at mainly the age groups 9, 13 and 17
and they use mainly objective item tests (multiple choice, open
ended and tree response items). The NAEPdoes not develop or use
scores for indiVidual respondents. It determines instead how each
age level performs on specific items, and Within an age level, how
groups ot indiViduals (based on demographic and sociological
variables) perform. As a result, it is not necessary for each
respondent to take every item.
The items are diVided into booklets or packages and each in-school
respondent takes only one package. Out ot school respondents are
allowed to take up to four assessment packages.
Since the samples for different packages are statistically
equivalent, group comparisons can be made across packages. This
allows NAEPto assess performance on tar more items in a learning
area than would normally be feasible.
Results are reported tor the nation, tor regions ot the country, sex,
race, size and type of community and level or parental education
tor each age group. No comparisons are made of indiVidual
students, schools, school districts or states, thus closing the gap
'} between indiVidual performance With the hope of creating less
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competition for jobs on the basis of academic qualifications.
3.5 The educational system In Tanzania
The Ministry of National Education in Tanzania is generally
responsible for the country's education. The system is partly
centralised and partly decentralised.
Secondary, teacher and higher educational institutions are
centralised while primary and adult educational institutions are
decentrahsed and administered by local authorities.
Primary education starts at the age of seven for a period of seven
years (ie from standard one to standard seven). Universal
Primary Education (UPE) was introduced in November 1977
(Ministry of Education, Tanzania, 1980). Since then all children
aged seven to twelve years are eligiblefor enrolment and according
to the 1978 Act of Parliament, children are required by law to
remain in school tor at least seven years, i.e. up to the age of 14.
At the end of this period, they sit for a Primary School Leaving
Certificate which equips them for employment mainly in semi
skilledpositions.
Secondary education is for six years but pupils can leave after
sitting for the National Fourth Form Examination at the end of the
fourth year. The Fourth Form Certificate is equivalent to the East
African Ordinary Level Certificate which is based on the British 0
level system. After the Form 4 examination, depending on the
number of vacancies available, those who pass this examination
are enrolled for the fifth form where they take two year courses
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before tak1ng the National Form Six Examinations which lead to
the National Higher SchoolCertificate equivalent to the East African
A Level Certificate.
Secondary education begins at the age of 15 and most of Tanzanian
secondary school students finish secondary education around the
age of 21 (that is up to A Level). Entry into secondary school is
not automatic. Only those selected on a specially designed formula
after the standard seven examinations are eligible for entry into
secondary school. In 1980 there were a total of 155 private and
public secondary schools in the whole country. This number has
since increased to 205 according to the Ministry of Education's
figures in 1985.
The National Examination Council of Tanzania sets and marks all
examinations and it is responsible tor awarding certificates for all
subjects in the schools and teacher training colleges. The
University of Tanzania and some colleges of higher education are
autonomous. Teachers and education officers help in the setting
and marking of the examination papers tor school pupils as well as
proViding continuous assessment records on academic and practical
subjects as well as on character. (Education System in Tanzania
Towards the Year 2000, 1984, Ministry of Education, Tanzania).
Continuous assessment torms 50" of the terminal national
examination which is given at the end of the courses (Standard 7,
Form 4 and Form6 level).
National examinations in Tanzania serve a dual purpose. They are
both terminal and promotional. For example a good pass at form 4
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promotes one to torm 5. At the end of torm 4 or form 6 pupils till
in Set Forms to indicate the choice of their future prospects.
The continuous assessment scheme by which records of students'
progress and behaViour are kept was first introduced in 1975.
Records include students' academic work, character attributes,
participation in productive actiVities such as agriculture, animal
husbandry and commercial enterprises such as running a shop or
canteen, etc.
A pupil who has no commitment to duty lacks care of property
and has a bad character will not get a certificate irrespective of his
or her academic performance (Ministry of Education, Tanzania,
1984).
3.6 The ezamination system in France
Recent developments in the French public examination system
include the replacement of the traditional assessment procedures
by what is known as orientation procedures. Only one of the
many publ1cexaminat10ns used before, the Baccalaureat, is st1ll
being used as a matriculation examination.
The orientation procedure works out as follows:
Throughout a pupU's school life, vocational guidance 1s based on
continuous observation by hiS/her teachers, recorded in a
cumulative dossier, and, regular meetings are held between the
teachers, a guidance counsellor (conseiller d'ortentanon), a school
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doctor and an educational psychologist together with parents or
representatives of parents. Such meetings are held every year,
but the two major meetings take place at the end of the second
and last years at collegewhen decisions must be made on the basis
of the dossier as to the type of studies the pupils will subsequently
undertake.
It parents feel that the decision of the guidance council (Which
includes the head, the child's teacher, several other teachers, the
school social welfare officer and a guidance counsellor) are
unacceptable, an appeal committee, which includes an academic
inspector and eIOdirector, examines the case to either withhold or
change the decisions of the guidance council.
An examination 1s only given to the child if the advice of the
appeal committee stU!differs from the parents' wishes. The results
ot this examination are then assessed by a committee external to
the particular collegeand acting independently.
Orientation relieves the pupil from anxiety and failure and the
vagaries ot the individual examiner - but its Judgement 1smuch
harder to refute. On the surface, this new system is more 'Just'
and 'objective'. In addition, its power to conceal the process of
sort1ng and selecting pupils according to their academic levels
makes it more socially acceptable.
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3.7 The examination system in the Soviet Union
An elaborate examination system was established in the Soviet
Union in the early 1930s and policies derived from this system
became characteristic of every Soviet VUZ (any institution of
higher education recognised by the state as such is known as a
VUZ. PI. = VUZy). Policies of this system were also extended to
the SSUZy (Soviet secondary or middle special educational
institutions) .
Since the 1930sall the work that a Soviet student does is subject to
some kind of assessment. Five types of hurdle can be
.distinguished: (1) the VUZentrance examinations; (n) course tests;
(111)course examination; (tv) the diploma project or its equivalent
and (v) the tinal or 'state' examination, leading to the award of
the VUZdiploma.
There has been very little significant change in this system since
the deaths of Stalin, Khruschev and Brezhnev. A general school
leaving certificate has been obligatory for admission to an
institution of higher education since June 1936. To join a full time
course in the Soviet Union, the applicant must be under 35 years
of age, otherwise there is no age limit. Most applicants begin by
choosing their VUZ and specialisation from the detaUed handbooks
published annually by the Ministry of Higher and Secondary Special
Education. They are then required to submit an application to the
rector of that VUZappending certification of complete secondary or
other advanced education; a recommendation of suitab1l1ty (usually
provided by their school) or confirmation of satisfactory
employment; a medical certificate and photographs. The entrance
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examinations are normally held in August and they are highly
competitive.
The actual level of demand tor VUZ places is not revealed
ccnsistenny. It has been established that in 1980there were over
100million Soviet citiZens said to be learning in one institution or
another (BMY1980in Matthews 1982). A few min1sterial reports of
the early 1980shave also shown that about 1% million applications
tor some 600 000 full time - a ratio of 1:2.5 are processed every
year. (The figures vary according to factors such as which Vuz,
subjects and local1ties were involved.) Within Len1ngrad
University, for example, applications in the years 1968 to 1976
ranged from 1.6 to 12 per place, the differences between faculties
remaining on the whole fairly stable over time (Lisovski and
nmrmev, in Matthews 1982).
The subjects required tor the VUZentrance examination comprise
Russian (or other native language) both written and oral plus two
other, according to specialisation: mathematics - with physics,
chemistry or biology must be offered on the science side, and
history, geography or a foreign language in the humanities. The
examination questions are based on the general school programme
but require some extra work. Most of them are answered orally
before a VUZ selection commission. The 'ticket I system is
commonly used With marking on the five po1nt scale. The results
of orals are .made known immed1ately, and those of wr1tten
examinations within a few days. A single 'unsatisfactory' mark
means that the applicant has tailed and 1s precluded trom
proceeding further.
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Given the competition tor VUZ places, bare passes are usually
insuffiCient to ensure admission. It is those With highest scores
who are offered places, but there are situations when borderline
cases are considered at VUZywhich have unt1l1edplaces.
The admission rules also discourage applicants for second degrees.
A person can be admitted for a second special1sationonly if he or
she needs it at place ot employment, it his or her existing work
became impracticable for medical reasons, or it he or she was
obligedto move to an area where his/her original specialisationwas
not required. Most second degrees however are acquired through
party channels (Matthews 1982).
Several safeguards have been devised against abuse of the system.
No application can be examined by a single VUZ teacher; written
work is supposed to carry a number rathe than a name, so as to
conceal the writer's identity; outsiders can be allowed to act as
examiners only With proper authorisation; the sittings of selection
commissions are ot restricted length, so as to obviate the need tor
replacement examiners; the composition of the commissions has to
be changed by at least half every year; and the reexamination of
failed candidates is categorically forbidden. After the admissions
have been decided, the examination results on which they were
based have no further significance for course performance.
During the years of study the VUZ student has to pass around
seventy tests and course examinations covering all the obligatory
subjects which include mathematics, physics, chemistry,
geography, economics, history, law, Marxist-Leninist philosophy,
philology, Journalism, psychology, juvenile physiology, SCientific
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communism, pedagogics, foreign languages, Russian ianguage,
linguistics, Latin and m1l1tary sk1lls. These tests are intended to
serve as a continuing check on the studentls progress while the
more formal course examination, usually done by ticket are held
at the end of each semester.
Failure in three or more examinations entails exclusion from the
VUZ. It the students p1ps one or two he or she may, With the
rector's permission, proceed but only on condition that he/she
successfully resits them in the first subsequent month of study.
According to the March 1974 Statute, a student who has
satisfactorily tulfilled all course requirements qualities to take the
state examination. Atter the VUZ course, and With the
recommendation of the party, the student can take the state
examination conducted by a commission consisting of the rector,
pro-rector, the dean of the faculty, senior teachers and a
representative of the faculty of SOCialsciences. outsiee speclal1sts
may be brought in as needed. Three or tour subjects examined by
this commission include the diploma project and scientific
communism. The ticket system With five point marking is used
and the results are made known the same day. There are no fixed
dates for the state examination.
3.8 Kenya's examination system
Kenya, which inherited more or less the same educational history
as that of Zimbabwe organised its educational system on the same
lines as that of Zimbabwe until 1984. Before 1984 the educational
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structure was diVided into three cycles: a seven year primary
school cycle, followedby a four year secondary school cycle leading
to a final two year higher secondary school cycle. Each cycle was
terminated by a national examination: the Certificate of Primary
Education (CPE)after the primary cycle, the Kenya Certificate of
Education (KCE)after the secondary school cycle and the Kenya
Advanced Certificate of Education (KACE) after the higher
secondary school cycle.
From 1984 onwards, the system began to undergo a major
transformation. The three cycles were reduced to two With
primary education being extended from seven to eight years and
followedby a single four year secondary course.
The CPEhas now been replaced by an examination suited to eighth
grade rather than seventh grade pupils, and in 1989 a new
examination for secondary school leavers Will replace the KCEand
the KACE.
Despite these changes, obViously designed to cut costs, progress up
Kenya's educational ladder Wi1l remain highly competitive
(Somerset 1(85).
For many years the number of pupils wanting to enter post
primary institutions has far exceeded the number of places.
available. In the late 1970s for example, only about 131':of
primary school leavers could enter government maintained
secondary schoools; less than 101':ot secondary school leavers could
enter higher secondary schools, and less than 401':of the higher
secondary leavers could enter university.
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Because only a mmorrtv of pup1lscomplet1ngone educational cycle
can continue into the next, the external examinations at the end
of each cycle exert powerful backwash effects on the work of the
schools. Competition among pupils and schools to score the highest
marks is intense. In the last two years of each cycle, .the
character and quaUty ot teaching and Iearnmg is determined not so
much by the official curriculum as by the questions asked in
recent external examinations. Pupils spend a great deal ot time
answering questions from past examination papers, and teachers
model their own tests and examinations on the same questions.
Sales of examination guides by commercial printers made up a
high proportion of total book sales.
The quality of these external terminating examinations is therefore
crucial. The setters of examinations aim at producing an
examination which Will be an effective selection instrument and
has the capacity to test the full spectrum of cognitive abilities
which pupils should develop before the end of each cycle. In
particular they aim at testing terminal competencies, that 1s the
knowledge, concepts and cognitive skills, which will be of particular
use to pupils who are not selected for further education, and who
are therefore destined to enter the world of work.
It was due to concern that the backwash effects of the CPE
examination might be restricting the range of competencies
developed in Kenya's primary schools that led to the examinaticn
reform programme in 1984.
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Chapter Four
Theoretical Basis tor the Present Study
Sources of Information
A. comprehensive search of potential data sources on all aspects of
pupil assessment 1n educational institutions throughout the world
was conducted. Both primary and secondary sources of information
were lookedat closely and a list of all available sources bearing upon
assessment procedures was made out. A reasonable selection was
then whittled down to a working bibliography from five main
sources of data: books, Journal articles, newspaper reports (eg The
Times Educational Supplement, The Guardian, The New Statesman,
Teachers' Forum, The Herald and The Sunday Mail), dissertations
and from indiVidualsworking in the field. Particularly useful in the
l1terature search were the folloWingsources:
Eric System Files, Psychological Abstracts, The British Union
Catalogue of Periodicals, The Current Index to Journals in
Education (1910-1984), The Education Index 1966-1984, The
British Educational Psychology Index 1966-1984, University of
Zimbabwe Journals of Education, UNESCO Cooperative
Educational A.bstracting service, ASLIB Index to Theses in
Britain and Dissertation Abstracts.
These sources yielded over 23 000 potentially relevant titles before
the 1nitial bibliography was reduced to a smaller, working size more
directly related to the project.
Valuable information was also supplied by experts in the field who
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adVisedon everything that could be done Within reason to prepare a
full list of usetul sources.
4.1 (1) Measurement and Educational Psychology In the
Classroom
The study of tndtvtdua; differences has been a continuing focus ot
interest in ecucencnai psychology. People's cnaractensncs vary
Widely. For instance. traits such as mtenigence, aggressiveness,
introversion, mechanical interest and mathemat1cal ability, to
name but a te« - all have important practical significance.
Dltterent sk1lls and ab1l1ties are required tor success in various
occupations.
For the educationist a major problem is how to measure these
d1tterent sk1lls and abilities precisely and accurately. Although
there are many methods that might be used, such as observations,
rat1ng scales, work samples, and performance measures, tocus WUl
be made on testing pupils' abnmes in the classroom.
(11) Definition of ·Test·
According to Brown (1970) a test is -a systematic procedure tor
measuring a sample ot benavicur".
The phrase "systemat1c procedure" indicates that a test 1s
constructed, admimstered, and scored according to prescribed
rules. Test items are systematically chosen to fit the test
specincenons, the same or equivalent items are adrmmstered to all
persons, and the directions and time limits are the same tor all
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persons taking the test. The use of predetermined rules for
evaluating or scoring responses assures agreement between
different persons who might score the test. Using standard
procedures, scores of different persons can be compared directly
and this method also serves to minimise the possible influence of
irrelevant personal and situational variables on test scores.
In the strictest sense, a test measures only test-taking behaviour -
that is, the responses a person makes to the test items. Thus
inference is made about a person's characteristics from his or her
responses to test items. A test contains only a sample of all
possible items. Thus any particular test is better thought of as a
sample of all possible items.
Because a test contains only a sample of all possible items, it is
Important to assure that a representative sample of all possible
items are included, and also that a person would obtain the same
score if he or she responded to a different sample of items drawn
from the same domain. The former process is known as 'validity',
while the latter is 'reliability'.
Thus a test is a measuring instrument. It should be noted that for
the purposes of this research the word 'test' is used
interchangeably with 'examination', although in most cases 'test'
refers to 'teacher made test' while 'examination' refers to either
'end of term tests' or 'external tests'.
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(111)Definition of 'Measurement'
Measurement is the description of data in terms of numbers
(Guildford, 1954). More prectselv, measurement has been def1ned
as the assignment of numerals to objects or events accord1ng to
rules (stevens, 1951). In the context of testing, measurement of
any characteristic involves the utnisanen of certain procedures
(operations), according to specified rules, that result in the
assignment of numerical values to a person's performance.
Implic1t 1n the defin1t1on1s the idea that those numerals' values
will be expressed on a well defined scale. In other words, we have
a cont1nuum measurmg some dimension, and our goal 1s to place
each person at the proper place on this continuum.
(Iv) Physical and Psychological Measurement
The measurement process of phys1cal dimensions is easy to follow.
For instance to measure the length of a given object, one has to
use a well defined scale on which to express the result such as
us1nga ruler which measures length in inches or centimetres.
However, measurement of psychological characteristics is,
unfortunately, not so simple. The same steps as with
measurement of phys1cal dimensions are however follOWed. For
instance, it we are interested in the rate at wh1ch people read a
passage, we could define the reading speed in terms of 'the number
of words read per minute'.
The problem now becomes how to specify a set of procedures for
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measuring reading rate. One obvious method would be to have
each subject read a standard passage for a set amount of time. By
counting the number of words read and dividing by the number of
minutes spent reading, a measure of words read per minute would
be obtained. This procedure would be directly analogous to
measuring length. Although physical and psychological
measurement involve the same procedures, more variables must
be controlled in psychological measurement if meaningful
measurement is to occur. For instance in our example of
measuring reading rate, factors to be considered would include the
difficulty of the reading passage; the length of the reading period
(as rate may decrease if the passage is too long and the reader
becomes fatigued or bored); the testing conditions (eg a noisy room
may affect the reader's concentration); and the psychological
condition of the reader.
(v) Measurement seales
There are several types of measurement scales used today;
depending on the logical and mathematical assumptions being
made, different seales are Suitable for different purposes.
Measurement scales are of a hierarcmcal nature. The h1gher level
scales meet all the assumptions of the lower order scales plus
additional ones characteristic of their particular level. From lower
to higher order, from simpler to more complex, the scales are
called nommal, ordinal, interval and ratio.
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(vi) Measurement of Aptttute and Achievement
The main areas ot concern for psychologists and educators are the
measurement ot ab1l1tyand the measurement of personality. In
this research emphasis is placed on the former category of
measurement - ab1l1ty. Ability measures can be diVided into
measures ot aptitute and measures of achievement. Broadly
speaking, an aptitute test undertakes to measure what a person
could learn to do while an achievement test measures what a
person has learned to do.
There is no clear-cut distinction between aptitude tests and
achievement tests. The distinction only lies in the direction ot
each indlv1dual researcher's interests. For instance, a measure of
the amount ot knowledge of mathematics a person has gained in
the past may be one of the most accurate indicators of the amount
of further knowledge of more advanced mathematics that person
will acquire in the tuture. In an aptitude test, the main interest
Is to predict what the individual can learn or develop into in the
future, whereas in the achievement test the main interest IS in
what the person has learned in the past.
4.2 Uses of Assessment
In order to understand the need tor an assessment programme and
the information required by teachers when planning this
programme, tour basic questions ought to be answered:
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(1) For what purpose do you want to use assessment?
(2) What do you actually want to assess?
(3) When should you carry out these assessments?
(4) What procedures Will provide the most reliable and valid
assessment? (Clltt and Imrie, 1(81)?
Holmes et al (1969) ascribes the functions below to scholastic
examinations:
(a) information for students concerning their progress, to enable
them to improve their subsequent learning processes;
(b) motivation tor students;
(c) selection, in order to single out students With superior ability
and achievement for further studies or specific professions;
and
(d) information on the effectiveness of certain teaching methods,
curricula, or formQ of orsaniQatton.
These functions are afforded different values according to scholast1c
level, type of school, school based or external examination, but
they are all more or less clearly delineated throughout the
l1terature.
In practice, however, the selective function of examinations often
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outweighs the others, and selection, with its characteristic features
of competition between pupils, grading, promotion for some and
failure for others, wtthl1mited information on the details ot
performance - has left its imprint on all other means ot
assessment, especially when selection and continuous assessment
have been organised by a single authority.
Although in the state schools of most countries the function of
selection has left its mark on assessment, repeated attemtps have
been made to ascribe to the practice of assessment some
educational ideology - for example, competition in the learning
process has been regarded as having a motivating function (Cox
1967).
Although the efficiency of the system of assessment has been
heavily criticised, most criticism is aimed chiefly against the
direction of assessment towards selective practices and its
psychologically adverse effects on the pupils' personal1ties due to
stress, examination anxiety, the notion of competition, cheating,
frustration and the falsifying of educational objectives through
orientation towards competitiveness and efficiency.
In Zimbabwe, socialist thinking led to the banning·of the selective
function of assessment at primary level. Examinations are still
conducted at the grade seven (end of primary) level, but all
primary pupils are automatically promoted to secondary education.
In tact most primary school pupils are enrolled for form one places
long before examination results are published - a phenomenon
which has led many teachers to feel that the giving of grade seven
examinations is a waste of time and money since every pupil
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qualities tor entry into secondary school (Teachers' Forum, June
1986).
But, as Strittmatter (1973) and Bloom et al (1971) argue, such
assessment promotes the learning process of indiv1dualsand for this
reason it is educanoneny Justif1able. Measurement tor this purpose
is described as objective or criterion referenced, and is formative
and not summative. It Is also argued that such assessment
informs the pupil about his/her strengths and weaknesses in
relation to his/her own abilities and the teaching he or she has
had, but avoids any reference to other pupils and does not involve
any attempt to present a normal distribution of results. The trend
towards normal distribution is viewed as characteristic for
selective, competition oriented procedures.
(I) Assessment tor learning
Assessment plays a very important role by helping students With
their learning. Teachers know that assessment, particularly in the
form of an examination, Will determine to a large extent when
students will study, what they Willstudy, and the etfort they Will
put Into their work. this experience of teachers is discussed by BF
Skinner (1968) in 'The Technology of Teaching'. He suggests that
the more lntrins1c factors, such as sheer knowing, have taded in
importance, and, hence the teacher needs to prov1demore Vis1ble
short term goals, such as tests, for the student to aim tor. He
goes on to suggest that these 'contrived reinforcers' should be
spaced at appropriate points throughout the course and that they
would have a considerable etfect in Influencing the degree of etfort
a student would put into a course.
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Secondly, when students are proVided With a programme of
progressive assessment With appropriate information as to their
strengths and weaknesses, they can take action to correct and
improve performance prior to any major or definitive assessment.
Thirdly, it has been shown that the feeling of achievement
experienced on mastering the skills and knowledge required to
complete an assignment can be a powerful stimulus for further
effort.
Assessment for learning requires that the results are returned
promptly to the students and that they are proVided With a
descriptive appraisal ot their work. In prOVidingsuch a 'teaching
response' (Rowntree, 1977), teachers should emphasis the
development of the students' attitudes and understanding rather
than limiting the appraisal to a grade, mark or tick.
(11) Assessing achievement
The search for a meaningful or valid framework for student
achievement has resulted in three principal approaches: (1) a
content framework where the student's 'score' is given as a
percentage of a defined sample of knowledge and sk1lls that have
been learned. For example, to meet the pass criteria an
examination may require the student to obtain 80 correct answers
out of a possible 100 objective type questions; all students meet1ng
this criterion are deemed to have passed the examination; (2) an
absolute framework in which the student's 'score' indicates the
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levels of achievement attained as specified in the course objectives;
(3) a normative framework where a student's 'score' indicates a
position relative to others who have attempted to complete the
same task. This 1sgenerally achieved by using a relative standard
such as a normal distribution. The pass mark does not depend on
how many questions the student answered correctly but the mark
of all examinees are adjusted to fit the current performance
standards of students sitting the same examination (M1ller,1979).
As Nisbet (1971) puts it: -There is no doubt that the whole teaching
profession needs a more sophisticated understanding of the statistics
of marking to avoid confusing the meanings of the above
frameworks. Instinct may then legitimately be transformed into
the qual1tative professional Judgement necessary tor the crucial
responsibilitieswe have when we assess students-
Lewis (1973), in talking about assessment procedures, suggests that
-by setting statistical limits in failure rates and distinction rates, we
sacrifice educational considerations in the interests of expediency. At the
same time we help to perpetuate the lie that all courses are very much the
same when in reality some might be very good and. others might be
atrocious. II (p 116)
Assessment practices are also condemned by Birney (1964), who
claims that grade achievement 1s scarcely related to teaching at
aU, but that teaching is related to the practice of scholarship.
Studies of contrasting teaching methods repeatedly show little
effect upon grades but considerable effect upon satisfaction and
some or other attitudes as an increased interest in the subject
matter.
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In 1963, Glaser indicated to teachers that, in assessing
achievement, they could be looking for two distinct kinds of
mrermanon:
(1) whether the student had achieved a particular level of
knowledge or a specif1ed degree of competency in the
performance of a skill; or
(2) the relative ordering of the student in respect to his peers.
Or, as Ebel (1965) put 1t -the quantity of a student's achievement
can be expressed in either or both of two ways: (i) as the
proportion he learned of what he could (or should) have learned,
or (11)as the proportion of his class (or peers) who learned less
than he did.· (p83)
Glaser gave the name 'criterion referenced measurement' (CRM)to
the first k1nd of measurement, us1ng a content or 'absolute'
framework. The second kind of measurement, using a 'normative'
framework, Glaser called 'norm referenced measurement' (NRM).
(c) Criterion Referenced Measurement (CRM)
A criterion referenced test measures whether a student has or has
not reached the criterion or specified level of achievement. Such
test scores depend upon the specifying of a absolute standard of
quality. This standard 'is independent of the scores achieved by
other students attempting the same test and complet1ng the same
course.
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Criterion referenced measurement has several uses such as
evaluating individualised learning programmes, diagnosing student
difficulties, ·estimating student ability in a particular area,
measuring what a student has learned, cert1fication of
competency, controlling entry to successive un1ts of mstrucncn and
selection.
Educationalists tend to disagree as to the value or otherwise of
CRM. Some of the cr1t1c1smslevelled against th1s type of
measurement are: that CRMtells us what a student knows or can
do, but not the degree of excellence or deficiency of the student's
performance in relation to peers; that it is unrealistic to expect
teachers to provide the degree of detail necessary in writing
mstrucucna; object1ves for good and reliable criterion referenced
measures to be obtained; that knowledgeand understanding do not
lend themselves clear definition, and, hence, it is extremely
d1tficult to establish adequate criteria of ecrnevement; and, that
criterion referenced measurement discourages the use of problem
solVingquestions and instead encourages right and wrong solutions,
with a tendency towards teachers determining various answers
while the student is constrained to choose from the teachers'
selection.
(d) Norm Referenced Measurement (NRM)
A norm referenced score measures the student's performance
against the scores achieved by others completing the same test
(Glaser 1963).
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Norm referenced measurements are particularly useful tor
classification, selection and making decisions as to how much (more
or less) a student has learnt in comparison to others. Students
can be classified according to ability or selected for fixed quota
requirements.
Criticisms levelled against NRMare: that the final grade received
by a student in anyone subject conceals the student's
misunderstandings, inadequate study skills and potential limitation
in that subject. To have meaning for such interpretation, any
individual's score needs to be related to the content of the test;
that any given mark does not s1gn1ty a definite amount ot
knowledge, and hence has little relevance for content or absolute
framework reference; that over a period ot time, some students
who are continually exposed to NRMWill sutter a diminishing level
of motivation; that tests constructed to proVide NRM will only
sample the course objectives; that the use of NRMhides the tact
that some courses are very good whlle other courses can be very
bad, or that teachers set different standards; and that the setting
of frequency l1m1ts in ranure rates and levels ot pass 1s an
administrative necessity which overrides ind1Vidual, educational
and otten statistical considerations.
Both CRMand NRMare essential components of teaching strategies.
For instance Bloom (1976) describes the main theoretical basiS for
mastery learning and emphasises the need for frequent feedback of
information to students as to their progress, thus making each test
part of a learning experience. Developersof standardised tests such
as Intelligence Tests and Aptitude Tests use NRM in test
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construction. The procedure followed is to construct a test; have a
selection ot people representative ot the group for which the test is
designed; take the test; then by use ot scaling procedures, the
scores obtained are used to develop a scale which provides the
framework against which individual scores can be interpreted.
Percentiles, grades, honours classification, etc, are all part of norm
referenced measurement.
(e) Formative and Summative Assessment
Formative assessment 1s usually the assessment of a student
carried out by the teacher while summatrve assessment 1s usually
developed by outside agencies.
In formative assessment, teachers react to learning difficulties
when questions are asked at a class and individual level. For
example, learning difficulties under consideration could be spell1ng
or punctuation.
In summatrve assessment, the outcomes of education for purposes
of reporting or certification are carried out to monitor progress
with a view to altering the final outcomes.
Formative assessment aims at child centred education but the
teacher's attention is inevitably directed towards a goal beyond the
teacher's own classroom because ot the pressure of public
examinations. Examples of formative assessment are the Buswell
and John Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic (1926) which prOvided a
chart and manual for the teacher. Today these tests are hardly
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used as formative assessment has been dwarfed by the burgeoning
summative tradition.
In the 1960s, programmed learning was introduced in which a
student was expected to successfully complete a unit or work or
'frame' before moVing on to the next. This saw the beginnings of
Glaser's (1963) CRMdescribing the instruments which would allot
students to mastery or non-mastery states. Bloomet al (1971and
1976) also developed formative assessment in a mastery learning
context.
Today, schOolassessment is dOminated by staccato forms of the old
end-of-session examinations, and many teachers unfortunately
base their teaching on the skills picked up from the examination
boards.
Black and Dockrell(1980)noted that in most cases where formative
or continuous assessment took place, feedback was in the form of a
general attainment grade giVingno real information about specific
strengths and weaknesses. Furthermore assessment took place at
the end of each unit of work by which time it was too late to tak.e
remedial act1on. Reasons found by Black and Dockrell (1980)were
that teachers found the pressures of carrying out systemat1c,
continuous and d1agnostic assessment was placing intolerable
demands on preparation, marking and testing time.
There is evidence that both parents and pupils rank formative
information highly in terms of the feedback they would like from
assessment, as that carefully planned programmes of formative
assessment can have a Widerange ot positive impacts on learning.
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Under the same general descrtptton of 'mastery models of learn1ng'
as the Keller Plan or Personalised System of Instruction (psI)
(Kellerand Sherman 1974), Bloom(1976) describes on his model the
strategies teachers ought to take in order to achieve positrve
learning results from their students. He states that most students
can attain a higher level ot learning capability if instruction is
approached sensitively and systematically. If students are: helped
when and where' they have learning difficulties; given sufficient
time to achieve mastery; and there 1ssome clear criterion of what
constitutes mastery, according to Bloom, a high level ot learn1ng
Willbe achieved.
Underlying the approach is a recognition of the important
relationship between three elements of the learning process:
(1) what a student has already attained (cognitive entry
characteristics)
(2) what the student's attitude is to the learning opportunity
(affective entry characteristics), and
(:5) the nature of the teaching available (quality of instruction).
It has been argued that formative assessment has been poorly
developed as a teaching sk1ll in comparison With existing
summattve models.
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Norm Referenced Testing versus Criterion Referenced
Testing
Summary
There are two basic approaches to achievement testing, Ie norm
referenced testing which concentrates on the interpretation of test
results according to how an mdivtdua; test performance compares
With that of other (eg Peter is the fourth highest in a class of forty
pupils), and criterion referenced testing which emphasises specrnc
performance terms according to what an indiVidual can do,
Without reference to the performance of others. Both methods of
interpretation could be applied to the same test. For example, it
could be said -Peter surpassed 75" of the pupils (norm referenced
interpretation) by correctly completing twenty five out of the
thirty sums (criterion referenced interpretanon)".
The table below gives a summary of some common characteristics
of tests speCifically designed to emphasise each type of
1nterpretation (Gronlund, 1982).
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/ Norm referenced "'"CriterioD refereDced
TestiDI TestiDI
Prlncl,a' use SWvey tesU.. nn ..... y test.",
Major Measure individual Describes tasks
emphasis differences in student can perform
achievement
Interpretation Compare performance Compare performance
of results to that at other on a limited set of
indiViduals learning tasks
Content Typically covers a broad Typically focuses on
coverage area of achievement a limited set of
learning tasks
Nature of Table of specifications Detailed domain
test plan is commonly used specifications are
favoured
Item selection Only 1tems With max1mum Sample of all items
procedures discrimina tion among to adequately describe
individuals used. Easy performance included.
items eliminated tram Both easy and d1fficult
test items included.
Performance Level of performance is Level of performance
standards determined by relative is determined by
position in a group (rank) absolute standards
\. _)
4.:S The Umltatlon of Assessment
Assessment is a developing area of education. While there are
many good reasons tor using assessment in schools, and while
assessment is an indispensable tool for the teacher, tools ot
assessment, according to J Wrigley (1986), are crude and
imperfect, and they often deal With factors that are intangible and
difficult to measure.
Wrigley (1986)goeson to say that what teachers assess 1s a small
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percentage of what their pupils learn, and there is always the
danger of emphasising one aspect because it 1s assessable while
neglecting another because it 1snot.
Many teachers find 1t relatively easier to assess skills in the
cognitive domain while the non-ccsnmve skUlsare av01dedbecause
the techniques involved are not Within their level of understanding
assessment. Aims not reflected in assessment procedures do not
achieve the same status as those which are, and it seems With
most teachers that what matters 1s what appears in the
examination room. Only a limited amount of factual knowledge1s
measured by these examinations, yet these examinations become
the deciding factors for people's destin1es, give them undesirable
labels and diSCriminateagainst some.
While assessment has several uses such as assisting learning,
monitoring progress, diagnosing and identifying areas ot difficulty
in learning, selection and refinement of the curriculum, it can also
be argued that the usefulness of the result obtained by an
indiVidual after an examination is limited because there is no
guarantee for the predictive value of such a result. The actual
measurement might not even be valid or reliable. It might not
even be testing the qualit1es which are relevant to the purposes
the testers have in mind (as seen in most teacher made tests).
Deale (1975) however argues that a child's class position represents
a comparat1vely stable measure (where a group have all shared
the same leam1ng experiences and the same assessments, no
matter how crude the assessment instruments are) to other forms
of assessment such as 1ndiViduaitesting. He however warns that
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when considering alternatives, the halo effect should be
remembered; an attempt to make a subjective assessment of a
child's term's work may well be influenced by unduly weighting
the most recent piece of work, etc.
In addition, an indiVidual's concept of standards when marking
texts 1s likely to vary and it is hard to be sure that work of a
similar standard is always given the same grade. A lot of criticism
has been levelled already against the assessment of essay type
questions.
Hoffman (1971) sums up this criticism as follows:
"Accumulated evidence (against essay type questions) leads to three
inescapable conclusions:
(a) different raters tend to assign different grades to the same
paper;
(b) a single rater tends to assign different grades to the same
paper on difterent occasions; and.
(c) the differences tend to increase as the essay question
permits greater freedom of response."
Thus, while assessment has a number of good uses, its objectivity,
reliability and validity are still limited to a great extent.
4.4 Assessment Theory versus Classroom Practice
According to Deale (1975) a school assessment programme "must be
designed to produce, as economically as possible in terms of staff
time and resources, accurate information about the children, when
it is needed, and in a form suitable for whoever needs it. "
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While it is a good idea to train teachers to master the techniques of
assessment, the whole exercise would become futile it teachers fatl to
see the value of employing such techniques. Also it the tra1ning
becomes highly sophisticated, teachers might not be able to use the
skills learnt through lack of time. However, if training is to be
given, then emphasis should be made on the rel1abU1tyand validity
of test instruments which teachers use as these two aspects are of
prime importance in the assessment of pupils.
Nuttall and Willmott (1972) define val1d1tyas -the extent to which a
test measures what it was designed to measure". This statement
presupposes that assessment objectives are clearly specifiedand their
relative importance stated. A reliable instrument 1s one which
produces a stable and consistent measure of whatever 1s being
assessed (Nuttall and WUlmott 1972),
Because writing good reliable test items 1s a time consuming task
requiring skilled occupation and extensive practice, it can be more
economical in the long run to compile well tested test 1tems into
item banks where untrained teachers can have access to such a
resource.
There are usually four targets at which assessment practice is
aimed: the pupils, parents, other teachers and employers (including
institutions of further and higher educancn in this context). On the
face of it this would appear to suggest that schools should be engaged
in two kinds ot assessment: format1ve assessment (assessment tor
feedback to teachers and children) and summatM assessment
(assessment to indicate the final levels of attainment to parents and
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employers). Research evidence shows that both formative and
summatrve assessment play a crucial role 1nschools (Rowntree 1977)
and that these two categories are not mutually exclusive. An
end-of-year report giving summatrve information to parents
presumably has the format1ve runctton of enl1Sing the help and
encouragement of parents in the continuing education of the child.
SUmmative type information passed on to a college of further
education can be used to inform the decision making process:
acceptance or rejection, which optional courses are most Suitable,
whether remedial action is necessary, and the level at which
further training can commence. In other words, this summattve
information has formative value.
A number of researchers believe that assessment in schoolswould be
improved if the formative aspects are emphasised throughout. This
would achieve a closer relationship between assessment and
teaching. Deale (1975) suggests that when considering an assessment
scheme, teachers should ask five key questions:
(1) Will making this assessment benefit the education of the
children, directly or indirectly?
(2) Is it a valid test of what they have been learning?
(3) Can it be marked fairly and uniformly?
(4) Will it provide, when needed, all or part of the appropriate
information about the children's atta1nments?
(5) Are there any important aspects of the course which are not
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covered by this assessment?
According to SUtton et al (1986) in a report of the Manchester
Assessment Project (MAP), -assessment strategies currently in use
faU to facilitate learning by falling to provide adequate feedback. for
d1agnosis or for the mcdincancn of learning experiences. Many
aspects of the course, particularly non-cognitive ones are totally
ignored. Therefore schemes fall to obtain a balanced picture of each
child's strengths and weaknesses".
An attempt to summarise some of the inadequacies and harmful
side effects of current traditional assessment methods is made:
1. The use of test based stereotypes by teachers and the pupils'
acceptance of that. stereotyptng, leading to self fulf1lling
propnestes and the further development of an adverse self
image for a large number of children (see Pidgeon 1910).
2. An undesirable emphasis on extrinsic rewards through
assignment of grades and prizes, which fails to recognise and
reinforce the achievements of the less able.
3. Th,e encouragement of competitiveness at the expence of
cccperatton.
4. An over-reliance on norm referenced testing which identifies
large numbers of children as failures.
S. A failure to provide ch1ldren With adequate information about
themselves and tor themselves. Assessment is seen as
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benefiting the school system rather than the child.
6. A bureaucratic and impersonal climate for assessment which
attempts to achieve fairness by uniformity, obJect1Vity and
anonymity, and which makfi no provision tor individuality,
creatiVity and interpersonal sk1lls.
7. A concentration on academic issues, With a consequent failure
to value non-cognitive aspects of the curriculum. In schools it
is otten the case that non-evaluation implies low status.
8. OVer reliance on particular, limited assessment methods
(usually multiple choice tests and essays) which devalues other
skills which children may possess, inhibits curriculum
development and leads to examination oriented teaching.
9. The inadequacy ot recording and reporting systems which
contlate detailed information into almost meaningless grades
and scores, and fail to alert teachers to learning problems.
Regular detailed and systematiC reporting is essential for good
pastoral care. Without a person in overall charge of
assessment and evaluation tor each year group in school, poor
performance in one curriculum area may go unnoticed.
By highlighting strengths and weaknesses and problems of each
individual, an attempt is made to eliminate some of the adverse side
effects through a process called '1lluminative assessment' (Parlett
and Hamilton 1972) which attempts to describe, interpret and
evaluate a complex of curricular activities by taking into account all
relevant contexts and Viewpoints. Illuminative assessment aims at
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proVidinga comprehensive description of the child's attainment in
several areas: knowledge; understanding of concepts, structures,
principles and theories; levels ot mastery ot particular skills; the
possession of attitudes - relating those attainments to the past
performance of the child, to the course objectives and to the
achievements ot other children. It also aims at identifying
strengths, weaknesses and problems in all these areas and attempts .
to identify poss1blecauses of low attainment (including lingUistic
diff1culty, lack ot parental support and other social problems). It
aims at providing a continUingrecord of every child throughout h1s
secondary school life and provide detailed feedback to the child, the
parent and other teachers, thus mak1ng assessment an 1ntegral part
ot teaching which assists the teacher in making intormed
Judgements about the most appropr1ate curricular provision for each
child.
Illuminative assessment should include continuous assessment using
criterion referenced tests as described by Popham (1978), a series of
graded tests, self evaluation, observation and other techniques.
The concept of illuminative assessment has not reached Zimbabwe
yet, but there ts no doubt that this Will be Viewed and taken
favourably as present curricular changes include some of the ideas
1ncorporated in this concept.
4.5 Assessment in the Non-CognitiveDomain
There is a lot of research evidence to show that pupils' attitudes
have an effect upon learning and that pupUs' progress cannot be
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expressed entirely on 'innate ab1l1ty'alone.'
What pupils feel about their learning 1san extremely powerful force,
and largely maccesstble to measurement. Some personal attributes
which teachers would 11lteto assess in pupils such as enthusiasm or
motivation are not easily assessable. For this reason, teachers tend
to assess in the cognitive areas only where a test is deSigned,
awarded correct answers and appropriate scores, the results added
up and thereby the pupils' success on the test 1s said to have been
measured. But to assess progress diagnostically Without some
consideration of attitude and similar elements such as personal
attributes is not always sensible.
In recent years non-cognitive objectives such as sociometry,
achievement motivation and self concept have been increasingly
stressed in the curricular field in the West' and there has been a
new emphasis on social interaction, cooperation and freedom from
anxiety, rather than on achievement in many educational
institutions.
However, due to the lack of consistent theories and due to the
difficulties of measurement in the non-cognitive field, there are
hardly any methods for teachers to measure non-cognitive factors.
Some of the procedures developed in psychological research can be
applied only by trained psychologists, leaVing the teacher to rely on
his own observations and interpretations, and he is even less of an
expert in this than in assessing attainment.
<a> SOCiometry
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Moreno and Jennings (1934) were instrumental in promoting the
worldWide use of sociometric methods in schools. In a research
conducted by"Dollase(1973) it was shown that the most Widelyused
non-cognitive techniques in schools are in the area ot SOCial
relationships. Techniques involve asking pupils to choose a number
of tellow pupils whom they Wish to associate With. The pupils are
then asked whether different importance can be attached to the
first, second and third choices and so on, and whether the pupils
are guided in their choice to a greater extent by general or specific
criteria.
According to reports given in a number of investigations, the answer
to the first of these questions is negative, but tor the second, the
age of the pupils 1s important With children after puberty choosing
various partners according to special criteria. Mandel (1959) for
example, found that for pupils aged 13.8 years the correlation
between choice of partner tor studying and playing was only 0.51.
Dollase (1973), in his category Ot questionnaires, includes assessment
scales in which each member of a group has to appraise every other
member on a 5 to 8 point scale, but as this method is time
consuming, it is usually employed in educational research rather
than school practice.
(b) Anxiety
The measurement of the relationship between anxiety and
achievement is another non-cognitive variable most trequestly
studied yet there 1s little theoretical agreement among researchers
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(Spielberger 19(6). Although several instruments are available, eg
The Test Anxiety Scale for Children (TASC)by Sarason et al and the
Anxiety Questionnaire (TAQ) by Mandler and Sarason, the
measurement ot anxiety 1svery rare in schools.
(c) Achievement motivation is recorded mainly through
projective tests and questionnaires, the most common being the
appraisal of picture stories such as the thematic Apperception Test
(TAT) by McClellandet al (1953), but again these methods require
appropriate psychologicalknowledge and extensive experience.
(d) Attitude measurement
The measurement ot attitudes towards school has mainly been done
in the United States through use ot questionnaires, eg Student
Opinion Poll II and the Michigan Student Questionnaire by Jackson
and Getzels (1959).
Neale et al (1910) were ot the opinion that the measurement of
general attitudes towards school had less predictive value than the
measurement ot attitudes towards specific subjects.
Most research has been concentrated on the relation between
cognitive achievement and attitude to school; thus there is no
question yet of any appl1cation 1n school practice, nor of any
interest in the attitude to school as such.
There are several other non-cognitive variables which could be dealt
with such as the selt concept theory (Hamachek 1911) or the
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diagnosis of Cattell's and Eysenck's specific dimensions of personality,
but research into the measurement of such non-cognitive variables
so far has not matched their importance in the present day
curriculum. In research, non-cognitive variables have almost
exclusively been used as additional predictors of cognitive
performance and the fact that they have not been found to
contribute much to increasing multiple correlations leads to the
premature conclusion that their significance is lim1ted.
4.6 Alternatives to present practice
A number of alternatives have been suggested tor the improvement
ot assessment in Zimbabwe but none of them have been shown to be
appealing enough to influence change trom present practice in spite
of the shortcomings and criticisms levelled against present practice.
There are many ways in which examinations tail to serve the
purposes for which they were designed or, more orten, fail to do the
th1ngs that people want to use them tor and that they were' not
designed to do in thettrst place (Nuttal DL, 1987). There is a danger
that examinations are more and more accurately measuring less
and less important things at the risk of distorting the curriculum.
The call tor alternative assessment procedures has been brought
about by the need to make examinations more relevant to the
current concerns of both the student and the society and to make
examinations less threatening to indiViduals by presenting a more
humanitarian, SOCialistoriented approach which talls Within the
experience ot the indiVidual.
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Alternatives which have been suggested so far fail to overcome some
of the criticisms of examinations satisfactorily. Some of the
remedies suggested are in conflict With each other. ProJects such as
the Zim-ScienceJ Educat10n With Production and Continuous
Assessment, while beginning to gain a certain amount of recognition
in Zimbabwe, are st1ll not taken seriously by many educators and
employers.
In the United States, self-assessment or self-appra1sal is an
important part of the assessment system used in industry (Forbes
1982). It has been argued that self-assessment of performance does
not seem to work in UK firms and that this ranure is almost
certainly attributable to the education system which does not put
any responsibility on people to know themselves (Nuttal 1987).
However, the UKhas come up With a number of changes recently in
its examination system. The new ~ examination is characterised
by four features. The first ts a system of National Criteria With
aims, objectives, content and assessment methods of the courses
given in detail. The second major feature of GCSEis its emphasis on
differentiation - the need to continue to discriminate among
candidates, but 1n a more pos1tive way. Instead of telling pupils
that a grade D is worse than a grade B, tor instance, candidates Will
be told that these grades only mean that they have mastered
certain skills and knowledge in those grade categories. This Will
theretore mean that a grade F could be equally or higher than a
grade A, the point being that the candidate Will have mastered
certain skills needed for an F grade.
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The third major feature of GCSEIs a system of Internal assessment.
Teachers w1ll have to take responsibility for assessing those parts of
the course which do not easily lend themselves to assessment
through timed, end-of-course tests.
Finally the award of grades Will be more criterion-referenced.
Instead of saying that only 70~ should pass, which Is essentially the .
guideline tor 0 Levels, the GCSEsystem W1llmove towards awarding
grades by recognisingwhat students have actually done (TedWragg,
in The Times Educational Supplement, February 1987).
Another alternative currently an issue in the UK1s the use ot Grade
Criteria. This is designed to give markers and assessors a clear idea
of when to assign one grade rather than another and getting them
to think about what differentiates an adequate performance from an
inadequate performance rathe.r than simply cutting up a distribution
of marks. Thus grade criteria also creates clear targets for both
students and teachers. It makes it clear to students what is
expected of them, how they might improve their performance, and
where they should concentrate their work it they want to improve
their grade.
Records of Achievement has also been a burning issue in the UK
recently. First introduced by Keith Joseph, the then Minister of
Education, and reinforced later by Kenneth Baker, it 1s now
government policy that by 1990 all young people should leave school
with some form of record of achievement (see appendix F). So
together with GCSEsBritish students will also go through the process
of obtaining some form of record of achievement (also known as
Student Profiles). The range of skills covered includes SOCialabilities,
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working With colleagues, self-awareness, as well as intellectual or
cognitive skills and cempetences.
A prof1lecan also be used developmentally in the sense that it offers
targets. It is designed to be a formative document which provides
information which can be used in discussion between tutor and
student during the course. This prof1legives pupils an opportunity
to record their interests and achievements outside the school, but
With a safeguard that these achievements really did take place by
getting them verified by an adult - not graded, simply verified.
The most significant feature of the record of achievement is that it
appears to move away from grades or ticks in boxes or scales to a
wholly verbal description of achievements in the section called
·Personal Qualities·.
Finally graded test results in gymnast1cs, swtmmmg and many
other physical skills can be included on the profile as these tests are
positive, give rapid rewards and publ1crecognition.
Alternatives also suggested for British students include the CPVE
(Certificate of Pre-Vocational Education) and the YTS (Youth
Training Scheme). These two seem to suggest more open-ended
assessment as well as assessment of particular skills in a more
standardised fashion. It 1sa matter of time before one can tell how
effective these Will be and whether or not Zimbabwe Will adopt
alternat1ves of a similar nature.
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Chapter Five
The Present Study
Introduction
The present study proposed to investigate existing assessment
techniques used in Zimbabwe's secondary schools With a View to
suggesting alternative methods applicable to the development of a
more equitable society.
It appears that efficiency and the usefulness of standardised or
psychometrically constructed tests are still questioned by a large
number of professionals. There Is therefore good grounds for such
an investigation since assessment techniques which use psychometric
criteria are otten associated With good practice by most psychologists
and educancnists.
Since Independence (1980) the Ministry of Education In Zimbabwe
established examinations at the end ot the 7th, 9th, 11th and 13th
years ot schooling. The questions to be asked are:
(a) whether the establishment of such examinations tallies With
the government·s declared policy of creating a universal and
SOCialisteducation system;
(b) .Are teachers being adequately trained to cope With the
demands of the common examinations?
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(c) Do teachers have sufficient knowledge of the objectives of the
school curriculum?
(d) Does the examination system use goodpsychometric techniques
when administering the assessment of the pupUs?
(e) Howmuch use of standardised tests, Uterature on psychometric
measures and training in assessment methods 1smade by the
school system?
The present study was conducted both in the UK where the
researcher was based, and in Zimbabwe. Action research was
conducted in order to influence pol1cy on improved techniques of
assessment where present practice was found to be inadequate.
The first phase of the survey
OVerview
After a thorough examination of the rather sparse l1terature on
exist1ng assessment practices in Zimbabwe's secondary schools, a
decis10nwas made to create a bastc design which requtred a method.
ot el1citingresponses from heads and teachers from a representat1ve
sample of schools within the five provinces (Matabeleland,
Mashonaland, Manicaland, Midlands and Victoria) in Zimbabwe.
Criteria were identified for the evaluation of existing practices and
for the creation of better assessment techniques where such
techniques were found to be inadequate through comparison with
other tests of equitable distribution such as the City and GuildsTests
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in England.
Objectives were defined and a letter was sent to the Chief Education
Officer of the Ministry of Education in Z1mbabwe to ask. for
permission to conduct the survey in Zimbabwe's secondary schools
(see Appendix J). After permission was granted, a trip to Zimbabwe
was made to collect data.
5.1 The research procedure
The first phase of the survey was to conduct a semi-structured
interview with a total of ten teachers and heads from two schools in
Harare (8 teachers and 2 heads), five of whom were from a Group A
school whUe the other five were from a Group B school. From the
interview (see Appendix A), the responses of teachers and heads
were used to construct a questionnaire which was to be used for a
pilot study within Harare.
With the information elicited, two pilot questionnaires were
constructed (one for teachers and one for heads). Before these could
be adm1n1stered to a selected number of group A and B schools in
Harare, eight members of the UniverSity of Zimbabwe's Faculty of
Education were each given a copy of the questionnaire and ask.ed to
comment on the structure of the Items, the format and content of
the questionnaires, spelUngs, d1tf1culty level of the questions, the
order of the questions and the general working of the Items. At the
time of data collection, the researcher was also fortunate to find
forty in-service training teachers and heads from various secondary
schools throughout the country who had come to do a two week.
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course at the University of Zimbabwe. These were each g1ven a
copy ot the pre-pilot quesnonnairee to mase comments on a simnar
pattern.
Modifications
After all the comments had been received, a review ot the format,
worcl1ng,order of items and spelling was made. Items which had
been Viewed by most people to be unsuitable were dropped while
those which were felt to be ambiguous were altered. Other
adjustments and corrections in format and spell1ngwere also made.
The new instruments were tried out to a sample of 20 practising
teachers and heads in four different schools With1n Harare (local
schools). Their responses were checked and a further editing and
reviewing of items and format of the questionnaires were made
before the final measuring instruments were made.
Thus, the final two questionnaires used tor the main study were
modified in the 11ghtof suggestions made by the eight members of
the Faculty of Education at the Un1versity ot Zimbabwe, the forty
m-service training teachers and heads, and the twentypractis1ng
teachers and heads in four schools Within Harare. Among other
th1ngs most teachers and heads suggested that the meaning of
'psychometrics' should be defined clearly in advance on the
questionnaire or by word of mouth. As the researcher was going to
conduct the study personally, it was explained that the meaning
would be given before respondents answered that item except in the
case where respondents were to receive questionnaires through the
post (eight schools). The latter received a separate note explaining
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the meaning, which read ·What we mean by psychometric
procedure is - the process in which the items of a test have been
written, pre-tried on a sample of subjects, representative ot those
who Will take the final form of the test, and then subjected to a
statistical analysis, so that all test item properties such as d1fficulty,
dtscr1m1nation, valld1ty, reUabU1ty, etc tor each item become
known. •
Other technical logistics such as the layout of the questionnaires
were modif1ed in accordance with suggestiOns made. Ambiguities
and other d1ff1cultieswere also ironed out as suggested.
The measuring Instruments
Two questionnaires were constructed, one tor school heads and one
for teachers. The first section of each questionnaire asked about
biographical details (see Appendix A and B) while the second section
dealt with assessment practices. In the second section, respondents
were asked to respond to items on assessment procedures by simply
ticking the response which they felt to be correct in the response
categories provided. Most of the items were arranged in a nominal
scale format while others were arranged in a Ultert-type scale with
five response categories such as ·strongly agree·, ·agree·,
·uncertain· , -disagree· and ·strongly d1sagree-. While there were
items of a simple ·ytlS·and ·no· type rtlSponse in the aecond section,
it was telt that some questions were best lett open ended. Thus the
questionnaires consisted ot both quantitative and qualitative data,
some of which was pre-coded tor computer analysis.
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The statements on the questionnaires were broken down into 6
domains: attitude towards assessment, assessment practices used,
adequacy of existing system, use of statistics and other psychometric
procedures, school policies, and general comments on assessment.
The number of items was according to the importance of each
domain being measured. To avoid interdependence ot item responses
the statements covering each domain were placed one or more ··items
away from the next. Statements were also checked against criteria
to avoid bias, as in Allen Edwards (1957), Thurstone & Chave (1929)
and Likert (1932). Every attempt was also made to assure
objectivity, validity and rel1ability ot the scale.
5.2 The sample and data collection
In order to predict accurately the behaviour of the whole secondary
school population of Zimbabwe in assessment techniques, a
representative sample of school heads and school teachers trom a
total of 59 schools was used.
At the time of sampling, there were 401 secondary schools listed by
the Ministry of Education. Eight schools were used in the pilot stage
ot the study and a total of 51 were selected for the final study.
A number of variables were considered in the sampling procedure.
Respondents varied in sex, status, work. experience, subjects taught,
qualifications held, and age. Three main categories of school were
used, ie Group A schools (the former European-only schools but now
racially miXed and Situated mainly in urban areas), Group B schools
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(the former Blacks-only schools, state run, and situated mainly in
urban areas but have extended to rural areas since Independence)
and Rural Secondary Schools (excluding GroupB schools but including
missionary and independent schools situated in rural areas).
The sampUng design had to take account ot the existence of all three
categories of secondary schools in each of the five provinces:
Midlands, Mashonaland, Matabeleland, Mantca1and and Masvtngo
(sometimes called Victoria ProVince). Wh11ea representative sample
was drawn randomly in accordance With the techniques applicable
to probab111tysampltng from the schools ot each type, consideration
was given to both stratified and area sampling techniques which
were also used. For example, d1fferent proport10ns of respondents
were used because It was felt that enough respondents from the
small province of Masv1ngo (Victoria) which had only one Group A
school, 2 Group B schools and six rural secondary schools listed, had
to be sampled at a much higher rate than the bigger provtnces
because respondents were scarce Within that population. While
every eighth teacher in each subject was used in some of the schools
in larger provinces such as Mashonaland and Matabeleland, only
flVery second teacher was used in each subject taught in schools
Situated InMasvtngo (Victoria) ProVince.
Another consideration made during sampl1ng was the requirement
that everv teacher or head used to respond to the quest10nna1re
should have at least one year's work.ing experience in the same field.
ThIs was done in order to avoid bias which would have come from
the responses of those who had only Just entered the field and had
not done much practice necessary for the requirements of this
investigation.
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Budgetary constraints also l1rn1tedthe number of schools used in the
survey to around 16~ of the total school population as travel to far
out places such as Hwange would have proved very costly. It was
also because of these financial constraints that a total of eighty
questionnaires were mailed to eight schoolswhich Were situated in
areas where travel by car would have been difficult and expensive.
Administration of the questionnaire
From a list of schools obtained through the Ministry ot Education,
letters were sent to the heads of the 59 schools sampled at random
in the five provinces informing them about the purpose of this study
and the date on which data would be collected trom each school.
A total of 51 replies arrived before data collection began. It was
decided to use forty eight of these schools as they were found to be
more representative and more suitable for the study. Three schools
were dropped, and eight received questionnaires through the post.
Questionnaires were then adm1n1stered personally to heads and
teachers in torty schools. The researcher found the personal
admin1stration of questionnaires to be of great advantage as he was
able to establish rapport with both heads and teachers, explain the
purpose of the study in more detail than the letter, and to explain
the meaning of items that were not clear.
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A high proportion of usable responses were yielded because in all
schools the selected. respondents were read1ly available In one place.
Th1salso made possible an economy of time and expense as in most
cases the head helped to get teachers to complete the questionnaires
tmmed1ately.
While the mailed questionnaires made a useful contribut1on, 1t was
through the use of this data gathering device that a considerable
number of questionnaires were lost as some heads and teachers did
not bother to return the completed forms or returned them With
very few usable responses.
Thirty eight heads responded to the 'heads' questionnaire. Although
there were about 48 schools sampled, some heads were out on school
(or other) business when the researcher called at their schools.
Three heads refused to respond to the questionnaires, giving excuses
rang1ng from ·being too busy·, to ·the bellef that they were being
exposed for incompetency". In spite of the researcher's assurance ot
complete anonymity, some heads still expressed the anxiety that it
would be easy for the researcher to expose them if he so desired.
SOme heads received their questionneires through the post, and it
was mostly these heads who expressed ·anxlety or simply ignored the
questionnaires. The decision to send eight heads questionnaires
through the post was made because their schools were situated. in
remote and sometimes dangerous places to reach by car. Along
With eight heads' questionnaires mailed, were seventy two teachers
questionnaires. The response rate for mailed questionnaires was
rather poor. Only tour (SO~) of these heads returned completed and
usable questionnaires and only fifty teachers (64~) from the eight
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, schools returned their forms, in spite of the fact that all return
postage had been paid for in advance by the researcher and return
addressed envelopes were included.
In the forty schools which the researcher personally Visited and
admtntstered the questionnaires, a high return rate (98~) was
yielded from both heads and teachers.
From the whole survey, a total of 334 completed forms out of 465
(approXimately 7~) were completed by teachers, and 38 out of 48
(approximately 80~) by heads.
Table 5.0
Composition and Characteristics of the Sample
(based on questionnaire returns)
Province Number School type: Number of respondents
of schools Group A Group B Rural Heads Teachers
Mashonaland 15 5 6 4 12 98
Matabeleland 12 3 4 5 9 79
(including
Hwange)
Mantcaland 10 2 5 3 7 65
Midlands 7 2 4 1 6 58
Masvtngo 4 1 1 2 4 34
(Victoria
Totals 48 13 20 15 38 334
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The need to collect data at two level.
Data avatlable at two levels in thirty eight schools gave the
researcher the opportunity to compare teachers' perceptions With
those of their school heads. Those comparisons revealed that some
schools were much better than others at communicating school
polley on assessment to class teachers. The Views and statements .
from teachers about their school assessment polictes were compared
with those of heads. For example, heads were asked It a written
assessment policy existed, and teachers were asked the same
question. In 19 schools, where answers could be compared,
statements differed. WhIle most heads said that they had a written
pollcy, most of the teachers in these schools said no such pollcy
existed. Furthermore, In schools where such pol1des were said to
eXist by both heads and teachers, most teachers added that they
had not either seen or read them.
The reasons given for keeping of assessment records differed
significantly between heads and teachers. While most heads kept
marks for administrative p~ such as Mlection, references,
transfers, etc, most teachers said they used these records for
evaiuetion of their own teaching methods and for helping pupils 1n
areas of diff1culty.
However, heads and teachers generally agreed in many other
aspects regarding assessment procedures. The heads' data was not
used for any significant part of the analysts In this study, becauee it
was collected for mainly exploratory purposes and for comparisons in
responses.
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The sample
Three hundred and thirty four teachers responded to the
questionnaire from a sample of forty eight schools. Data on the
questionnaire was in both discrete and continuous torms. Teachers
were asked to t1ck the relevant sections on the quest10nnalre items
wh1ch corresponded to their Judgements. An average ot eight
teachers were randomly selected from each of the schools in the
sample depending on the size ot the school and the number ot
'experienced' teachers ava1lable in the school. (Note that the
researcher randomly selected teachers from among those who had
taught tor at least a year in a secondary school.)
Yule and Kendall (1976) say that -the selection ot an indiVidual from
a population 1s random when eecn member ot the population has
the same chance ot being chcsen". It was With th1s usetul def1n1tion
that the choice ot respondents was made. In all cases empnasts was
made to the heads, who assisted in selecting the respondents, that
they should avoid their own personal choices, but give every teacher
who was eligible to be included in the sample an equal opportun1ty
of being selected. Both male and female teachers were given the
same chance ot being chosen. The only reservation made was that
there ought to be at least one member from each subject area being
represented.
In small schools it turned out, in most cases, that the respondents
came from each ot eight or ten subjects taught in the schools. Any
teacher who had had at least a year's experience in each subject
area would qual1ty to be a respondent.
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5.S ReUabWty
Thirty 1tems in the teachers' questionnaire were spec1f1callydesigned
to measure both good and poor psychometric practice. In order to
determine the degree of consistency of these items teachers'
responses on these items were re corded and tested for reliab1l1ty.
Using split-half reliab1l1ty techniques, the scores on 30 1tems(1tem
13 to Item 43) of the teachers' questionnaire (see Appendix C) on
assessment procedures were prepared for reliability analysts using
the computer. Computer. output showed. two sets ot correlation
coerncients, each containing halt the total number of items. Eleven
Items wh1ch showed very low coeff1clents were discarded. The
remaining 19 Items were put through the computer again and a
Spearman-Brown coefficient of 0.798was obtained (see table 5.1).
According to Gu1ldford (1956), the internal consistency of a test 1s
satisfactory when 1ts correlanon coerncient 1s around the 0.7 figure.
The result obtained demonstrates the psychometriC robustness of the
instrument used.
VaUcl1ty
There 1s no single method that is adequate for establ1shing valid1ty
(Kerlinger 1981). The use of factor analysts to determine construct
validation was considered, but since the present study suffers from
a lack of establ1shed instruments measuring the tratts under
investigation and wh1ch are specifically developed for the population
used for this study, factor analysts would have yielded more or less
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the same results as the rel1abi11tyanalysts.
It was therefore assumed that the satisfactory consistency shown in
the rel1ab1l1tyanalysis suggested a high validity level (Guildford
1956).
Va11d1tydata established With subjects in the UK, although readily
available, could not be used for this study even though the
education systems of Zimbabwe and the UK are somewhat s1m11ar.
The use of such data with a group for whom the instruments were
not prepared requires considerable caution (Keats 1971).
Evaluation on whether the instrument was measuring the concepts
it was designed to measure (Va11d1ty)was therefore a rational and
Judgemental process since no quantitative index of sampling
adequacy was available (Brown FG, 1976).
Table 5.1
Reliability Analysis
Reliab1l1tyCoefficients
Correlation between forms
Guttman Split Half
Alpha tor Part 1
10 items in Part 1
Equal Length Spearman-Brown
Unequal Length Spearman-Brown
Alpha for Part 2
9 items in Part 2
19 items
.7135
.7963
.6105
.7977
.7981
.5205
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5.4 Analysis and results of teachers' data
The questionnaire conststed of 1tems wh1ch asked about practices and
purposes of assessment and about teachers' Views on the subject.
Most of these items were of the closed type and those were analysed
by computer. The rest, which were open ended were analysed by
qual1tative methods. Frequency d1strtbuttons, crosstabulat10ns and
percentages were computed. From the 334 respondents, 141 were
female whUe 193 were male (that is about 43" and 57"
respect1vely). 74 teachers were aged between 18 and 25 years, 90
between 26 and 30 years, 77 between 31 and 35, 41 between 36 and
40, and 16 between 41 and 45 years old. (see Fig 1 histogram
frequency). A total ot 111 teachers surveyed taught in Group A
schools whfie 223 taught in e1ther Group B or rural secondary
schools. Thus approximately 33" taught in Group A schools and 66"
either in Group B schools or rural secondary schools. (In a number
of cases durtng the analysts of the data, Group B and Rural
secondary schools were pooled together tor convenience, but where
different types of schools were to be compared, the groups remained
separate.)
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Table 5.1 (a)
Teachers' sample: breakdown by &Beand HZ
Ale Male Female
Number of
questionnaires
returned
18-25 32 28 60
26-30 27 24 51
31-35 35 17 52
36-40 29 36 65
41-45 51 24 75
46-65 19 12 31
Total 193 141 334
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F1&ure 2.0
Hlstoaram frequency distribution of teachers' ages
j
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over
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Age distribution In years
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Table 5.2
Teachers' responses accordlnl to school types
School type Number of
teachers
Percentaae
Group A
Group B (urban
and rural)
111 33.2
116 52.1
Rural 47 14.1
Totals 334 100.0
NB: The small number of respondents in rural schools is due to the
large numbers ot untra1ned teachers With less than 12 months
experience 1n these schools. These were not used tor the survey.
Hence out of 13 rural schools, an average of 4 teachers were used
from each school.
Analysis: Assessment procedures
Items 13J 15J 17J 18J 21, 22J 24J 35 and 39 in the teachers'
questionna1re referred to assessment practices and techniques applied
1n schools by teachers (see Table 5.3). Item 13: -Is there a written
assessment poliCYin your school?- Forty seven (47.3) per cent of
the teachers who responded to this item cla1med that their schools
had written pencies, but when the researcher asked to see some of
these policiesonly one school produced a rather dated copy.
Item 14: -Do you ever construct your own tests?- All respondents
(100") said 'yes' to this item, but when th1s response was analysed
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With other data. (such as the UM of standard scores, standardard
deviations and other statistics), it was noted that although all
teachers constructed and gave their pupils tests, very few of them
knew what to do with the marks obtained from these tests except to
categorise pup1ls according to percentages of scores obtained. It was
also noted that very few teachers (only 21") used the proper criteria
tor constructing good reliable and valid tests (such aspre-testtng,
editing of items, item analysts, etc).
Item 15: Almost all (92.5%)ot teachers who responded to this item
said that they always recorded the results of the tests they gave to
pupils and most of them (18%)said that these results were kept in
order to identity pup1ls' difficulties or to indicate the puplls'success
relative to their peers.
Item 11: This item revealed that 92" of pup1ls in each year group in
all the schools surveyed get a common examination at some time
during the term.
Item 18: 85" ..of the teachers who responded to this item said that
they were able to pred1cttheir pupils' performances at the final 0
Level or A Level examinations on the basis of the examinations given
during term time.
When asked if there were any other methods, apart from written
examinations, by which pup1ls were assessed, nearly 51% of the
teachers said there were. Methods mentioned include oral testing
and practical proJects. It was also discovered that there was. no
uniformity in the system used for marlt1ng in some ot the schools in
the survey, even between departments and sometimes between
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teachers teaching the same subject. While some preferred to use
the percentage mark, or a mark out of ten, some preferred the use
of the alphabet scale (A-F). However 72~ agreed that there was
some unttorm1ty in the marking system used in their schools.
Item 35(b) asked for teachers' op1n1onson whether they thought
that standardised tests were better than teacher-made tests. 67~ of
the respondents thought that teacher-made tests were better, while
only 33~ thought that standardised tests were better. None of them
thought that they were the same.
The survey also showed that only 10~ of the respondents knew a lot
or were expert at psychometriC procedures in testing while the rest
had very Uttle or average knowledge, shoWing the need to train
teachers in the use of psychometriC procedures.
Use of statistical procedures
The survey results indicated that the use of stansucs, which is
useful for analysis of tests and test scores is rare . Apart from
percentages used by 88~ of teachers in the survey, and the
calculation of means, used by only 18~ of teachers, there is very
little use of other techniques such as graphs of d1stribution, standard
deviat1ons, t-tests, transformat1on of raw scores into standard
scores and 1tem analysts. Although 25 teachers (7'Aa~)said that they
used the t-test to compare group means, there 1s a posstbll1ty that
the respondents to th1s 1tem did not qu1te understand what
statistical technique was demanded since this item was only simply
stated as -the comparison of means of two or more tests-. It is the
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researcher's belief that this Item was misconstrued and teachers
probably thought that It meant the comparison of say history
results with geography results and looking at the average mark. of
each individual when two or more subject results are combined,
There was not even one teacher who indicated that they used item
analysis in test construction, shoWingthe weakness of such tests and
the need for tratntng in the use of such techniques in order to
improve standards.
These findings are perhaps not surprising in View of the low level of
m-service tratntng in assessment received by both heads and
teachers as analysis of the questionnaire also reveals that only 2" of
heads and 15" of teachers said that they had received m-service
tratning.
Only one school in the survey had a computer although this was not
used for assessment purposes.
The use of statistics In assessment - a comment
Any kind of phsycical measurement made on human beings Will
show varlab1l1ty across individuals. For example, people differ
physically from each other in height, weight, foot size, blood
pressure, and so on. Similarly there are extensive indiVidual
d1tferences in many psychological variables such as mental ab1l1tles,
knowledge, interests, attitudes, personality and temperament.
Some of these d1tferences can be measured more precisely than
others, depending on the type and quality of the measuring
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Instrument used.
The use of statistics such as frequency distributions, averages,
standard deviations, percentages, correlation, ttem analysts and
factor analysts ts common In the measurement of pupUs' mental
characteristics and behaViour. (Useful statistiCS in psychometric
measurement are shown in AppendiXH).
The measurement of physical and psychological variables can be
characterised by the degree of refinement or prec1sion in terms of
four measurement scales: nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio, the
latter being the most refined level of measurement.
Thus the use of statistics plays a very important role in improving
the accuracy of measuring Instruments such as aptitude tests and
other tests used for measuring the ab1l1t1esof pupils.
Table 5.3
Analysis of teachers' responses to Items on assessment and
statistical procedures (n=334in all cases)
13. Is there a written polley of assessing pupils in your school?
Yes 158 Percent Yes 47.3
No 176 Percent No 52.7
15. Do you always record the results of the tests you give to
pupils?
Yes 309 Percent Yes 92.5
No 25 Percent No 7.5
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17. Do all the pupils get a common examination at some time
during the term?
Yes
No
307
27
Percent Yes
Percent No .
91.9
8.1
18. Are you able to predict your pupils' performances at the final
o and A Level exams on the basis of the common
examinations given during the term?
Yes
No
285
49
Percent Yes
Percent No
85.3
14.7
21. Are there any other methods apart from written
examinations used to assess pupils in your school?
Yes
No
189
145
Percent Yes
Percent No
56.6
43.4
22. Is every teacher in your department made aware of
assessment procedures?
Yes 257 Percent Yes 76.9
No 77 Percent No 23.1
24. Do all the members of your department use the same
marking or grading system?
Yes 241 Percent Yes 72.2
No 93 Percent No 27.8
35. Do you think that standardised publ1shed tests are better than
teacher-made tests?
Yes 224 Percent Yes 67.1
No 110 Percent No 32.9
25. Which of the following statistical procedures do you apply to
your test results?
1. Percentages n = 295 88.3~
2. Calculation of means n= 61 18.3~
3. Graphs of distribution n= 4 1.2%
4. Standard deviations n= 3 0.9%
S. Comparison of tests' means n= 25 7.5%
6. Transformation ot raw scores n= 1 0.3~
7. Item analysis n= 0 0.0%
Other
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Is there any difference In assessment practice between
Group A and Group B schools?
To answer this question, cntena for good assessment practice was
identif1ed from the quesnonnaire 1tems. This included the need to
keep a wr1tten school pollcy on assessment; the use of assessment
records for evaluenons (see Table 5.3); the coordinat10n of
techniques With other members ot statt; the abWty to construct
tests using psychometriC procedures; the use ot standardlsed tests;
the methods used for marking pupils' work; the use of stat1stical
procedures; the methods used for ac1m1n1straUonof tests; the use of
technical equipment; the number of in-service courses attended; the
number of books on assessment procedures read; and the extent to
which gUidance on assessment 1sgiven.
After 1dentifying these cntena for good practice, frequency tables
were drawn by summ.1ng over Item scores for each school type.
Responses of the 111 group A school teachers and those of the 176
group B teachers were recorded and a Chi-Square (;i2) was
calculated, to see if there was any s1gn1f1cantc11fterencein practice
between group A teachers and group B teachers. (Reminder: Group
A schools are the former all-white schools in urban low density
areas, while group B schools are the former Afrtcan township schools
s1tuated in urban high density areas.)
ResUlts:
CHI-SQUARE Degrees of
(observed value) freedom
Critical value
p<.05
24.~ ~ 36.42
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A Chi-Square value of 24.34 was obtained. This compares with a
required value of 36.42 for significance at the p = 0.05 level. Thus
there Is no stgn1tlcant difference in pract1ce between group A schools
and group B schools in assessment procedures.
Is there any difference In assessment practice between
urban schools and rural schools?
After isolating those items on the teachers' questionnaire whtch
reflected good psychometriC practice (eg items 13, 15, 18, 25, 27, 28,
29, 31, 35, 36 and 39 in AppendiXC) the scores of teachers in urban
Group 8 and Group 8 were compared with those of Rural school
teachers.
Through the use of the computer, crosstabulat10ns of schooltype by
assessment procedures were produced. A comparison between those
schools Identified as rural and those Identified as urban was made
using the sampling distribution of a Chi-squared test from the table
of frequenc1es.
Results:
CHI-SQUARE
(observed value)
Delrees of
freedom
value
p<.05
value
p<.Ol
43.77 24 36.42 42.98
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A Chi-square value of 43.77 was obtained. This compares with a
required tabluated value ot 36.42 tor s1gn1ficanceat the p =.05 level,
and 42.98 tor the .01 level. There is thus highly s1gn1f1cant
dUterences In practice between urban and rural schools. Theretore
rural schools use fewer assessment techniques than do urban
schools.
Are there any d1fferences In assessment practice with
respect to teachers' qual1flcatlons?
Teachers' qualifications in this study ranged trom T1, 12, 13, T4,
PTL, PTH,Certificate in Education, Grad CE(PGCE),first degrees and
second (masters) degrees. Note: T1 and 12 qualifications were
obtained by '0' level students after three years of teacher-tra1n1ng
and were aimed at teaching In academic F1 secondary schools and
non-aceaermc F2 secondary schools. 13 and T4 later replaced the
PTH and PTL which were primary school teachers' qual1f1cations
obtained by Junior Certificate students after two to tour years
teacher-tra1n1ng.
Two categories of .high qual1flcatlons· and ·low qual1tlcations· were
created. 76 teachers who held either a first degree, a PGCEand/or a
master's degree were placed in the former category, while the
rema1n1ng 258 who held teaching certificates (including 17 without
any teaching qual1ficaUons) were placed in the latter (·low
qual1tications·) category.
To find out whether or not teachers with high qualifications were
more likely to use good assessment techniques than those with the
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low qual1tlcattons, scores ot the two groups' performance on the
assessment procedures questionnaire were pooled and a x2 test
conducted.
Results:
CHI-SQUARE
(observed value)
Degrees of
freedom
Critical value
p < .05
36.05 23 35.17
A Chi-square value ot 36.05 was obtained with 23 degrees of
freedom. The tabulated value tor the 0.05 probabWty level is 35.17.
It can be concluded that there are slgn1ficant differences in
assessment practice among teachers with respect to their indiVidual
qualifications.
Comparison of means between those who had attended and
those who had never attended courses In assessment
Item 28 on the teachers' questionnaire dealt with whether or not
respondents had attended at least one in-service course on
assessment. A total ot 57 teachers claimed that they had attended
such courses, wnne 277 had not attended. A t-test was carried out
to compare the means of these two categories on attendance scores
(see Table 5.4). The difference between the means was significant at
the p < .05 level, indicating a superiority in performance by those
who had attended courses in assessment procedures.
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Table 5.4
T-test to ezamlne assessment practice clUferencesbetween
teachers who attended one or more in-service courses on
assessment and those who did not
Attended (n1) = 57; Not attended (n2) = 277
C&tqory Mean score t-value Desrees of
freedom
Prob5X
level
Attended 64.81 2.66 332 1.960
Not attended 61.29
General comments aris1n&from both heads' and teachers'
questionnaire responses
A number of common items in both the heads' and teachers'
questionnaires were designed to el1dt Views on the present
assessment structure. A variety ot reactions and reasons tor such
reactions was observed as shown below:
Item 42 (a) Teachers' questionnaire and Item 33 heads' Questionnaire
-Do you think. that external 0 and A Level exeminauone should be
abolished? Why?
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Summary of comments given bV heads and teachers in favour of
AboUsh1na (note: only representative translations are included here):
(1) -External examinattons are out of reach of Ztmbabwean
pupUs' environment and they are too theoretical- (n=8);
(11) -External examinations are mostly concerned with western
culture. OUr pupUs should be tested on what is more relevant
to the development of a better soc1ety in Zimbabwe as
external exams are inconsistent with Zimbabwe's needs - such
as education with producnon" (n=11);
(111) -They are a waste of much-needed foreign currency";
(tv) ·They do not take into account our socto-cultural background
and they are heaVily btased against us",
summary of comments giVen by heads and teachers who were
against ahoUsh1ng:
(1) -If external examinations were abol1shed, standards would be
lowered in th1s country";
(11) -There is no other adequate examination system to replace
external examinations and th1s would take years to develop·;
(111) -More intellectually capable pupils must be given the
opportuntty to assess themselves on overseas standards. After
all external examinations encourage international competitton
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and a un1tormlty of standards throughout the world-;
(tv) -External examinat10ns are unbiased and they playa crucial
role in malnta1n1ng international standards which Will in turn
facilltate student exchange programmes. Academic nepotism
would be perpetuated it examinations were .local1sed.-.
General comments arts1n& from both heads' and teachers
questionnaires
Teachers and heads were asked tor their Views on the shocking '0'
level results in 1984.
Item 43(a) Teachers' questionnaire and item 34 beads:
-What do you think is the reason for the poor '0' Level examination
results nationwide 1n 19841- (see Appendix B and C)
Heads' and teachers' comments:
(i) Automatic promotion
-From primary school to secondary school, all pup1ls in
Zimbabwe irrespective ot their results at the grade seven level
were allowed to enter form one, especially Just after
Independence in 1980. These pup1lswere then allowed further
to proceed to form four without any form of screening the
'less capable' ones from the 'more capable' ones. The results
ot this poor planning on the part of policy makers in 1980
have consequently resulted in the poor examination results of
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1984.- (n=17)
(11) Unsuitable curriculum
-The curriculum we have adopted In Zimbabwe is designed tor
h1ghly Intell1gent pupUs, yet not every pupil talls into th1s
category. There are many non-academ1c subjects which the
low abWty groups could take but unfortunately these are not
Included In our present curriculum. SUbjeCts such as tine
art, music, sculpture, woodcarving, painting and welding are
not taken seriously by our curriculum planners. The present
o Level curriculum Is designed for only about ~ ot the school
populat1on. It is therefore unrealtstic to expect a pass rate
higher than that. The tact that 18-1~ of students passed
suggests that the results were normal. - (n=22)
•
Content analysts of teachers' and heads' comments on
assessment practice In schools
A number of concepts arising from both heads' and teachers'
comments on the quest10nnaires were selected and c1assUled into
specific categortes. For example, item 43(a) on the. teachers'
quesUonnalre and item 34 on the heads' questionnaire asked .tor the
reason why the 1984 0 Level results in Zimbabwe were poor. From
the total universe of ava1lable data, the researcher wtth the help ot
two Independent coders narrowed the vast amount ot information
defined by the hypothesis ot this study wh1ch was condensed on to
the spec1aldata sheets prepared independently by the coders. After
discussion a classificatory system for thiS data was determined. and
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it was dec1dedto construct nine categories into which the data was
to be placed as follows: (a) Automatic Promotion, (2) UnSuitable
CUrr1culum, (3) Untimely Change of Syllabuses, (4) OVercrowding,
(5) Teacher Shortage, (6) Inadequate Resources, (1) Unmotivated
Teachers, (8) Irresponsible Puplls, and (9) Rapid Expansion.
These nine categories were evaluated in terms of standard criteria
for va11d1ty, rel1ab1l1tyand objectivity. (Val1dity represents the
extent to which an instrument measures what it is intended to
measure.) To achieve val1dity, a sample of passages was extracted
and coders were asked to study these to see it they would
independently yield s1rn1larresults on the same phenomenon. There
was a reasonable degree of agreement on this. Toachleve rel1ab1l1ty
the degree of agreement between the two coders at the same time
was checked (1e inter-coder rel1ab1l1ty). Intra-coder rel1ab1l1tywas
also checked after two weeks.
Usingthe formula
(C1.2)
R = 2 Cl+C2
the rel1ab1l1tyof the two coder situation was computed, and it was
found that Interceder figures were at an acceptable level of
agreement and there was no need to redefine or tighten the
categories as the researcher's independent analysts had also agreed
with the figures yielded by the two independent coders.
The objectivity element was also check.edupon by ascertaining that
all categories did not yield unbiased data and that the meanings of
statements from teachers' and heads' comments were not altered
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during categorisation.
After all the condensed comments had been read by the Independent
coders, counts in frequency were made and an interpretation ot the
tindings were summar1sed. Inferences about changes in the present
assessment system were also made from the lntensity ot some otthe
statements.
(111)Unt1mely change of syllabuses:
-In 1980 and again in 1984, drastic changes in the syllabuses ot
many school subjects were made. The need to follow the
requirement ot a new soc1alorder Is understandable, but we do not
approve of the haste in which this was conducted. For example, in
1984 Just a few weeks before the final 0 Level examinations, the
M1nistry of Education suddenly changed the science syllabus.·
(tv) OyercrowcUns
-Most teachers are content to teach classes of around torty pupils,
but very few do indeed take classes of less than fifty. For this
reason, teachers are unable to give indiVidual attention which is
essential to the development of learning skills in pupils. The
government has tried to solve this problem of rapld expansion by
Introducing a new concept - 'hot-seating' - whereby pupils spend
only tour hours at school each morning to give room tor another
group which comes in the afternoons. Every teacher is expected to
fit in two sessions a day in most schools until there are enough
buildings and trained teachers to cope With this situation. While
this idea tits in With the soc1al1st prtndples behind universal
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education, it seems the economy of the country is not alloWingthis
idea to become a reality and thus high-aChieving pupUsare suffering
through the 'short school day' type of education. -
(v) Teacher sbortaSe
-In 1983 and 1984 there was a large number of untrained teachers in
several schools, especially in rural secondary schools and in some
cases the number of untrained teachers was higher than that of
trained teachers at certain schools. Another phenomenon brought
about by the rapid expansion of the education system is that several
prtrnary school teachers who were only qualified to teach in
primary schools were .moved into the secondary sector. Some
teachers did not have any 0 Levels, yet they were taking 0 Level
classes.
Expatriate and temporary teachers were also moved into the new
secondary schools but most of them had mercenary attitudes as
they were not concerned about the service they were giving, but
the salaries they were getting.-
(Vi) lnadegyate resources
-The use of pocket calculators, calculating machines and computers
in our schools is stU!a far fetched idea. In some schools pupUsshare
one textbook among ten. Orders tor chalk. in some rural secondary
schools take between three and slx months before they arrive.
Sometimes it ts pointless teaching certain aspects of science Without
proper laboratories and facUlties needed in this subject. For
example, teachers talk about Bunsen burners yet in some schools,
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pupils have never seen one.·
(vu) Unmotivated teachers
-Because of the poor working conditions - hot-seating-, overcrowded
classes, poor salaries, miXed ability teaching, etc - most teachers
tind themselves lacking in motivation tor the job.-
(vin) Irresponsible pupils
-It Is most teachers' bellef that a lot of puplls are suffering from the
euphoria ot independence and have lost thetr sense of responsib1l1ty.
Indisc1pline has increased since independence; the taking of drugs,
ch1ld pregnancies, lack ot respect for teachers and a generally
rebellious attitude towards school have all contributed to the poor 0
Level results."
Ox) Rapid Expansion
-Expansion ot the education system was too rapid for most teachers.
Not many ot us were ready tor this high growth rate. The. big
expansion in student populatton was not given a qual1tattvely
corresponding expansion in schools and teachers. It was I1ke
announcing 'Free Health care tor All' when there are no drugs
ava1lable to cure the sick.-
- Hot-seattng is a colloquial expression which means that schoolchlldren can
attend lessons during morning or afternoon sessions due to shortage ot
buildings.
Note that only 7 out of 38 heads WIre in favour of aboUshi~ external 0 Level
and A Levelexaminatton (19"), and 75" out ot 334 teachers (22") said 'yes' to
aboUshing.
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Table 5.5
General comments from heads and teachers on how
assessment techniques could be Improved
(1) ·There is need tor teachers, heads ot schools, parents and
policy makers to get together to discuss the progress ot pupils
and schools as a whole. •
(u) ·Pupils' tinal results should not only be based on one
examination result alone but also on the results of some
internal continuous assessment and overall performance
during the school course as a single assessment brings panic
and anxiety to pupils. Marks should also be awarded tor
effort to widen appraisal.·
(ID) •Instead of imposing new poncies on us, prior discussions
should be made with all those concerned with education
before orders to implement policies are issued to schools.·
(rv) ·Teachers should have regular m-service courses which stress,
among other things, the proper methods of assessing pupils. "
(v) -The high teacher/pupil ratio (ot approximately 1:45) which
removes the valuable element ot personal contact and also
takes a great deal ot the teacher's marldng time should be
improved by l1m1ting the number ot pupils in each class to
around thirty. -
(vi) -More literature on assessment techniques should be made
available to schools.·
(vu) -Automatic promotion ot pupils to higher grades irrespecnve ot
their academic ab1l1tlesmakes nonsense of the use ot tests.
Tests with a more discriminating fac1l1tyshould be used."
(v111) ·Experts m proper assessment techntques should be sent on a
peripatetic basis to all the schools which need expert advice. •
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5.5 A description of existing assessment practices in
Zimbabwe's secondary schools
Introduction
In the final section of this chapter, the present research results are
used to described, in general terms, the assessment practices that
are most common in the secondary schools of Zimbabwe and to
draw attention to certain defects and deneiencies in some of these
procedures.
The main weakness revealed by the first part of this project can
generally be related to the lack of a detailed school and
departmental pol1cyon assessment. Out of the 48 schools surveyed,
only two school heads had evidence of written assessment poncies in
their schools although almost 90" o! them said they had written
poUc1eswhen responding to a questionnaire item on th1s issue. This
positive response could be the result ot anX1etyby most school heads
who probably suspected that th1s research was aimed at checking on
their act1Vit1es. Th1s anXiety is understandable and was more
noticeable at three schools 1n the Midlands and victcna ProVlnces
where heads decided not to respond to the quest1onna1Tes after
reading the first questicn -Is there a written pollcy on assessment in
your school?-.
Although there have been major imnanves to improve assessment
pol1ciesrecently, it is still quite common for assessment not to figure
prominently With1nschool poncies as outlined in staff handbooks and
schemes ot work.
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PractIce In schools
Through discussion with many school heads and teachers and
through the analysts of the first results of,this proJect, it was shown
that assessment procedures in most of Zimbabwe's secondary schools
include a combination of formal examinations, periodic tests and the
day to day mon1toring of pupils' classwork, and in, some cases,
homework. The relative importance given to each of these aspects
vanes from school to school, but the formal written examination Is
the mainstay of most schools' assessment programmes. Examination
results are the mostly respected assessments and these carry a lot ot
weight with pupils, teachers and parents. They are also the main
criteria on which major decisions regarding pupils' school careers are
made.
The most common practice Is for examinations to be set once or
twice a year for all pupils although terminal examinations at the
end of each term still play a big role. External examination
candidates sit one major school examination in conditions repl1catlng
as closely as possible those which prevail in external examinations.
Most secondary school candidates register for either the Zimbabwe
Junior Cert1ficate, cambridge School Certificate, AEB or London
General Cert1ficate of Education. An attempt to locaUseall external
examinations at the secondary level is under way (mutumbuka
1984, and Mugabe 1985). The Zimbabwe Junior Certificate
examination (ZJC) used to be a 'terminal' or 'selection' examination
at the end of two years of secondary school1ngusually at the age ot
fifteen, but according to the Min1ster of Education (Mutumbuka
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1983), it 1s now regarded as an 'assessment of achievement'
examination.
-The ZJC Is now meant to diagnose the level of learning achieved In
the first years of secondary education. The next two years leading to
o Levels will be corrected. In other words, the weaknesses revealed
by the ZJC examination results will be remedied so that the chances
of a pupil passing 0 Levelswill be corrected.· (Mutumbulta 1983)
However, up to 1985, the ZJC was sttll a norm referenced
examination and played very little of this diagnostic role as described
by the Minister. The diagnostic process operated in most secondary
schools after the ZJC is usually counterproductive because it seems
to ignore the assessments that have been made over the previous
years. Strengths and weaknesses and pupils' spedal Interests are
rarely explored so that subsequent courses can be planned to
max1m1seachievement. Too often, in fact, teachers tend to press
on With the 0 Level syllabus ignoring difficulties experienced by some
pupils in the first. two years of secondary schOOling. This has serious
long term effects on performance.
There remains Within the majority of schools a very strong
conviction as to the educational value of formal examinations as a
means of providing an incentive and focus for learning and of
encouraging an overview of a course of study and an appreciation of
the inter-relationship of its various elements. Teachers who were
asked. for their views regarding the abol1shingof formal examinations
all felt strongly against the idea except an insignif1cant number who
felt that examinations were a waste of time. The majority of
teachers felt that without examinations, pupils would have nothing
to mot1vate them to learn new skills. The motivation factor 1s
common to all pupils, though more powerful for some than others.
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The other benefits, by their nature, are greater for the abler and
more mature. Though many schools question the value of
examinations as a way of ensuring more effective learning among
.lower ability pupUs, very few exclude these pupUs from the process
as this would be deemed diVisive. For instance, in November 1984a
total of 73 724 pupUs were entered for the esc GCE 0 Level
examinations and only 18~ of those passed with· a grade Cor higher.
(See Table 5.6 for entries since 1980.)
Table 5.6
Number ot ZImbabwean cancUdates entered tor the
cambrtd&e School Certificate GCE0 Level exams
from 1980 to 1984
Year Entries Percentaae
chanae
1980 6 287
1981 7 716 22.7
1982 10 576 37.1
1983 24000 226.9
1984 73724 307.2
(Data prov1ded by the University of Cambridge Local
Examinations Syndicate.)
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The above table shows the phenomenal expansion in secondary
education in Zimbabwe. For example, in 1980 only 6287 candidates
were entered tor esc 0 Level examinations. This 1s contrasted by a
marked increase of over 200~ in 1984. However this expanSion was
accompanied by a sharp fall in examination pass rate. Only 12 509
(about 18~) of the 73 724 candidates entered in 1984 managed to pass
with a grade C or higher. This has become a source of grave .
concern among parents and polley makers altlte. Improvement of
school qual1ty and of assessment techniques has become a major
issue among all concerned with education in Zimbabwe.
In most schools the respect accorded to, and the faith placed in,
examinations as a means of measuring pupU achievement are based
on a bellef in their object1Vityand fairness. They are Viewed in this
way because under examination conditions pupUs are thrown
entirely on to their own resources without assistance from teacher
or parent and without access to external sources such as- textbooks,
notebooks or reference books.. There 15an tmpllcit expectat10n that
examinations w1ll serve a number of funct10ns and that their results
will proVide a reliable, va11dand meaningful measure ot attainment,
information on which pupUs can be placed in appropriate teaching
groups (such as remedial classes), a means of monitoring pupU
progress and scores or grades which can be commUnicated to
parents.
Well designed and carefully planned teacher-made tests or
examinations do contribute to each. of these purposes, but too often
an intuitive rather than an analytic approach 1s appl1ed. to the
setting of examinations at schools, with the result that too many
and sometimes confl1cting demands are made on this mode of
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assessment. This 1$ trequently the case when schools require
information on which to place pupUsin appropriate streams, sets or
groups. (It must be noted that although the present pol1cy
emphasised mtxed abU1ty teaching, a lot' ot schools st1ll practise
streaming.) In these situations schools are anxious to be
scrupulously fair and common examinations are set tor a broad
range of abWty. For example, all mixed abWty groups in torm one
get the same examination. In some instances, examinations are set
which result in the tull range ot marks being used, thus
cHscr1m1nattngwell between pupil performance. SUch examinations,
however, result in a number ot pupUs being awarded marks which
are so low that attitude and motivation are, inevitably, adversely
affected and this usually at a formative stage in the school careers.
On the other hand, 'easy' examinations are set in some subjects so
as to provide encouragement tor all pupils, With the result that the
marks awarded are bunched In the top half of the scale, malting it
difficult to discr1m.1natebetween pupUs' achievement. Whereas the
first type of examination has severe shortcom1ngs from the point of
View of assessing and describ1ng the attainments of the least able,
the second type can only to a l1m1ted degree assess the achievement
of the most able. Thus examinattons designed for one purpose can
be totally unsuitable for others.
In the classroom, the use of standardised tests is rare. Class testing
in most schools takes a variety of forms ranging from a
mint-examination such as a mid-term or halt-term test, to brief
informal mastery tests at the beginning of a lesson (for example,
vocabulary tests). The most common test Is that given on
completion of a topic to assess pupils' knowledge of that partiCUlar
sect10n of the work. Halt-term tests, obligatory in some schools,
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serve a 81m1lar purpose to examinations in cmcouraains an overview
ot the work over a period of time. The incidence of testing, in most
schools, especially that which requires revis10n of a number of
topics, often increases as external examinations become more
1mm1nent. There is a diagnostic element in most school tests, but
te« are specifically designed tor this purpose. In most schools
insuffiCient attention Is given to the diagnostic aspect ot testing and
this is, at least partly, due to lack ot teacher expertiSe in test
construction and interpretation. As With end of year examinations,
classroom tests serve a number ot purposes and there 15 heavy
renance on intuition in their construction and in the interpretation
of the results. Very tew departments use the full range ot
assessment techniques at their diSposal. The survey results ot this
project revealed that there 1s at least one teacher in each school
who is aware ot good practice and statistical procedures required in
test construction and interpretation of results, yet no attempt is
made to make use of these teachers' knowledge. Only some
departments seem to be aware of the various types ot questions that
can be used in written tests (multiple choice, short essay answer J
extended essay, structured, etc) and the advantages and 11m1tations
ot each.
(a) Oral and practical assessment:
The written test is the most prevalent form of assessment being
conducted in all the schools but the need tor oral and practical
testing, especially with the introduction of mixed ab1l1ty teaching
and the government's policy of education with production, is also
being increasingly recognised. Considerable emphasis is now placed
in all language courses (such as English, Shona and Ndebele) on
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fostering oracy, but teachers are faced with major difficulties
regarding the assessment of all the relevant skills as not adequate
training has been given in these areas. For example, most teachers
are at a loss on how to help those who find difficulty in expressing
themselves orally. Consideration to issues such as the frequency of
oral testing, what criteria to use, what tasks are most effective for
assessment purposes, what tasks are appropriate for each age group,
and what are the characteristics of good, mediocre and poor
performances seems to have failed to achieve· a systemat1sed
approach. However, these developments are in their infancy and
only isolated to a te« group A schools. There is no doubt that much
work is required before the problems associated With testing oracy
and practical subjects such as agriculture reliably are overcome.
Practical tests are major elements in the assessment of woodwork,
metalwork, art and home economics, but in subjects such as music
and agriculture, very little practical testing takes place because of
the organisat1onal difficulties involved and the nme consuming
nature of the exercise.
(b) Continuous assmment:
Most schools claim 'continuous' assessment is an intrinsic part of
their overall strategy, but the term Is variously Interpreted. In
some schools, continuous assessment is taken to mean routine
testing built into the learning programme at frequent intervals. In
others, the procedure involves the regular appraisal of work done in
class and at home, including oral contributions to class diSCUssion,
individual investigations, or projects, and where appropriate,
practical work. In most schools the marking of classwork,
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homework, the setting of tests, corrections and remecl1a1'Workand
the recording of progress are to a large extent left to the discretion
of the individual teacher. The result Is a wide divergence of
practice. Good pract1ces such as the careful noting and recording
patterns ot det1dendes, providing constructive criticism and
guidance during marking, and giving regular tests on units of work.
to ensure mastery are certa1nly in evidence, but these are
counterbalanced by a deal ot perfunctory mark.1ng With 11ttle
attempt to secure correction of work. and improvement of standards
through helpful advice and comments on the qua11ty of
performance. Although gaps caused by absence and uncompleted
work. are otten commented upon, follow up action to ensure that
lost ground Is recovered Is less common.
(c) Marking essay tests
It Is crudal to adequate assessment and monitoring of progress that
pupils should undertake the writing of both short and extended
essays so as to e11dt information on their knowledge, understanding
and creative ability. For example, in subjects such as biology,
history and science, if the pupil writes an account of the subject in
essay form, the account is likely to reveal to the teacher whether
accurate observations have been made, whether the underlying
prinCiples have been understood and in some cases, whether the
pupil has been able to apply the knowledge gained to other relevant
situations, and whether reasonable conclusions have been drawn.
But, these subjects by their very nature demand a very large
volume of written work. from pupils, and sometimes teachers find it
impossible to mark every assignment and correct It in detail. Pupils
obtain rnax1mum benefit when there Is an Immediate response to
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omissions, mtsconceptions, speWng errors and grammatical errors,
but the advantages are negated by some teachers who give little
attention beyond a low mark or grade for a muddled or incomplete
account. The task of marking long essays can be daunting but
unless it is done properly, it is l1ltely to m1l1tate against careful
diagnosis and remediation ot d1tf1cultles.- Teachers who mark more
objectiVe·subjects l1ltemathematics find diagnosis of difficulties a lot
easier but it has been noted also that in some schools teachers rely
excessively on pupils marking their own exercises. This practice
does not allow sufficiently for neat and accurate presentation or for
the identification of indiv1dual learning difficulties: evidence of
decl1n1ngstandards in such subjects may remain undiscemed until it
is too late for action to be taken, unless the self-marking is
supported by regular checking by ·the teachers.
In common examinations which are given at the end of the term or
year, departments draw up marking schemes to ensure that the
examinations are measured by the same yardstick. Often, one
teach« has the respons1b111ty tor marking the scripts of all the
pupils within each year group in one subject to ensure uniformity of
the interpretation ot the marking scheme.
The range and means ot marks awarded in the various subjects
usually differ considerably, not only because of the inherent
differences in the qualities assessed, but also sometimes because of
the idiosyncratic Views of indiv1dual teachers and departments on
the allocation of marks. In essay tests these differences are more
apparent as the degree of subjectiv1ty in the marking vanes from
teacher to teacher. Not many schools have taken seriously the
procedures to standardise marks to a common mean and standard
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deviation due to lack of lr.nowlqe or lack.of proper facilities such as
computers to do so. Marks are given to pupils and parents in their
raw forms or as percentages and pupils are ranked in either class
position or position out of the whole year group based on these raw
marks or percentages. Thus the practice ot aggregating and
averaging raw marks to form order of merit lists, which are then
often used to allocate pupils into classes, st111 persists in a number of .
schools.
(d) Marking practical Sub1ects:
Assessment of subjects such as physical education, agriculture and
science practicals stW remains a problem in many schools. Although
most schools emphasise the importance of pupils undertaking
practical work, very few have devised means of assessing the s1t1lls
involved. The organisational difficulties aSSOCiatedWith such
assessments are often seen to be major obstacles. A few ZINTEC
students who have been worIt1ng in some secondary schools have
found practical work to be·part ot a compulsory curriculum which
they have accord1ngly imposed on their pupils. Mark.1ng practical
work such as antmal husbandry, d1gg1ng trenches, sell1ngvegetables,
building fowl runs, building tonets, malting house furniture, and
digging wens, etc, has remained very subjective and teachers often
resort to look.1ngat the final or end result rather than the processes
involved in the mak.1ngof ind1v1dualitems.
(e) Initiatives towards improving assessment:
In the last two years there has been a groWing awareness Within
schools in Zimbabwe of the problems associated With assessment ot
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pupils and an increasing concern to ensure that the assessment
procedures employed give sufficient support to curricular tn1tiatlves
aimed at improVing the effectiveness of teaching and learning. In
some instances, the process of secondary school reorganisation has
provided the stimulus tor critically exam1n1ng current practices,
though in most cases the 1n1tiatives have come trom outside bodies
and researchers who are looking tor means of combating
underaChievement, and/or improving pupils' external examination
results, espec1ally after the devastating results of the 1984 0 Level
examinat1ons.
One of the major problems in devising and implementing a school
pol1cy was seen to be that ot conVincing the classroom teacher that
more thorough and more carefully thought out procedures are
necessary for the assessment of pupils. Discussion With most· school
heads revealed that teachers otten argue that the amount of work.
associated with assessments and report1ng will distract them from
their prtndpal task. of teaching. They need to be convinced that the
pol1cy is not merely a bureaucratic exercise, but that it Will be of
direct benefit to them and the pupUs that they teach. It is
important to fit the assessment tool to the educational purpose.
It is generally accepted by most teachers that assessments should be
based on curricular obJectiVes, but in practice the relationship
between the two Is not usually straightforward. Frequently, the
roles are reversed so that assessment becomes the master and
curriculum the servant, especially during the final year at school
when process objectives are often neglected in favour of narrow
interpretation of examination objectives and teachers often busy
tnemsieves by dr11l1ng pupUs on the contents of past eXamination
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papers. Many of the higher order attributes such as creatiVity and
the abWty to analyse and synthesise, are not susceptible to
measurement by l1m1ted t1me examinations, hence it .ls frequently
the case that if such attributes are not assessed, they are not
taught, even though they may be desirable outcomes of, and even
fundamental to, the study of more than one area of the
curriculum ...
There has however been a major initiative in a number of schools to
improve the monitoring procedures and relating assessments more
closely to specifiC curricular objectives.
There is also a growing awareness of the need to collate and use the
continuous assessment made by indiVidual teachers to combat
incipient underachievement. At two schools in the Matabeleland
PrOvince, teachers said that they were adVised on the various types
of questions that can be used in written tests and examinations, the
setting and marking of homework, and the assessment of project
work.
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Chapter Six
The Second Phase: Implementiq a Training Prop-amme
6.1 RaUonale
• This project was based upon assessment practice already existing in
ZImbabwe's secondary schools. The views of 334 teachers on what
they saw as good practice were el1dted through interviews and
questionnaire responses at 48 schools throughout ZImbabwe. From a
number of questionnaire Items aSSOCiatedwith psychometriC
procedures, positive responses in favour of the use of psychometric
practice were observed even among teachers who had never used
such practice before. For example, even those teachers who felt
that the use of statistical procedures was 'd1tf1cultand not always
practical' when marking scripts expressed the view that such use
was a good idea.
Content analysts of teachers' comments revealed that most teachers
felt that so long as selection for jobs or for higher education was based
on the number of 0 Levels passed, or on the result of examination
performance which is l1m1tedto certain s1t1lls and a defined body of
knowledge, teachers w1ll continue to emphasise in the classroom the
fult11l1ngof set rules and condit1ons which make passing an
examination possible, perhaps at the expense of other equally
important curricular activities such as 'education with production'
which are not examined. It is with this view in mind that teachers
feel they need to be more prot1dent in the use of tests'. At the
moment, the maJOrity of external examination papers taken by
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Zimbabwe's students are set by an overseas board, the Cambridge
Examinations Syndicate. It cambridge bases its examinations on
psychometric criteria, teachers in Zimbabwe feel that it is sensible
to gain more k.nowledgeon psychometric testing.
The GCEexaminations taken in Zimbabwe are those offered by the
University of cambridge Local examinations Syndicate and the
Associated Examining Board (AEB). The GCEexaminations drive the
Zimbabwean secondary school system; they condition the syllabuses,
recommend textbooks (mostly from overseas) and base all
assessment practice and examination techniques on overseas
criteria. The Ministry of Education acts as a local secretary for
these overseas examination boards to register centres, supervise and
direct the administration- of examinations in schools and non-formal.
examination centres; receive and forward question papers and
answer scripts; and receive and distribute results and certificates.
The Ministry of Education is not involved in the setting of question
papers and the grading ot examination results. Its only involvement
is very minimal and is centred around the marking of some
examination scripts such as Shona and Ndebele (the two main
languages of Zimbabwe) (Mazhero 1986).
With the real1sation that leaVing the determination of educational
standards of one's country in the hands of others to this great
extent cannot be a healthy idea, a decision was made in 1983 to
localise external examinations. According to the Minister ot
Education, this decision was made "in order to fac1l1tatecurriculum
changes and to save foreign _currency" (Mutumbuka 1985).
However, With the fact that Cambridge are still heaVily involved in
the establishment of the local examination board, cambridge's advice
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can only be based on Its own practice overseas, that Is psychometric
testing, and With this in mind, It is diftlcult to toresee a situation
where Zimbabwe's system is going to move completely away from
psychometriC testing, at least in the next five years. Teachers are
currently undergoing training into methods more appltcable to
Zimbabwe, but since cambridge is doing most of the tra1ntng, it is
reasonable to assume that cambridge W1l1give these teachers what
it knows best. There Is no doubt that curriculum changes W1llaim
towards making examinations more practical and more relevant tor
Zimbabwe as exemplified by the introduction of the Zim-Sc1 Project
(practical science tor rural secondary schools using locally made
equipment), but these changes W1l1remain Within the scope of
international 'standards'.
With the exception of a few teachers who expressed. the view that
examinations should be banned altogether, the majority felt that
examinations in Zimbabwe should adhere to the same standards, as
overseas examinations, and only in certain cases should they be
exclusively Zimbabwean in origin.
Foster (1977) has pointed out that caution must be exerdsed when
applying theoretical propositions and traditions of emp1r1calresearch
that have been used in the study of educational achievement in
developed nations as some of them have no relevance fordeveloplng
societies.
Yet, conclusions of studies of educational attainment conducted in
the developed countries are indeed Influencing educational polley
making in the less developed countries. It has become a fact ot life
in Zimbabwe and perhaps many other African countries that it Is
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not only ideologiesand technologies of the rich and developed nations
that are exported wholesale to the poor and less developed nations,
but also intellectual fashions. Farrell (1974) identified two ways in
which intellectual fashions are exported to Third World countries.
First, students from the developing countries educated in the
developed countries often take baelt the 1ntellectual fashions ot the
developed world With them; and secondly, indiVidual technical
asststance 'experts' in their torays into the developing world also
carry the 1ntellectual assumptions of the developed world with
them.
While conducting this study, the researcher was amazed to observe
the large number ot expatriate teachers (mainly Eng1ish, canadian
and Australllan) in most of the secondary schools stUdied. The
Views and knowledge on educational issues of these foreign teachers
seemed to be treated with high regard by most local teachers.
It is also worth mentioning the tact that the priorities and Criteria
of national aid agendes such as UNESCO,the World Bank and UNICEF
usually reflect the intellectual patterns of the rich nations and can
have a great influence on the educational poUdes and priorities ot
aid receiving nations such as Zimbabwe.
While variations 1n curriculum and assessment techniques might be
necessary for Zimbabwe, the country's dependence on international
bodies puts it in a weak position to have a complete revolution in Its
educational practice.
Although it Is generally agreed. by many psychologists that there are
aspects of student assessment· which appear to hold over a whole
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range ot societies, whether in the East, West, North or South, it is
also true that because ot the uniqueness ot some SOCieties(In areas
such as their socio-econermc backgrounds), certain aspects ot
assessment should be developed exclusively by those individual
societies before conclusions on an international level are drawn.
However, l1lte it or not, it is undeniable that most less developed
countries (Zimbabwe included) are aspiring towards the technology
and Intellectual fashions of the developed world.
In view ot the rationale presented in the toregoing account, it is not
unreasonable to conclude that the majority ot educators in
Zimbabwe vi~ the assessment techniques used in the developed
world (espedally those used In the United Kingdom) as criteria for
good assesment practice in their own schools.
Perhaps Wltzlack's tindings (in Tuthke 1972) that -Nowadays there
exists considerable agreement among psychologists in the soctalfist
camp that the standardised psychometric procedure cannot be
Ignored in modern assessment- has 1ntluenced Zimbabwe's policy
makers on which direction to take.
As Mutumbuka (1986) puts it, -Good traditional techniques should be
incorporated With the new so that the innovation w1ll seem ... to
be a constructive one and not a complete severance trom what
tradition has bulld up over the years. -
Because the socialist camp seem to agree with the ideas developed in
the capitalist world, such as psychometric measurement; and
because Zimbabwe has always used psychometric techniques
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traditionally Inherited from its capitalist past, changes in assessment
methodology, it any, are going to be very gradual.
As can be seen from the results of the first questionnaire responses
in this study, those teachers (mainly in urban areas) With more
tra1n1ng and experience In testing and those who had read books on
assessment had more favourable attitudes towards psychometric
measurement, while those With little or no training at all in this
area were either not sure, or preferred a more subjective
impression1st approach In assessing pupils.
Analysts of the results in the first phase of this study revealed a
considerable lack of coordination In the policies of assessment at a
number of secondary schools. Inadequacy In the assessment
techn1ques appl1ed by a number of teachers was also revealed.
Methods used did not tall Within the requirements ot psychometric
crtterta, especially In rural schools. In some schools, although
details ot methods ot assessment and some system of grading or
marking work and procedures for collation were evident, this was
not seen as a guarantee of a well thought out and well coordinated
approach. The results of the teachers' questionnaire showed that
several teachers lacked knowledge of proper assessment procedures
whm assessing thetrpupils, neither did they follow the instructions
of the school pol1deson assessment.
The need for a tra1n1n& proaramme
In order to illustrate examples of good assessment practice among
teachers and heads in those schools identified as requiring more
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information, a tratntng programme was conducted. It was also
hoped that those who attended this programme would not only
benefit from this information but would find time to disseminate it
to colleagues.
teach proper
partidpants.
The rationale presented above Justifies the need to
psychometric procedures among the course
6.2 Implementtna a tratnlD& proaramme
The course content
The topics for the training programme were selected after a
thorough examination ot the returned questionnaires. Analysis of
these questionnaires revealed that statistics (such as standard
deviations and item analysis) was one area in which teachers needed
more information. From teachers' comments, 1t was also revealed
that general information on standardisation ot scores after mark1ng
or grading, rel1ab1l1tyand validity ot tests, construction of objective
tests and pupU proftles was needed by the majority of teachers.
These topics were included in the course (see Table 6.0) .
. IdentUlcatton of the course partldpants
Participants tor the training programme were chosen trom those
schools which tared rather poorly in the use ot psychometric tests.
It may be recalled from the analysis of the results in the first part
of this study that there was a signiticant difterence in performance
between urban and rural schools. As a result all the rural schools
were isolated. After a thorouah examination of therftponsn made
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by teachers In each ot the rural schools, those schools With the
lowest scores on psychometric practice were selected tor the training
programme. Another examination ot schools in the urban group A
and group B categories was also conducted. Those schools with low
scores (s1m1lar to those shown by the low scoring rural schools) were
also Included In the selection tor the training programme.
Four rural and tour urban schools were f1nally chosen tor the
programme after randomly selecting them from the or1g1nal eight
rural and eleven urban schools with low scores.
Two group A schools with high scores and two group B schools with
s1m11arlyhigh scores were also randomly selected trom the top ten
high scoring schools In each school type with a view to using them
during tra1n1ng as examples of schools with good assessment
practice.
OraantsattODof the tra1nlna proaramme
All the important elements characterising the importance ot the
second phase of this study were prepared. A letter, stating
objectives and giving an outline ot the scale to be used tor evaluation
purposes of the tra1n1ng programme, was sent to the M1n1stry ot
Education In Zimbabwe. Permission to use ten teachers tor the
tra1n1ng programme in each ot the selected schools tor one-and-a-
half days was granted by the M1n1stry of Education.
Letters were despatched to five of the selected schools requesting for
up to ten teachers from each school to take part in the tra1ning
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programme. The topics to be studied were given in advance (see
Table 6.0). In view of the amount of time allocated by the
M1n1stry, the researcher requested for a day and a halt to
implement the programme, although in reality the programme
ended.up taking two tull days in each school.
In the case of the three schools in Harare, an arrangement was
made with the University of Zimbabwe to bring in SiXty heads and
teachers as one group. A lecture room was proVided tor this
purpose tor three days.
Three letters were sent to two group A schools, Montrose in
Bulawayo, Oriel in Harare, and one group B school, Saltubva, in
Mutare, asld.ngthese three schools with 'good. practice' to participate
in the programme. As there was no financ1al incentive. 1t carne as
no surprise when all the three schools turned down the inVitation on
the grounds that they Were very busy and that the distance to
Harare (In the case of schools outside Harare) was rather costly.
SInce all those who attended the programme at the University were
trom Harare, the programme was extended. tor three days and more
top1cs were discussed, and it was through this particular exercise
that the researcher obtained. a lot of useful information trom
participants.
The rest of the programme was implemented at five indiVidual
schools (one urban group B school and tour rural schools), Chlnhoyl
No 2 In Chlnhoyl, Goromonzl (near Harare), Mz1l1kazl in Bulawayo,
Gutu (near Masvlngo), and Chltaltatlra (near Mutare), Where the
researcher had to travel over 2000 kilometres by road to and trom
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these schools.
The three schools involved in the programme at the university were
Highfield, Kambuzuma and Glen Norah, all group B schools in urban
areas.
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The tralnlna prosramme
All the topics shown in Table 6.0 were taught either on site at each
of the schools visited or at the University of Zimbabwe where
participants from Harare attended. At the end of each topic a
discussion was held, followed by an end of topic summary which
was given by the researcher tor each topic (see example).
Table 6.0
Tra1n1na In Assessment Proceclures: Course OUtline
(a) Tests
(1) Definttion of 'test'
(2) Different types of tests; teacher-made vs standardised tests
(3) Achievement, aptitude and diagnostic tests
(4) Test val1dity, test rel1ab1l1ty
(5) objective vs essay tests
(6) Test construction
(b) Mark1n& and Gradlna of Tests
(1) Marker rel1ab1l1tyof essay type tests
(2) Choosing categories and grading essay tests
(3) Correction for guessing in objective tests
(4) Untformity ot scales tor each subject
(5) Written pol1des and recording of marks
(c) Statistics associated with Tests
(1) Percentages and graphs
(2) Averages, mean, mode, median
(3) Standard deviation
(4) Standardisation ot scores
(5) Item analysts
(d) PupO ProtOes
(e) Discussion Oft Alternative Assessment Techniques
(t) Course Evaluation
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Instructional time at the schools visited was approXimately six hours
per day over two days, and four hours per day over three days for
those who attended the course at the university.
In either case the programme was quite intensive, although the
atmosphere at the university was more relaxed. At the end of the
course, an evaluation questionnaire was handed out in order to
determine participants' reactions to the programme.
'.3 Evaluation of the training prOiramme
The researcher's main purpose of conducting an evaluation of the
tra1n1ng programme was to look at the extent to which course
partlpants had learned the course content and to provide
information so that spec1tic decisions could be made to improve
assessment techniques in Zimbabwe's secondary schools, since this
research was based on an 'action research' approach (a term widely
used to describe various forms of research concerned with change.
Its objectives involve the researcher helping people being researched
to bring about the very change that is being stUdied.).
Although a number of researchers have come up with various
def1n1t1onsand procedures which are acceptable in determ1n1ngwhat
evaluat10n 1s, tor the purposes of th1s study, evaluatton is defined as
'a determmanon of the extent to which the objectives of an
educational programme are achieved during the course of training'.
This def1n1t1onfalls within the criteria recommended by Stufflebeam
and the Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation
(1971) as necessary to the definit10n of evaluation.
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The evaluation procedure
Before teach1ng began, partic1pants were alerted to all aspects of the
issues to be taught and discussed 1n the programme. They were
given an aide memoire - a paper representing key factors in the
structure of the course, as suggested by Lomax and Mcternan
(1984). Heads of departments were issued with slightly dttterent
papers from those of teachers, as the former included a number of
issues of an administrative nature (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2).
A discussion of the contents of these papers (which were extracted
from the results of the analysts of questionnaire responses in the
first phase of the survey) ensued. Partidpants were then asked to
select what they considered as worthy issues. These were openly
discussed, ref1ned, prtorttised and a general consensus was reached
on which issues ~ include in the course content and which ones to
drop out. A course outline was then drawn.
Object1ves of the course contents were written down by ind1v1dual
partlpants. Using a dilemma analysis method described by Winter
(1982) to summarise objectives in cases where objectives were at
variance with the main aims of the course as expressed by the
researcher 1n its documentanon, and in cases where partic1pants
expressed very d1fferent Views, the researcher re-presented these
new objectives to partic1pants for discussion.
A variety ot objectives was given but the two most prevalent were:
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(t) to give educators more information on better assessment
techniques which Will be used to improve the assessment of
pupUs; and
(11) to give teachers the opportunity to look.at other methods ot
assessing pupUs and to increase teachers' awareness ot more
accurate methods.
The programme based on the drawn course outUnewas then
implemented, followedby a discussion after every topiC. In order to
generate data that could be used tor making dec1sions about
assessment practice, or changes resulting in. the 1mprovementof the
programme and to broaden partidpants' understanding of
assessment, a questionnaire validated and tested tor obJect1vity and
rel1abWtyWith help rrom colleagues at the University of Zimbabwe
was given out. Partidpants ..were asked· to respond to the
questionnaire anonymously and an emphasis was made on the need
to give honest and frank. op1n1onsas opposed tosoc1ally desirable
ones. This, 1t was hoped, would guard against ingratiat10n and
Impression management.
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Table 6.1
AideMemoire I: Implementtna a Tra1n1nl Proaramme
Heads
1. Has an assessment spedtlcation been written down? Does this
spec1ticationreflect the actiVities in the course? Does it call tor
a range ot d1tterent assessment methods such as written
examinations, oral tests and ratings ot observations?
2. Is the t1m1ng ot the assessments correct? Is the workload
reasonable for both pup1ls and teachers. (Much time
consum1ng assessment is sometimes given With little
consideration to why it is being carried out. Some teachers do
so because the school pollcy dictates that work. has to be
marked, or because it requires a number ot grades tor each
pupll by the end of term. Thus resUlts are not used for
teedback. to the puplls, tor improvement ot teaching or tor
revision ot the eurrtcula.)
3. Who (Is to) produce(d) the assessment spec1fication? Was it
(W1llit be) agreed on as apt and practical by the teachers who
(w1ll) use it?
4. Has each teacher got a copy ot the spec1tlcation?
5. Do the teachers have the slt1l1srequired for assessing puplls in
accordance with the spec1tlcation reqUirements?
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6. Who w1ll aggregate the marks, grades or ratings given? Who
w11l collate the results from various components of the course?
Are the technical methods of collating results satisfactory? Are
the technical methods tor collating results satisfactory? (Is
there a defined crtterta for scortng?)
7. What Interpretatton of results will be given to pupUs or
parents? (Are scores to be given In raw form or standardized
torm to e.g. psycholOgists?)
8. Howdoes the school's scheme tor recordtng and organlsatton of
reporting help pupUs to evaluate themselves at important
dec1s1onpoints such as changes ot course or leaving school?
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"Tule 6.2
Aide Memoire II: Implementtna a Traln1na Proaramme
Teachers
1. For what purposes do you construct tests? What slUllsdo you
use for constructing and giVingthese tests. Are you given any
written guidance on assessment?
2. Do you eve: take time to explain the meaning and value of
assessment to pupils?
3. What procedures do you adopt In order to avoid technical error
when (a) constructing tests, (b) marking tests, (c) recordlng
the results of these tests, and (d) making decisions about the
future of the pupll or future changes in teaching methods?
4. How much coordination of assessment Is there In your
department and between you and the rest of the school? Are
you In agreement with the spec1flcations, stipulated by .the
school (it any) for measurement?
S. How often do you think assessment should be conducted With
the pupUs you teach?
6. Does assessment give you feedback.on the quality of learning in
the class? Does it Indicate to each pupll his' progress through
the course? Does it Identify indiVidual learning difficulties and
associated cognitive features? Does it act as a pre-test for
graded objectives tests set externally? Does it help you to
analyse the curriculum you use?
7. How farn1l1ar are you With psychometriC procedures related to
good assessment practice?
8. What Is your view about changing the present system? Do you
have any suggestions for alternatiVes? What Is your View
about pupll proflles? How much do you understand about this
type of assessment?
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6.4 Analysis and results
The questionnaire (see Appendix D) asked the course participants to
what extent they thought the educational objectives of the course
were achieved. These results were obtatned from a total of 88
respondents.
Table 6.l: Q1.To what extent do you think the educational
objectives of the course were achieved?
Frequency Percentale CUmulative
percentage
Not achieved 14 15.9 17.1
Average 52 59.1 80.5
To a great extent 16 18.2 100.0
No response 6 6.8
Total 88 100.0
The rest of the questionnaire conSisted of items based on the
principles of formative evaluation. Scriven (1967) describes
formative evaluat10n as ·process research or outcome research of an
intermediate stage tn the development of a teaching tnstrument",
and that ·the role of formative evaluation is to discover det1dendes
and successes tn the intermediate versions of a new CUrriculum·.
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Thus, formative evaluation (as opposed to summative evaluation
'which is designed to yield terminal Judgements about a curriculum
as a whole (Aisastan, 1(68) was designed .1n order to develop
information about the adequacy of the teaching programme, the
qual1ty of learning, the quality of 1nstruction given, the usefulness
of the programme and the adequacy and effectiveness of the present
methods of assessment in use.
Analysis of the evaluation items yielded the followingresults:
4(a) Do you think that a similar programme should be
&lven to all secondary school teachers?
Frequency Percentale Cumulative
percentale
No 7 8.0 8.0
Not certain 22 25.0 33.3
Yes 58 65.0 100.0
No response 1 1.1
Total 100.0
4(b) Why?
Only 8~ of the 88 respondents thought that s1m1lar programme
should no! be given to all teachers, the main reason given was that
it was too time consuming, d1fflcu1t - especially the section on
statIStics - and not practical as teachers did not have time to
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enforce tt.
Those who were uncertain (25~) thought that a lot ot untrained
teachers would not be able to understand most ot the concepts
involved, especially the section on statistics.
However, the majority of respondents (65.~) felt that a Similar
programme to all secondary school teachers was a must because it
was the only way forward in improVing teaching and assessment
techniques and that it would encourage the unitorm1ty ot procedures
used in all schools.
5. Indicate the dqree to which the programme
contributed to your knowledle of assessment
procedures.
Frequency Percentaae CUmulative
percentaae
Unsatisfactory 7 8.0 8.0
Average 35
Above average 39
39.8
44.3
47.7
100.0
OUtstanding 7 8.0
Total 100.0
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7(a) Didyou learn anythJn& new from the procramme?
7(b) If yes. please specify the toplc~
Frequency Percentaae Cumulative
percentaae
No 17 19.3 19.3
Yes 69 78.4 97.7
No response 2 2.3 100.0
Total 88 100.0.
All the topics were mentioned by different IndiV1duals as new
material, the most frequent two being test construction and pupil
profiles.
8. What Is your opinion of how the proaramme was
Implemented?
Frequency Percentaae CUmulative
percentaae
Very unsatisfactory
Unsatisfactory
Satisfactory
4
8
4.5 4.5
68
9.1
77.3
13.6
90.9
Very satisfactory 8 9.1 100.0
Total 88 100.0
On the whole, the majority of partldpants (77.3~) expressed
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sat1sfaction on the way the course was implemented. Those who
were unsatisfied disliked the mathematical content of the course.
9. How useful was the programme to you as a teacher?
Frequency Percentale CUmulative
percentale
Of l1ttle use 7 8.0 8.0
Useful 63 71.S 79.S
Very useful 18 20.0 100.0
Total 88 100.0
Most of the respondents (71.5~) expressed the opinion that the
programme as a whole had been very useful to them. The topics
which they felt were most useful were:
(i) test construction (66.8~)
(w) marking and grading of essay tests (71.3")
Statist1cs associated with testing (item analysts, standard deviation,
t-test) was seen as the least useful topic discussed. Only 21" had
expressed the opinion that such statistics was useful.
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SUmmary
This second phase of the study had a number of constraints. (For
instance, budgetary and adm1n1strative constraints were experienced
during its course.) However, much useful information came out
from the training programme. The unw1l11ngnessof 'good practice'
schools to take part in demonstrating their good techniques in front
of those who needed them was a slight setback. This was however
compensated for by the w1l11ngnessof the course participants to
discuss present practice and their strong and weak. points as
Identified in the first phase of the research. Although 97
partidpants were initially recorded for the course from eight rural
and urban schools, the programme ended up with an effective 88
participants (about 86~). Wh11emost of the partldpants did not
acknowledge the use of statistics after the training programme, it
should be noted that their initial reaction to the topic had been a
very posit1veone, as seen from their comments shown in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4
Comments arts1n&from participants of evaluation
proaramme
(Only those common statements made by :5 or more part1c1pants
are included here)
(1) The programme needs more time and prepared handouts
should be given tor .All top1cs.
(Frequency = 4)
(u) The present system leaves a lot to be desired. Despite the
demands made upon the teacher, assessment practice would
definitely improve if teachers followed the techniques set out
in this programme. From now onwards, I shall try and use
this new illuminating knowledge on the assessment of my
pupils, and I shall try and also impart this knowledge to other
teachers who have not attended this useful programme. The
marting ot essay tests was a very enlightening top1c.
(Frequency = 11)
(ill) Reliability and validity of tests we give to our pupils are two
very essent1al phenomena and shoUld always be kept in mind
if teachers are to tollow good testing procedures.
(Frequency = 17)
(iv) The programme should defin1tely be 1ntroduced to many more
teachers in secondary schools espec1ally those with less
academic qual11ications.
(Frequency = 21)
(v) The programme was very useful. Concepts such as standard
devianon were explained extremely well that I felt I had
learnt something. Although I doubt whether I shall ever
tollow every rule Of the techniques mentioned to the boot, I
now know what considerancns to make betore setting tests.
(Frequency = 5)
(vi) Difficulties will be met When trying to construct diagnost1c
tests as most of us are influenced by external examtneticns
and we tend to concentrate on constructing only summatlve
achievement tests.
(Frequency = 4)
(VU) PupU profUes, while a good thing, will demand too much of
the teacher's time. In Zimbabwe, although this falls in line
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with the government's pol1cy of socialist oriented education
and seeks to assess the human being as a complete entity, I
feel that it is not pract1cal because the average class size is
fifty. However this technique of assessment ought to be
encouraged.
(Frequency = 9)
(vtn) I would have liked to hear more about oral assessment and
continuous assessment.
(Frequency = 3)
(ix) In view of the new syllabuses being created for 0 Levels and A
Levels in Zimbabwe, and the introduction of the locaUsatlon of
the examination system, this programme could not have
come at a better time.
(Frequency = 3)
(x) If only the statistical concepts could be left out, this
programme would be very beneficial to all teachers. Some of
us tend to lose interest at the sight of figures. A major
problem With most teachers is their inability to calculate
figures, especially for those trained to teach SUbJectssuch as
History and Languages.
(Frequency = 13)
(Xi) Pre-testing ts not a really feasible exercise when constructing
tests in View of other pressures on the teacher in the
everyday running of the class. Perhaps the whole process of
testing should be lett in the hands of heads of departments
who can reduce their teaching commitments and concentrate
on improving testing techniques in schools.
(Frequency = 4)
(xn) Perhaps a representative number of parents and educational
psychologists should get together with teachers before tests are
given in order to decide what is sUitable examination material
tor their ch1ldren.
(Frequency = 3)
(x111) The statistics section was very useful.
(Frequency :: 5)
(xrv) With the present pol1tical cl1mate where streamlng has heen
forbidden by the government and automatic promotion is
insisted upon despite the abWty levels of individual pupils,
isn't it a waste of time to talk about proper assessment
practice when not much use is made of the results obtained
through this assessment?
(Frequency = 9)
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6.5 Conclusion
It can be said that the training programme and its evaluation
achieved most of the objectives documented. From the findings of
the evaluation programme, it seems that because participants were
made to feel responsible for the formulation of the course outline
and its objectives and a number ot aspects concerning the provision
of the course content, they developed a clearer understanding of the
issues at hand and the reasons why they were asked to participate
1n this exercise. A large number ot part1c1pants felt that they had
gamed valuable 1nformaUon on assessment techniques which would
s1gn1ficantly change the way they conducted the assessment of
pupUs 1n their schools. It was also expressed that prior to this
course, assessment had been taken tor granted since no formal
training had been given to most of them during teacher training.
The Jargon on the assessment literature had made self-education
d1tt1cult, but With this course, many telt that they had at last come
to grips With the issues and problems of assessment 1n the company
ot colleagueswho experienced s1m1larproblems.
Research by Lort1e (1969) reveals that teachers' major drives
towards tnnovanon are, in the main, not the extr1nsic ones of
promotion and increased salary, but the intrinsic ones ot job
satisfaction resulting from improved teacher-pupU relationships and
a teeling of increased classroom experUse.
It seems then that an increased knowledge and expertise in
assessment techniques Willresult in intr1nsic drive of Job sat1sfact10n
among teachers. As Jackson (1968) po1nts out: ·classroom
autonomy 1s highly prized by teachers, and any threats to it ...
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Will be strenuously resisted·. This is true mostly among teachers
who have no expertise in their subject, and as Jackson's study
revealed later, teachers do not want complete freedom. The ideal is
one ot guidelines, with room tor tlex1biUty.
An increased research into the improvement of assessment methods
and guidelines tor teachers Will no doubt improve teachers'
relationships with their superiors.
The researcher feels that a good number ot teachers expressed a
negative opinion about the use of statistics, not because they did not
find it useful, but because they did not understand the concepts
involved and also because this new knowledgewas a threat to their
'expertise' . The 1n1t1alreaction to this topic before it was taught
had been a very enthuSiastic one. It can therefore be concluded
that either the teaching of statistics was not very effective, or that
teachers simply changed their minds about its usefulness, or, as said
before, those without a mathematical background found it too
difficult, which resulted in their refusing to acknowledge its
usefulness.
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Chapter Seven
The Third Phase: EstablishiDi Present Thinking
7.1 Introduction
Purposes
The ftrst and second phases of this research established that the
majority of educators in Zimbabwe's secondary schools favour
assessment based on psychometric criteria. Positive responses in
favour of psychometric practice were observed even among those
teachers who knew very little about psychometric testing. For
1nstance the majority of teachers expressed the op1n1onthat
standardised tests were supertor to non-standardised ones; test
validity and reliabWty were important phenomena in testing;
pre-testing and item analysis were important features of test
construction; statistical procedures, although difficult, played a
significant role in the scoring of test results; and moderation
exercises in marking essay tests were necessary in order to avoid
bias.
In v1ew of these findings, it was decidedto demonstrate the present
think.ingtowards psychometric testing by conductinganother survey
with a questionnaire based mainly on psychometrtc criteria. It was
also thought necessary to establish teachers' attitudes towards
psychometriCpractice by including several items which were both
negative and positivetowards psychometric testing.
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It was hoped that by establ1sh1ng the present th1nk1ng of the
majority of teachers in Zimbabwe, the information gamed would be
used to influence polley changes on assessment practice and to
identify those procedures which would be used to develop more
effective dassroom techniques and a better curriculum. Above all,
the final survey aimed at establlshtng whether the tra1n1ng
programme had had an 1ntluence on some of those course
participants who were 1n1t1allynegative about psychometric testing.
For these reasons, a tinal survey was conducted among 60 heads ot
departments and teachers With spedal responstbWties at tour group
A and group B schools, three of wh1ch were identified in the
previous surveys as shoWing good psychometriC practice and one
wh1ch had undergone the tratntng programme.
7.2 The pilot study
A pOot study was conducted in the United Kingdom using a
questionnaire designed to collect both qualitative and quantitative
data. The first section of the questionnaire (see AppendiXE) was
concerned With school and blograph1cal information of the
respondents. The second part which contained thirty five attitude
items initially was modelled on a Ultert type scale. The rest ot the
questionnaire dealt with other aspects of assessment which Included
the 'keeping of records', 'pollcy' and 'alternatives'.
With the help ot the educational attache at the Zimbabwean High
Commission in London, a search was made to find as many
Zimbabwean secondary school teachers on study leave in England as
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possible. After a week, 5 ex-secondary school teachers and 6
teachers temporartly based in England or doing educaUonal courses
were found.
Since these were thought to represent the population of teachers in
Z1m.babweon which the tinal form of the questionnaire was going to
be adm1n1stered, they were asked to respond to the questionnaire
and to suggest ways in which they thought the questionnaire could
be improved. (One respondent who was doing a course in Special
Needs suggested that an item on the assessment of. handicapped
children should be included. For this reason, one Item asking tor
teachers' opinions on whether or not physically handicapped children
should be subjected to the same assessment methods as everybody
else was Included In the tlnal torm ot the questionnaire.)
The completed pilot study questionnaires from these 11 respondents
were then analysed In order to design .the format that would be
adm1n1stered In Zimbabwe.
The pilot attitude scale
There is rather little literature on the comparison of attitudes
towards psychometric procedures In assessment. In 1967 Goslin
asked public secondary schoolteachers, private secondary school
teachers, school counsellors and school principals how accurately
they telt most standardised aptitude tests were In measuring pupils'
potenUal. The results showed that over 70~ of all the respondents
felt that most standardised tests are much more accurate than
other measures.
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Another research conducted by Romig (1970) showed that a sizeable
proportion of teachers regarded standardised psychometric tests as
positive aids in assessing pupils. However 41~ of the teachers in his
investigation held a contrary View.
It appears that the etfidency and the usefulness ot psychometrically
constructed tests are st1ll questioned by a number of professions.
For this reason, there were good grounds to conduct an investigation
of the attitudes ot teachers towards psychometric testing in this
study.
An item pool ot 35 attitude statements was made initially. Using
the Ultert scale, these items were scored trom 1 to 5 (depending on
whether the respondents 'strongly agreed', 'agreed', were 'not
certain', 'disagreed' or 'strongly disagreed), and trom 5 to 1
according to whether the statement was reflecting a positive or
negative attitude. After an item analysis was made from the
responses of the 11 respondents in the pilot study, only 18 items
survived.
Item analysts of the ptlot atUtude scale
An attempt to increase the internal consistency ot the attitude
statements was made by worlt1ng out correlation coefficients tor
each 1tem with the total score. The 18 items which correlated
highly With the total score were retained. (According to Ch1ldD,
1979, correlation coeffldents ot 0.576 and above are s1gn1ficantat the
5X level tor a sample siZe of 10. The number of respondents used in
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SECTICfi'!'WO Am'l'UD&9 TOWARI8 AS~ SCALE
Th. items below are pre-coded tor ease ot response. Thes. items represent varioue
vie... about Assesameatin Zimbabwe.,Please indicate youz opinion by pl!lcing a
tick <"') iD the appropriate box below. '
KEY. S.A.-atrong17 agree; l.-a8ree; D.lC.-don't know; D-di.88Ne; S.D.-strongly disagree.
I Standardised teste are better than teac~""cade test •
SeA A D.K. D S.D.
t
I' I'• • I I
2. Testa provide useful information tor identifying difficult topic •• I ~
. i
I
3. It te.t scores are to haft any meaning, they IlUStbe standardised. ~
·11
4. Too much testing inhibit. curriculum development. f II I, i
I
5. Te.t. must be checked for validitT and reliability before use. f Ii
II I!
6. The use or statistics tor scoring testa i. essential. I IIi
i i :I
7. Incerder to work, pupils need the incentive ot an exaaiDation. [ I I. .
8. Examinations presently used iD our schools are not good tor the
country.
9. Examinations cannot measure high-level intellectual skills such
as analysis. evaluation and synthesi.. (
10. Assessment encourageaharmfUl competitiveness amongpupila •
..
II. Ex.minationa muat be objective.
12. Just as JaUchinformation can be gained b7 intelligent
obserTationa ot pupil. &8 b7 setting a teat.
13. The asaessment ot etfort is just &8 important as the usessllent
ot the end-produot.
14. Test objectives IllUstbe cleverly defined before the teacher
starts to construct the test que.t1OM.
15. Tests in WI. todq •• &Bur. plpil.' abiU ti •• ve7:7accuratel7. ii
:1
I
"
16. Tests can only measure fairly trivial educat1onalgoals.
Preaent .. aea •• ent techniQuea haYe a aocialiat baaia. . r17.
I
18. External examinBtions are irrelevant for Zimbabwe. I
I
I iI jI
19. 'eata which do not measure both cogftitiYe and non-cognitive I 'I , Iabilitie. ahould not be used. I! I !. i
I20. Practical aubjects should be marked subjectivel7. I
I
I ,I
I I
I
21. 01117 expert. ahould be allowed to develo» testa. I I -r! Ii iJ i II22. Streaming of pupils through the use of teat scores ahould be I I IencOLlraged. ,
"
2~. '!'he.eaaurement of the pupila t attitudes towards learning is an ~
essential part of school asaessment. : I i
I
24. All teats ahould be subjected to item-analysis before the are I I.given out.
25. Too much testing encouragea the development of"exam technique' at
the expense of the teaching of more important akills.
26. Teachers should uae pupils' test results to evaluate their own
teaching. I
I
":2~1-.~I~f~t-e-a-cr:-he-r-s-ar-e--:-t-o-be;-:--m-o~r~e-:'e";:f-;:fe-c-:t;-:i:-v-e-,~th:-e-y-n-e-e-::d--:-:th:-e-in:--c-e-n"':"t-io f~an""";-!-r -"';"' +- -r
examination to work towards. I I
i c-
.. !
28. 'eachers in ever,r school should be made aware of proper methods to I I
&8.eas their pupils. ! I
~2~9-.Al~l-e-x-amlll8"'""'!'"-tr:-i:-on-s---mu-:-s":'t~be:--"'pr~e--":'te-s-t~e~d:-an--:d.-r-e-Vl.~·:-e-w-e-::d~b:-e-f'="o-r-e~t'!""h-ey-ar-e-_;"--!-----'--r
given to candidates. ,
30. 'est scores are poor predictors of a child's future performance in
.chool, or in other fields elsewhere.
3I. In objective tests guessing should always be corrected.
• f
I
i
32. Exams pl~ a crucial role in maintaining academic .tandards.
33. 'ests should not be used to discriminate among pupils.
34. The same test can be used for grading pupils, diagnose learning
difficulties and evaluate curriculum materials.
35. 'eachers must not apend too much of their time on looking closely
at assessment acores.
this sample was 11, hence only ltemsw1thcorrelatlon ,coeff1c1entsof
0.57 or above (r = ~ 0.. 57) were retamed.) An example of item
analys1s of one item 1sshown in Table 7.0.
Table 7.0
Item analysis of eleven respondents on Item 4
Respondent Total score Score on
Item 4
Total score
minus Item 4
1 50 5 45
2 45 5 40
3 42 5 37
4 35 4 31
40
I'
5 4 36
6 35 4 31
7 39 4 35
8 40 4 36
9 33 3 30
10 27 2 25
11 22 1 21
A correlation coefficient r = .94 was obtained and this item was
retained
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Table 7.1
The attitude statements: response frequencies and
percentaaes
VARIABLE LABELS
att 1 ·Tests are useful for identifyin& difficult topics·
att 2 ·Pupils need the incentive of an examination in order to work·
att :5 ·Test scores must be standardised it they are to make sense·
att .. ·Toomuch testing inhibits curriculum development·
att 5 •Assessment encourages harmful competition-
att 6 ·Examinations cannot measure high level intellectual skills·
att 7 ·Tests give as much information as intel11gentobservations·
att 8 ·ObJectivesmust be clear before tests are constructed-
att 9 ·Tests only measure trivial educational goals·
attl0 ·Use of tests to screen pupils must be encouraged·
attl1 ·Measurement ot attitude to school 1s essential"
att12 ·Toomuch testing encourages harmful exam-oriented practice·
att13 •Assessment of effort is as important as end product testing·
att14 ·Teachers must give examinations in order to be effective-
att15 ·All teachers must be aware of best assessment methods·
att16 ·Test scores are poor pre<l1ctorsof future performance"
att17 -Examinations help to maintain academic standards·
att18 ·The same test can be used for a variety of purposes·
Stronlly
Item. AV"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Pr.. S
12
24
18
11
"7
5
16
6
11
19
11
9
11
20
"15
4
25.5
51.1
38.3
23.4
8.5
1".9
10.6
301.0
12.8
23.4
40.4
23.4
19.1
23.4
42.6
8.5
31.9
8.5
Pr.. S
301 72.3
17 36.2
24 51.1
22 46.8
1 2.1
21 44.7
14 29.8
28 59.6
14 29.8
17 36.2
22 46.8
30 63.8
27 57.4
18 38.3
23 48.9
16 301.0
24 51.1
18 38.3
Undec1d.ed Dlsqr ..
Preq S
1 2.1
1 2.1
1 2.1
4 8.5
6 12.8
3 6.4
5 10.6o 0
o 0
o 0
1 2.1
o 0
3 6.4
3 6.4o 0
4 8.5
2 4.3
6 12.8
Pr.. S
o 0
4 8.5
4 8.5
8 17.0
31 66.0
13 27.7
21 44.7
3 6.4
21 44.7
16 301.0
5 10.6
3 6.4
6 12.8
12 25.5
:5 6.4
18 38.3
4 8.5
12 25.5
StrODlly
Dis&lr ..
Preq "
o 0
1 2.1o 0
2 4.3
5 10.6
3 6.4
2 4.3
o 0
6 12.8
3 6.4
o 0
3 6.4
2 4.3
3 6.4
1 2.1
5 10.6
2 4.3
7 14.9
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7.3 The revised scale
After reviewing and mod1ty1ng the pilot questtonnetre, the final form
was built up from only those Items considered most appropriate for
measuring the assessment variables under observation. Table 7.1
shows the final form of the questionnaire.
Adrn1n1stratlonof the questionnaire
Sixty questionnaires were then tak.en to heads ot departments and
to teachers With positions of responstbU1ty at the four secondary
schools thought to be using good assessment practice in Z1mbabwe
(1: oriel, group A in Harare; 11:MabelretgnJ group A in Harare; 111:
sasueve, group B in Mutare; and tv: Mz1l1kaziJ group B in
Bulawayo). Forty seven completed torms were returned together
With two that were lett blank. Eleven respondents who did not
have time to complete their questionnaires at the time the survey
was conducted In their schools prom1sed to send them by post, but
these were not received.
ThusJ the final analysis and interpretation of results was made on
the basis of the responses given on the 47 completed questionnaires.
Analysis of the attitude scale
After the 47 respondents had completed and returned the
questionneires, item-total correlations were computed on the same
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lines as in the pilot attitude scale. The respondents, as before, were
asked to indicate their degree of agreements and their responses
were subsequently scored 1 to 5, bearing in mind that scoring ot
some of the Items had to be reversed.
7.4 ReUabWtyanalysis of the attitude scale
Rel1ab1l1tyof measurement. refers to the internal consistency of the
measuring instrument. According to Cronbach (1951), a reltabtUty
coefficient demonstrates whether the test designer was correct in
expecting a certain collection of Items to yield interpretable
statements about indiVidual differences.
For the purposes of th1s study. the spl1t-halt approach was used in
order to demonstrate that the set of Items used formed a
unld1menslonal attitude scale and had the ab~ty to reproduce a
particular pattern of responses.
Most psychometric texts, eg Guildford (1956), argue that the internal
consistency of a test is satisfactory when It Is around "the 0.7 figure.
Lower than th1s, It Is claimed, the measurement InStruments must
each be measuring something different. A higher correlation than
0.7, on the other hand, Is seen as suggesting that the test Is too
narrow and too spec1flc. Low coneistencv means or can mean poor
validity (Guildford, 1956). Thus, when one examines how best to
construct psychological tests with the characteristics that are
demanded, this will be an important parameter to ensure internal
conSistency of around 0.7.
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A reliabil1ty analysis was carried out using the computer in order to
tind out It the Items used to measure attitudes would yield an
internal consistency correlation coefficient of around 0.7
Table 7.2 shows that items 2, 8, 10, 11, 15, 17 and 18 had very ·low
correlation coeffic1ents. These items were el1minated from the pool
of the attitude items, and the remaining eleven items were put
through the computer again. A spUt-halt reliabWty model was
performed on these items, (6 in the first half and 5 in the second
halt) . The reUabiUtycoefficients on the 11 items were 0.7565 for the
Guttman's spl1t-half, and 0.7567 for the unequal-length
Spearman-Brown method (see tables 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4).
This result was viewed as satisfactory since a rel1abWtycoefficient of
around 0.7 was obtained. Thus, it can be claimed that the
measurement instrument used for measuring teachers' att1tudes was
reliable.
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Table 7.2
Initial Item-total statistics ot 18 attitude Items
Scale
mean
it item
deleted
Scale
variance
If Item
deleted
Corrected Squared Alpha
Item-total multiple If
correlation correl- Item
atlon deleted
Att 1 58.6170 42.7197 .1971 .4989 .5451
Att 2 58.5957 41.8113 .1027 .6616 .5541
Att 3 58.6596 41.3599 .1910 .6351 .5409
Att 4 50.5319 36.9935 .4218 .5447 .4962
Att 5 59.1702 36.2747 .5710 .7179 .4760
Att 6 60.1915 39.3321 .2188 .7381 .5347
Att 7 59.8293 36.7530 .4265 .6743 .4942
Att 8 58.6383 43.9315 -.0323 .4575 .5675
Att 9 59.7021 38.5615 .2310 .6759 .5322
Att10 59.4895 42.4292 -.0033 .2565 .5810
Attll 58.6809 41.8307 .1267 .5359 .5497
Att12 50.7660 40.4006 .2039 .5149 .5379
Att13 59.1064 38.0537 .3861 .5283 .5063
Att14 59.3830 37.8067 .2992 .5373 .5173
Att15 58.6170 44.1110 -.0637 .3657 .5761
Att16 59.7660 37.0962 .3711 .6149 .5036
Att11 58.8723 44.5920 -.1086 .6133 .5879
Att18 59.851 43.1382 -.0700 .6269 .5903
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Table 7.3
Correlation matrix tor the remamlna11 attitude Items
Att 1 Att 3 Att 4 Att 5 Att 6
Att 1 1.0000
Att 3 -.2205 1.0000
Att 4 .0195 .0922 1.0000
Att 5 .1599 .1497 .3372 1.0000
Att 6 .1401 -.4593 .2974 .3179 1.0000
Att 7 .2640 -.0916 .3840 .5249 .5378
Att 9 .3887 -.2363 .0394 .4425 .5788
Att 12 .0468 .2764 -.0051 .2563 -.1138
Att 13 .2955 .2016 .3220 .3127 .0324
Att 14 .1015 .1552 .2515 .2201 -.0071
Att 16 .2250 -.1405 .2119 .5160 .4249
Att 7 Att 9 Att 12 Att13 Att14 Att 16
Att 7 1.0000
Att 9 .3181 1.0000
Att 12 .1415 -.1347 1.0000
Att 13 .2870 .0741 .0800 1.0000
Att 14 .1525 .0600 .2304 .2193 1.0000
Att 16 .2705 .4024 .3173 .2522 .0018 1.0000
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Table 7.4
Final Item-total statistics and reliability coefficients
Scale
mean
If Item
deleted
Scale
variance
If Item
deleted
Corrected
Item-total
correlation
Squared Alpha
multiple It
correl- Item
atlon deleted
Att 1 31.4843 35.7243 .2945 .3629 .7060
Att 3 31.4463 37.4265 -.0502 .4449 .7392
Att 4 33.3191 31.2655 .3949 .3569 .6867
Att 5 31.9574 29.2135 .6836 .5712 .6453
Att 6 32.9787 30.8474 .3901 .6775 .6875
Att 7 32.6170 29.0657 .5699 .5427 .6569
Att 9 32.4894 30.3423 .3742 .5975 .6911
Att 12 33.5532 34.2091 .1924 .3916 .7158
Att 13 31.8936 32.0182 .3787 .3247 .6896
Att 14 32.1702 32.3617 .2480 .1983 .7126
Att 16 32.5532 29.4265 .5008 .5243 .6679
Reliability coefficients
Correlation between forms
Guttman spl1t-halt
Alpha for part 1
6 1tems in part 1
111tems
.6086
.7565
.5984
Equal length Spearman-Brown
Unequal length Spearman-Brown
Alpha for part 2
5 items in part 2
.7567
.7579
.4643
Errors of measurement
Even it it were possible to construct two attitude scales With
identical statistics, the coerncient of rel1abWty WOUldnot be 1.00.
Errors of measurement are always present, and these contribute to
the failure to achieve perfect agreement betWeen the two sets of
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scores.
The function of the reliability coefficient is to express the degree of
conf1dence which one may have in the consistency of scores.
Consequently, the reliabWty coeffic1ent is influenced by all the
possible sources of error which can contribute to the measurement
scale's lack of reliab1l1ty.
In this study, possible sources ot error could have been:
(1) an 1nadequate number of items in the final scale;
(11) a rather small sample size;
(ill) variations in the conditions and enVironment during the
administration of the questionnetre:
(tv) the respondents' feel1ngs about the usefulness of the whole
exercise; and
(v) mcenastencv in the var1ables being measured.
7.5 Further analysis and results
Analysis of variance
A one-way analysts of variance was carried out to see if teachers'
att1tudes towards assessment differed according to whether they
taught science subjects or arts subjects. Two categories of the
subjects taught were made trom the list of subjects avaUable (see
Table 7.5). Mathemattcs, physiCS, chemistry, biology, agriculture,
and geometr1cal drawing were classified as science subjec.ts, while
the rest were classified as arts subjects. Teachers who taught more
than one subject were categorised according to the main subject
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taught. Only 8 respondents were classified as science teachers whUe
39 were classified as arts teachers. Their mean scores were 42.8 and
41.7 respectively. The results of the analysis of variance are shown
in Table 7.6.
The observed F ratio (4.93) was seen to be larger than the tabulated
value (4.05) at the p < .05 level of significance.
It was therefore concluded that there were no significant differences
in attitude between teachers who taught science subjects and those
who taught arts subjects. This observation can be partly explained
by the fact that the number of science teachers (only eight) in the
study was too small to be used for comparison purposes.
T-test of the difference between the means of group A and
&roupB teachers
A t-test was carried out to see whether the scores of teachers in
group A schools differed s1gn1ticantly to those in group B schools.
The means of the group A and group B respondents were 64.2 and
62.8 respectively. There were 16 group A teachers and 31 group B
teachers altogether. The results of the t-test are shown in Table
7.7. A t-vatue of 1.32 showed a two tatled probab1l1ty of .172 which
was greater than .05. shoWing that there were no significant
differences in attitude towards assessment between group A and
group B teachers.
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Table 7.5
Analysts of vartance of the means of science and
art teachers
Source df ss ms F.Rat. F.Prob.
Between groups 1 1688.47 1688.47 4.93 4.05
Within groups 46 15750.86 342.41
Total 47 17439.33
Table 7.6
T-test of the dttference between &roup A and &roupB
teachers
SChooltype mean t value D.F. 2 tailed prob.
Group A 64.2 1.32 45 .172
(n=16)
Group B 62.8
(n+31)
Analysts of variance: school type by qual1ttcatlons
An analysts of variance was carried out the see whether or not
teachers' qua11ticat10ns differed. significantly according to the type of
school (Group A or Group B) in which they taught. There was a
slgnif1cant difference at the 5" level as shown in Table 7.7 below.
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(The analysis of variance was carried OUt.ODan exploratory basts as it has
been argued (Samatar 1984) that teachers with higher qualUications tend. to
excel those without in psychometric assessment practice, and that teachers
with better qualifications tend to be employed in the better schoo1s.)
Table 7.7
Analysis of variance: school type by qual1tlcatlon
Source D.F. Sum of
squares
M square F.Ratio F.Prob
Between
groups
Within
groups
Total
3 .4151 .1384 .605 .616
37 8.4630 .2287
40 8.8781
The d1fferences in the range of subjects offered in group A and group
B schools and the differences in the qual1fications of subject teachers
can be explained by the fact that before 1980 (ie before
independence), group A schools had better qual1fied teachers and
better schools, and the range of subjects taught in group A schools
covered almost all areas of academic subjects taught, while group B
schools were restricted to only a few of the academic subjects
offered to group A students. Although an attempt 1sbeing made to
balance this out, group A schools are still advantaged and more
prtv1leged in terms of choice of academic subjects, educational
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facilities, and the number of qualUled personnel.
While there is still a considerable number of unqualified and
untrained teachers in some group B schools, most group A schools
have teachers with qualttlcations such as BEd, MA, Grad CE and
Cert1tlcate in Education, with some teachers haVing two or more
qualificat10nswh1ch included a masters degree in a number of cases.
Analysis of items on other assessment aspects
Items 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 26 and 28 wh1ch dealt With assessment
aspects that included Views on social1sm, maintenance of standards,
assessment of personal attributes, education With production (EWP),
and the use of statistics were analysed separately. Tables showing
frequenc1es of responses and percentages were drawn With a
statement expressing the majority view on each aspect at the
bottom of each table as shown below.
Item 19: ·00 you th1nk that the present assessment techn1ques
used in your subject are compatible With the government's socialist
ideal?·
Yes No
Freq ~ Freq ~
28 59.6 19 40.4
\.. ~
·Yes·: because we have stopped using grade 7 examination results
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for selection purposes. This has resulted in the reduction of
competitiveness. Norm referenced testing has now been replaced by
criterion referenced testing in most subjects.
·No·: because teachers st1ll use techniques borrowed from capitalist
societies, encouraging competition especially at 0 Level.
Item 20: -00 you think that the use of International methods of
assessment fits in well with pupUassessment in Zimbabwe?-
, ""'l1lI
Yes No
Freq ~ Freq ~
31 66.0 16 34.0
\..
-Yes·: since most of the subjects taught in our schools are from
international sources, It Is only appropriate to use international
methods.
-No·: They are not always relevant to our needs.
Item 21: -00 you think. that It' Is Important to make assessment of
your pupU's personal attributes, such as attitudes and interests,
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before making Judgements about their abilities?-
r
Yes No
Freq ~ Freq ~
46 97.9 1 2.1
'" ~
Almost everyone thought that lack of mot1vatlon, anxiety, lack of
interest and other psychological factors have an Influence over pupil
performance. If a way of measuring these can be devised, it would
be most welcome.
Item 22: -Does the Z1m-Sci project have an interior 1nternatlonal
stand1ng 1n your op1nlon?-
r "Yes No
Freq ~ Freq "
7 14.9 40 85.1
\. ~
Improvtsation and devising science equipment and equipment for
other subjects was seen by most respondents to be a very
progress1ve Idea in view of the diff1culties 1n import1ng equipment
from abroad.
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Item 24: ·00 you think. that most teachers view education with
production (EWP) seriously?·
Yes No
Freq " Freq ~
13 27.7 34 72.3
..._
·Yes·: because teachers have a respons1b1l1ty towards developing the
economy ot the country.
-No-: because EWP 1s not examined and is not Viewed as an
important subject.
Item 28: ·00 you think that the use of statisUcs (eg percentages,
averages, standard deviat10ns, etc) is a good idea for processing
pupUs' mark.s?-
Yes No
Freq " Freq "
41 87.2 6 12.8
..._
A number of respondents felt that although they lacked sufficient
knowledge in some areas of stat1st1cs, accuracy and objectiVity could
be improved with the use of stat1stics. Only those teachers who
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taught subjects such as physical education and art felt that statistics
was not important in the assessment ot their pupils.
Analysis of comments on alternative assessment methods
Content analysis
The method espoused by Znanteclt1, Thomas and Blumer (1939) to
analyse non-quantitative data was used to transform the written
comments given by teachers as suggestions tor alternative
assessment methods. According to Stufflebeam (1969), content
analysts is -any research technique tor making references by
systematically and objectively identifying specific characteristics
with text.-
With this definition in mind, attempts to arrive at a systematic and
objective way of identifying the most important and relevant of
teachers' views were made.
Method
After reading all the 47 texts in this part ot the survey categories
were drawn from the list of comments in Table 7.9 made up of the
most prevalent statements the respondents made from the sample
texts. Common elements were ascertained. Only those statements
which appeared more than once (not necessarily in exactly the same
form, but the meaning behind them was the same) were listed (see
Tables 7.8 and 7.9).
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Four common d1menstonswere detected and categories assigned for
these as follows,With frequencies of statements given:
Profiles Rank Local Interests
order methods
Respondents 1,16,21 1 0 1 1
Respondents 3,21 0 1 1 0
Respondents 29,26,37 1 1 1 0
Respondents 8,39,47,44 1 1 1 1
Total 3 3 4 2
Using arbitrary and perhaps suajectrve Judgement on the views of
teachers on alternative methods of assessment, 1t .seems a large
number of them are in favour of local1sing the methods of
assessment; that is, there is a trend of wanting to move away from
the system adopted from the West, but from all the texts read,
very few offered real pos1tive suggest10nsof how methods can be
localised, thus leaving the mean1ng of 'localisation' 1n cenrusion.
Analysis of statements on how assessment can be improved
A similar method to that used for the. analysts of comments on
alternat1ve methods was used. After the sample documents had
been drawn and the comments read, 7 categories were drawn as
shown in Table 7.8.
From the observed frequencies, it seems two crucial issues -
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overcrowding and accuracy in assessment - are every teacher's
concern.
Table 7.8
Teachers' comments on how assessment can be Improved
Less tnt1n&
1. Student assessment should only come in the form of end of term
examrnanon. Too much test1ng creates anxiety among students.
At present students only seem to care about the knowledge which
1s tested in examinations at the expense of the rest.
(Frequency of statement 5)
Accuracy
2. Every teacher should participate in learning more accurate
methods of testing pupils, methods which are objective, valid and
reliable. The use of statlst1cs for scoring purposes is important.
(Frequency 9)
OVercrowcHq
3. If the teaching load 1s reduced and classroom siZes reduced to 25
to 30 pupils, teachers Will have more time to assess pupils
properly and mark their work more accurately. Proper methods
of assessment are not pract1cal in overcrowded classrooms,
neither are they practical when teachers are overworked.
(Frequency 11)
AnXIety
4. Puplls should be given at least 5 papers in each subject. The
average score of these five papers m.1ght reflect the1r true
abilities. The present method of examination which g1ves only
one or two papers does not tell us much about ind1Vidual ability.
From experience, the best pupils during term time have been
known to fa1lln exeminanon tor various psychological reasons.
(Frequency 6)
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External examiners
5. The assessment of practical subjeCts such as art or woodwork.
should be conducted by way of an exhibition where both experts
and lay people are invited to each school to give Judgement on
the finished products after previewing the portfolio recommended
as the standard model. Their marks are then pooled together
and averages work.edout to reflect individual scores.
(Frequency 2)
Non-academic subJects
6. Those who fall in academic subjects should be given an
opportunity to stay on at school and be taught to create
selt-employment in areas such as agr1culture, metalwork. and
sculpture through the help of careers advisers who will
recommend individuals to different types of employment
according to the way they see fit.
(Frequency 2)
Less screenin&
7. Norm referenced testing should be replaced by criterion
referenced testing.
(Frequency 3)
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Table 7.9
Comments on alternative assessment methods
PupU protUes
1. PupU self assessment, peer assessment, and assessment by
educational psychologists in the affective domain should all be
taken Into account before final marks are awarded to individuals.
(Frequency 3)
Rank order
2. Norm referenced testing should be replaced by criterion
referenced testing.
(Frequency 3)
Local and relevant methods
3. More local methods such as the one adopted in the Zim-Scl
project should be used as the country's resources cannot afford
expensive overseas examinations.
(Frequency 4)
Emphasis on Interests
4. Less emphasis should be made on the importance of academ1c
ach1evement. PupUs should be assessed in only those subjects
they teel they are best at and perhaps specialise in these at a
later date.
(Frequency 3)
PupUs With special needs
5. Although 1t Is diff1cult to positively Identity those With special
needs, those ident1tled must be taught in special units, but
wherever possible given the same examinations as anybody else
at the end ot their courses.
(Frequency 5)
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Chapter Eight
Discussion. Suaestions. Recommendations and Conclusions
<a> OVerview
Although this project was conducted in a country where literature
on the subject is rather scarce, the or1g1nal hope that it would be
met with enthusiasm by the maJOrity of Zimbabwean educators and
that it would contribute s1gn1ticantly to an increased understanding
of the present assessment practice in Zimbabwe's secondary schools
was met. This 18not to say that the study was perfect in all its
findings, but a number of positive ach1evements were attained.
Teacher-training needs were identified and suggestions to improve
present practice in order to make assessment applicable to a more
equitable society were made.
Reference was made at several points Within the preceding chapters
to group differences observed in relation to indiVidual issues - such
as the age of the respondents, sex, the number of years of
experience, subjects taught, whether or not they were in Group A,
Group B or Rural schools, the degree of fam1l1ar1ty With assessment
procedures and the indiVidual's educational qual1tlcations.
A number of significant differences were observed in several cases.
It was found that 'age' was not associated With the respondents'
performance in assessment, but there were s1gn1ticant differences
among respondents in 'qualifications' and in whether or not they
had attended courses in assessment procedures before. There were
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also differences among urban and rural teachers With regard to
their performances 1n assessment procedures. Such differences can
be explained by the fact that the maJortty of untrained teachers
were found in rural secondary schools. Another phenomenon could
be the tact that the majority of teachers prefer to work in urban
areas where Ute seems easier. It is 1n these urban areas that
competition tor teaching posts is heavy, and appo1ntment is usually
determined by the individual's qualifications.
With the boom in secondary education and even with universal
schooling which was introduced in 1980, there is sutfldent evidence
from the findings of this research that the terminal examination W1ll
remain the mainstay of assessment in Zimbabwe for a long time. It
is not hard to see why. The majority of teachers are very sceptical
abOut change in the present practice. They view change as a
lowering of standards. Most of them have followed syllabuses and
educational patterns recommended byacadern1c boards in the Un1ted
Kingdom and they still place a great value in the type of education
whiCh made them into teachers.
Other reasons can also be perceived:
As long as class sizes remain in the region of 40 to 50 puplls, the end
of term and end of year examination W1llcontinue to represent the
least exhausting method of assessment because of tts convenience as
a coping mechanism.
Alternative systems of assessment, some of which are sophisticated
and are likely to be valtd and reliable, presuppose a statf-pupll ratio
considerably less than the government would be prepared to
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countenance. For tnstance,if pupll profWng (recently tntroduced in
the UK) was to be used in Zimbabwe, it would mean that teachers,
in addition to marking, recording scores and writing reports, would
have to perform an extra duty of reading an average of 40 to 50
pupU self assessment reports from each class they teach, some of
which could be several pages long.
For the same reason continuous assessment would mean extra
marking tor teachers. Although a number of cases ot conttnuous
assessment were obserVed in this studY,this method of assessing
puplls is not widespread yet. The great weight of assessment is still
borne by the tinal examination.
With these findings, there is no doubt that Zimbabwe has an urgent
need to improve methods of assessing pupils in schools, and since the
terminal examination plays such a crucial role, the psychometriC
criteria on which such examinations are based automatically become
an important source of knowledge tor all teachers· who make the
testing of pupUs their business.
It is quite understandable that a minority of teachers tn this study
were opposed to all forms of assessment because of the carelessness
with which assessment .methods are sometimes. applied, the
strat1fy1ng effect of assessment, the competitiveness, themark1ng
unreliability and the 1nfiextble teacher/pupll 'relationship brought
about by assessment.
However, although there are deep seated problems embedded tn
most institutionalised torms of assessment, comments made by
respondents showed that the majority of teachers in this study felt
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that assessment can be educationally and socially Justified because:
(i) pupils can be motivated into learning when they know that an
exammanon will ensue;
(11) assessment gives a reasonably val1d and reliable indicator
(though not pertect) ot educational achievement;
(111) various ab1llties such as those obJect1tled in Bloom's (1956)
taxonomy are proVided by examinations; and
(rv) a high standard of performance by pupils can be maintained
through the use of examinations. '
Many teachers argued that it Is only in the context of examinations
that education can thrive. The prospect of an examination acts as
an important incentive to learning and max1m1s1ng the chances of
passing. SUch a prospect forces the students to organise their time
and ideas, and to adopt systematic study habits.
It was also noted that among those who felt that all forms ot
assessment should be abol1shed, there were a te« extremists who
had developed a sense ot animosity towards anything developed in
the west. Their teelings can be summed up by the thoughts of one
teacher who wrote:
"Examinations are irrelevant, unsocialist techniques developed
by western societies in order to perpetuate their capitalist
ideology on Africa."
However, the findings of this study have revealed that the policies
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on assessment being followedin Zimbabwe are no more socialist than
those in ·use in Britain today and that psychometric testing can be
implemented Justifiably in both socialist and capitalist countries.
Those opposed to psychometriC testing could not offer alternatives
when asked to, except to say that this method was not SOCialist
enough.
It stands to reason, therefore, that until such a time when more
superior and more reliable methods of assessment are developed in
Zimbabwe, the only alternat1ve at the. moment is to improve
presentpracttce. But, as mentioned earlier, this is not to say that
psychometric testing recommended tnth1s study is not Without
deficiencies. The point to take into consideration is the fact that
many teachers use crude methods of assessmenrtcmase important
Judgements about their pupUs, and since these methods are mostly a
poor replication of external examinations which are based on
psychometric criteria, then it is only reasonable that teachers
should be given more information on proper psychometric. practice.
Few teachers have the time or experience to construct questions
which will test all and only those abilities which the examination is
destgnedto assess. Sometimes what Is intended to assess a student's
depth of knowledge may instead display a student's ability to cram
or predict questions. For this reason also, it is important to increase
the awareness of teachers on the different functions performed by
different tests.
The task of retraining teachers to bring about this awareness is an
enormous one, and there is no doubt that SOc1o-politicaland
economic factors will always intrude upon educational ideals, but if
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the real functions of·schooling are not to be extinguished, this View
must be regarded as important.
SUggestions for changing or improving the present assessment
practice cannot be made Without taking into account s1m1lar changes
or improvements to the present curriculum. The present
curriculum in Zimbabwe 1s fragmented into mainly academic
subjects recommended and approved by examination boards in
England. A lot of assumption has been made that what 1s on otfer
in the compulsory school currtculum ought to observe the energy
and attention of all students. Those students who feel that the
curriculum 1s Irrelevant to their needs or goals cannot respond to it
With the requisite enthustesm although it has been made
administratively necessary to respond to it. SUch students may
display negative attitudes to that curriculum and their performance
in the examination based on it may not show their true capabilities.
Curriculum and assessment polides ought to take this· into
consideration. A sharing of ideas between teachers and members of
the curriculum development unit thus becomes very important
because any critical review of assessment procedures may provoke
some fundamental questions about the need tor change in the
curriculum offering methodology and organisation.
This study has shown that if assessment practice is to improve in
schools, teachers will need guidance which 1s neither tee complex
nor too deta1led as many of them resent the extra work. There is
no doubt that the majority ·of teachers are indeed keen to improve
their performance in assessment.. Evaluat10n of the training
programme (chapter 6) made it clear that the programme had
given rise to a greater interest and much deeper th1n1t1ng about
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assessment among teachers. General enthusiasm about the desire to
Implement some of the methods learned during the course and the
awareness of the needs of individual pupUs were also highlighted.
However, in sprte of this enthusiasm shown by the majority of
course partiCipants, a degree of resistance to a change of the status
quo was also detected among a number of teachers. Several reasons
can be perceived for this:
(1) Many teachers felt that courses on assessment were difficult to
grasp as many of them are statistical in tone and those
teachers Without a mathematical background were at a loss;
(11) Some teachers felt that courses on assessment were Irrelevant
to their bastc needs to keep track of pupUs' learning. Although
this reaction may not always be rational, It was frequently
expressed, particularly by teachers in the expressive, aesthetiC
and creative areas. One physical education teacher in this
study wrote:
-This whole course Is irrelevant to my needs. I do not mark.
scripts or assess the students I teach. All I do in my Job is
coaching athletes and footballers.-
(111) Teachers who were interested in learning more about their
students felt that the models of measurement in use today
were not adequate (or have not been seen to be successful)
enough to be extended to the measurement of non-cognitive
abillties; (Some of the teachers in this study were part of a
pressure group which forced the abolishing of IQ testing in
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Zimbabwe which they consicierecito be irrelevant, culturally
biased and. a failure when it came to giVing a precise
predictive value);
(rv) Since training in assessment is not included as part of the
compulsory syllabus in most teacher training institutions,
many teachersstlll regard assessment techniques as peripheral
to their needs. In fact, up to now individual colleges design
their own curncula,which makes it d1tficultto maintain a
uniformity of what is taught in teacher ...education centres.
Commenting on the absence of such a national curricular plan,
Mumbengegw1(1986)wrote:
-Teacher education curricula has so far remained the responsibility of
indiVidual teacher colleges under the guidelines of .the university's
Associate CollegeCentre. In practice, this means that the Ministry (ot
Education) has abdicated the responsibility tor laying pol1cylutdellnes
to teacher education curriculum development. "
It is hoped, Judging from this statement, that the Ministry of
Education w1l1 soon Implement a uniform curriculum which
Will include assessment practice as a subject to be stUdied by
all teacher education institutions.
(v) Since assessment is closely l1nk.ed with staff appraisal (teachers
whose students produce good examination results are otten
regarded as competent) some teachers felt incl1ned to resist
assessment for tear ot haVing their weaknesses exposed.
This study has also shown that the issue of inadequate knowledge of
assessment procedures Is not isolated to Zimbabwe alone. In the
USA and the UK (where developments and debates on assessment
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have been going on for a much longer period), It has been found
from various studies that a large percentage of teachers do not
understand what 1s being measured by the tests they administer in
their classrooms. Far too often, 1t has been found that test scores
are viewed by many teachers as either completely worthless, or as
unvarying genetically-determined indexes of a student's mental
ability. In a report by Goslin (1967) mentioned. earner, 1450 teachers
from publ1c schools in the USA were given a questionnaire
concerning tests. Not unexpectedly, it was discovered that the tests
used by teachers and the purposes tor which they were used varied
from school to school. For example more tests were being used. in
urban schools having a high per-pupil expenditure than in other
schools. Concerning the psychometric experiences of the teachers
surveyed, less than 40~ of them had taken more than one course in
educational measurement and a large number had no formal
training at all in the subject. The results also revealed. that
teachers with more training and experience in testing had more
favourable attitudes towards its application in schools, while those
without tended to resist it and tended to view a child's standing on
an ability test as substantially affected by genetic factors.
Psychologists such as Skinner (1968) have shown that an
overemphasis on the contribution of heredity to mental ability can
have serious consequences to a child's educational development and
performance if it results in mislabelling that child as belonging in a
fixed ab1l1tycategory.
A more recent study conducted. for the NFERby Clough, Davis and
SUmner (1984) in the UKrevealed sim1lar findings. In their study,
less than half of the 162 departments surveyed kept any permanent
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records on pupils' assessment - a phenomenon which also occurred
in the study in Zimbabwe. Also revealed was the tact that very
te« teachers understood the purposes tor which they carried out
assessment.
These findings carry a clear implication of in-service tra1n1ng and a
need to include assessment in the syllabuses of teacher training
colleges.
Standards
The question of keeping standards high in the education system has
been a burning issue since the achievement of independence in 1980,
but again there does not seem to be a general consensus on whose or
what standards are to be maintained. Since the government's
pollcy 1s one of giVing equality of opportunity to all who attend
school, the solution to this problem probably rests in the hands of
the psychometric commurutysuch as the Schools Psychological
Services who 'W1ll endeavour to embody the strong ethical
imperative to serve societal interests, as sometimes well-meaning
but ill-conceived standards demanded by those who are not experts
in the f1eld may threaten the very eXiStence of assessment. The
advent. of independence has meant a wider access to secondary
education. The harsh selecnon procedures which were used in the
past for entry into secondary schools became irrelevant after
independence. This meant that teachers saw miXed ability groups
for the first time and had to do much more to motivate their pupUs
to learn and to k.eep the standard of education high.
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It seems therefore that psychometricians need. to broaden their
sphere of communication so that teachers With Uttle or no
experience in educational assessment can develop these sk1llswhich
are presently Umtted to an eUte te«. In order to keep standards
htgh it is not a question of aboUshing one system and replacing it
with another, but a matter of increasing the expertise of those who
•
are responsible for educating and assessing puplls.
Compartsons between western and local standards should be avoided
as research evidence has shown that examinations are culturally
biased even though researchers such as Irvtne (1964) and Vernon
(1969) made assumptions that major cognitive factors are present
cross-culturally and that the structure of abWties among African
ch11dren closely reselnbles that found among British and American
cnndren, More research needs to go into this theory before
culture-free tests can be taken seriously.
It seems therefore that the only standards which should be
maintained by any society are those standards that are valued the
most by the society as a whole. With this View, one would wonder
why tests tor Zimbabwe are sW being developed in England seven
years after Independence.
Alternatives
As long as the terminal examination remains the mainstay of
assessment in the classroom, 1t seems the best alternative to present
practice is to improve it. Teachers could make the use of
examinations more efficient by learning proper psychometric
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methods.
However, a number of other alternatives were suggested 1n this
study, with cont1nuous assessment being the most popular. While
continuous assessment Is seen as a good alternative, the problems of
vaUd1ty and rellab1llty are still prevalent, but It can be argued that
the psychological traume associated with terminal examinations 15
ameUorated, though. not eUm1nated. The psychological pressure
which students are placed under by the termtnal examination might
lead to a deterioration of performance, to ID health, and, even
worse, to suictde, it 15 argued. In Z1mbabwe cases have been
recorded of students who have fainted durtng examinations. In one
case, a student thought to have gone into a trance during an
examination sat r1g1dly throughout the examination period without
writing down a single word. A few days later he was found dead
after committing suicide.
Whether or not defenders of continuous assessment will see it as an
Improvement on present practice remains to be seen, as continuous
assessment may mean continuous pressure on both teachers and
pupils. Furthermore it can be argued that continuous assessment is
too open to cheating and too time consuming, but these drawbacks
are outweighed by the improvement constituted by continuous
assessment among those who see it as a better alternative.
Other alternatives suggested in this study have all got two things in
common: (i) to humanise the examination process; and (i1) to make
mod1ticatlons relevant to the needs of the society.
Those who have heard about 'pupll profWng' are already advocating
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for its use as a possible alternative to present practice. (Pupil
profiles is a British innovation aimed at giving every school leaver a
'Record ot Achievement' certificate without stating whether they
have passed or failed, leaVing employers to make their own decis10ns
when selecting prospective employees - as mentioned earner.)
There are a number of teachers in Zimbabwe who feel that this is a
socialist oriented approach to public examinations, and although it is
originating from a capitalist country, it should be adopted With
modifications for Zimbabwe.
Education With Production (EWP) and Cooperatively Produced Work
have come up as other alternatiVes. There are a number of
teachers who feel that pupils must, wherever possible, produce a
piece ot praCUcal work for skills learned in the classroom and that
this in itself should be seen as an achievement worth giVing a
ceruticate for. Agriculture, animal husbandry, woodwork,
metalwork and poultry farming are some of the subjects considered
tor EWP.
It is also argued that since ed.ucation 1sa social process, the present
schooling process should not encourage indiVidualistic and
competitive approach. Assessment thus betrays educational
inadequacy by discouraging cooperative work. There are some
obVious advantages in cooperatively produced work: pupils can
share experiences and learn from each other. An item produced by
a group ot pupils can be marked. collectively and thus save marking
time. However, cooperative assessable work is rarely encouraged in
Zimbabwe's secondary schools, and it seems this suggestion is too
tar-tetched to be used as an alternative.
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Whatever system is adopted as an alternative, it must be borne in
mind that there is not one single form of the examination system
which can do all that examinations are believed capable of doing.
Whatever substitute taken will always have flaws.
Moves to change the present examination system cannot be expected
to occur easUy or quickly. Government interests might prevent the
erosion of the assessment status quo. It is tor this very reason that
mention has been made at the beginning ot th1s section that it
seems the best alternative is to improve present practice. Although
a move has been made to localise the examination system, th1s is
mainly because ot the need to save foreign currency and to make
the system more relevant to Zimbabwe's needs (Mutumbuka, 1(86)
but it is certa1nly not to change the system entirely. As a matter
of act, advisers for this project are from the cambridge School
Examinations Syndicate and undoubtedly their adVice will be based
on psychometriC criteria used in England.
It is also Interesting to note that those teachers opposed to all forms
of assessment in this study could not otfer any alternatives to the
present system, except half baked ideas, some of which are
mentioned in this chapter.
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(b) Summary. Conclusions and Recommendations
Although controversy stW exists as to the tuncnons and
consequences of assessment in Zimbabwe's secondary schools, a
number of important findings have been established by this
research:
(a) In many schools there are very few departments which have
coordinated assessment practice. Teachers are usually left to
their own devices.
(b) Very little thought goes into the purposes for wh1ch tests are
given and the tnterpretancn of mark.s or grades given to
pupils.
(c) Many teachers need gUidance in. technical problems assoc1ated
With assessment.
(d) There is a general desire formak1ng assessment more relevant
to societal needs, although many teachers and educational
administrators are not certain of wh1ch direction to go.
(e) There is also a great desire among themajor1tyof teachers to
make assessment more objeCtive and more scientific.
(f) Many teachers doubt whether they are in a positrtion to assess
pupils' personal' attributes such as motivation, interest,
honesty and integrity and the general feeling is that this
rather complex type of testing'should be left to the experts.
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(6) Many teachers also fHl that they are still not adequately
trained to cope With a change in the system or the localisation
of exammanons.
(h) Existing practice has been strongly 1ntluenced by
socio-economicand polit1cal factors. The desire to give all
Zimbabwean puplls equal1ty of opportunity ex1sts among many
educators.
(1) Many of the m1stakes made in adm1n1stering tests and
interpreting results are attributable to either lack of training,
or lack. of ethics, on the part of the teachers.
There may be a number of weaknesses in the research itself, but it
is strongly believed that most of the findings in the study are valid,
stnce a comparison With s1m1larstudies conducted. in other countries
has shown, inmost cases, similar results:
The sample of rural secondary schools in this study may not have
been representative due to the fact that a number of rural schools
in Zimbabwe are not easily accessible.
Also, the research instruments used, although checked torva11d1ty
and rel1ab111ty,may not have been perfect since in some cases
socially desirable responses were detected, thus l1m1tlng the
effectiveness of the instruments.
However, it these weaknesses are to be seen as drawback.s, it can be
stated that the research itself has achieved so much in terms of
acting as a stepping stone for future research in an area where
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literature on the subject is virtually non-existent.
There are several points emerging from this study which are
considered to be of great importance, and because the project itself
has taken an action research approach, the folloWing
recommendations have been made:
(1) Existing practice needs improving through the setting up of
In-service training courses in schools which Will give guidance
in assessment techniques to practising teachers.
(11) Assessment based on psychometric criteria should be made a
compulsory part of the syllabuses in all teacher tra1n1ng
institutions.
(i11) Class sizes should be reduced to around 25 (or less) in order to
give teachers time to concentrate more on assessment
techniques.
(rv) If alternatives to eXisting practice are used, continuous
assessment should take its place, maktng certain that it should
be as free as possible from competitiveness and anxiety. Other
alternatives should remain as close as possible to psychometric
practice.
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(v) If examinations are to be used for classificatton or selection
purposes, then comparat1ve examinat10ns should be conducted
as seldom as posslble, and the val1d1ty of such examinanons
must be cont1nuously cheesed,
(vi) It universal educanon 1s allowed to continue, then measuring
Instruments and a suttable curr1culum must be developed to
determine which curricula, teaching processes and forms of
orgentsanon are best sutted for which ab111tygroups.
(vu) Whenever final examinat10ns are held externally, the results
of school based assessment should be taken 1nto account.
and f1nally,
(v111) A dual curriculum SPl1t between academic and vocanonet
streams seems Inevitable. Both should however concentrate
on a more relevant, commUnity oriented educanon which W1ll
best serve societal needs.
It 1s therefore hoped that the findings of this research will not
remain at the level of rhetoric, but Will arouse further research and
the actual implementation of assessment pol1cles in practice.
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Appendix A
The Interview Schedule
1THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE (semi-structured)
INTRJOUC'l'ION :
HOW do you do? I am Fred Zindi from the University of Zimbabwe.
I am helping with the study of the examination system in Zimbabwe which
is being co-ordinated by the Ministry of Education. This study is
going to help to plan the improvement in examination technique_ and of
course to make decisions on whether testing is the only best thing for
pupils before they leave school. The interview does not take much time.
I just want to know your opinion on the present and past examination
practices. The information you are going to give me is completely
voluntary and do not feel obliged to answer questions that you might feel
are too personal or in bad taste. It goes without saying that your
answers will be treated with the strictest confidentiality.
QUESTIONS
1. First of all I would like to know about yourself, How long have
you been working in this school? What·. your present Position?
What are your qualifications? What subject(s) do you teach?
2. How often do you give tests to the pupils you teach?
Have you ever thought about why you give tests to pupils?
important do you think tests are?
4. Does your school have a written policy about the procedures you should
follow when testing pupils? If yes, who designed this policy?
3. How
5. Is there any need in your opinion for schools to have a written
policy? Why?
6. Do you associate written tests with your day-to~y lesson evaluation?
7. Do you ever construct your own tests (If sol Please describe how you
go about it before .aministering them to pupils. (po you Edit items?
Pre-<eat? Analyse iteJu? etc.
validity and reliabt11ty.
What other criteria do you use to ensure
28. (a) Are your internal assessments influenced by public examination
syllabuses? (If yes) Bow?
(b) Do you use a marking scheme to guide you?
9. How satisfied are you with the present examination structure in the
country? (Elaborate). What do you think should be done to improve
it.
10. Do you use any statistical procedures when marking examination papers
in order to enable you to make proper comparisons in the distribution
of marks? (e.g. percentages, averages, t ~ test). What technical
equipment do you use for calculations?
11. Do you keep records of your test results? (If yes) tor what pur,pose
are these records used?.
12. Do you ever use published tests? Which ones?
13. What is your opinion about pupil self assessment (explain), informal
assessment of pupil behaviour and assessment by pupils· peers?
14. What "is your attitude towards external examinations?
Now that we are almost through with this interview, I would like to
ask you your, feeling about it. Would you say you en~oyed it or not.
Which questions do you think were unclear or hard to understand?
Do you teel any of the questions were personal or threatening? Questions
have different kinds of effects on people. I would like your opinion
about some of the questions in this interview especially those you think
would make most people uneasy or annoyed.
Thank you very much for your co~peration~
3THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
OFFICIAL USE ONLY
Length of Interview
Questionnaire Number ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••
Date of Interview
Sex of Respondent
Comments: friendly,
· .
· .
· .
co-operative, but?
not particularly friendly;
suspicious, hostile,
Type of school:
Other
indifferent, bored, nervous, uneasy,
rude, others ..............................
Group A Group B
................ - , .
Name of school:
Name of Informant
Position held
Qualificat~ons
· , .
....... ,., , .
· " .
· ,. , .
,
Re!Eonses to items
, 'U 4 4 f2
1. 7,
2. 8.
3. 9.
4. 10.
5. 11.
&. 12.
13.
o;.h~r Comments:
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personal details, your individual answers will be treated very
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N.D. Atkinson, Chairman, Department of
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JUNE 1985
"Heads"
2. ------------- _._._--.-...
6. (b) Howlong bave you been holding th1e position 111
your preaent achool?
..
o - 5 "eara
6 - 10 yeara
11 -. 15 "ean
16 - 20 year.
OYer20 yean
LEAVE
Bwnc
7. (a) Do you do any teaching?
It yea. please atate aubject(a) taught _
Tea
No B
(b) It yea. what class(e.) do you teach at present?
7(a).
Fora 1
)'orm 2
Fora ,
Form 4
'porm 5
lora 6 7(b).
8. Which of the followicg teaching qualifications do
you hold?
'11
'12.'I,
'14.
PrL.
PrH
Certificate 111Educ.tien
Crad.CE
(pleaee specify) Any other 8.
9. (a) Do you hold any other tettchillg or nnn-teachlDc
qualif.~c8tioD8? .
if yee. pleaee specify (1), _
(ii) (iii), _
Yea
No B
,/ ...
,.
9. (b) Hoy many :t'ull-t1lle teachers are 'P"sent17 in
,"our 8chool?
•
SECTION TWO: ASSESSMEln' PROCEDURES
10. Ca) Is there a written aaae.ament policy tor the whole·
achool? .Yea
Wo --8 10(.).
IpLUSE
LloBAYE
I
BLA~'X
...._--------__.-.........--------__._...._.~----------------.J...---
(b) It DO, i. An aaae.ement policy being developed at
the moment? .
·Yea
Xo
(c) It yea, please indicate tnr how long your achool
baa been engaged in thi.lldevelopment?
Lea. than 6 aontha
7 - 12 months
l'aontha - 2 years
, years and more
(d) Are there aeparate written aaaeaament policiea tor
each torm in your achool?
Ye.
Xo
R lOeb).._
10(c).
EJ'------------------------------.~------------------------- -------~-----(e) Are there aeparate writt.n aa.eaement policie. tor
each departr.ent in the echool?
Yee
No B
11. It your achool has the.e policies, "hich etatt members
vere involved in originating tbese policies?
The Head
•Deputy HeaclC.) .----Sen1o~ 'reaChere
F
I
Heac1e ot Year
Fol"ll'reachers
neads or Dept. r ~
j-
'. Other 'reachere' I
(pleaae .pecity) Gthers r 11._-.
2/ ••.
2.
12. Which subjects are included in your aaaessment policy
(i£ you have one)?
Enclish
ShoDa
Idebel.
Maths
Hiatory
Science
Pleaae specify (a> (b). Othera
1,.~-----------------------.-.--~---------------------------------------Has any advice or information been provited to you by
the Miniatry ot Eclucation in formulatiJlg an _eaaMut
policy?
Yea
Ho B
12.
---.......
14. Are there any formal means by which you and your
atatt review the examinations procedure?
Yes
NoIt yea. please give deta1l.a _
....._---------- ....---.-- .--.....-------
B
15. (.) Doe8 your school keep recorda ot Mrka awarded to
pupils?
Tea
No 15(a).
'----------------------------------------------------------------------~-------
(b) What use is made or these recorda?
flo.oni tor pupils' progreaa
For achnol reports to parenta
t---t
Information to other teachero
or ncl"aOola
For poasible future reterence
------------------------oth .. 1--(plca~e specify)
,/ ...
16. Who i8 authorised to have direct access to these
recorde?
Pupils
Parente
Teachers
Heade otDepartment
Deputy Head
(please specify), ;..... others
...
17. ~re there a~ ~rocedures not mentioned above vherebT
co-ordir~tion ot aaseaament is attempted?
Yes
No
It yes. ple,ase describe procedure _ B
16 •
: k'1.~:'
lLEAVEB:u.~Y.
18. 'tlhat do you conaid.er to be the major conatrainta on
any plans or improvements TOU would like to make in
your assessment scheme?
TilDe
Lack of knowledge in aSBasement techniqueB
l----I-
Lack ot RftsoUrces
The need to convince statt of the blpor-
ta!lCe ot asaeesment
None
'(please specify) Other
17.
18.
19. How otten d.oyou take ti~e to make every teacher ic
TOur echool aware of usessment procedures?
quit. otten 10--4
ao.et1llle1l
never 19.
20.
~
Are there 8D1 other ~ethods apart iro. written
examinations used to assess pupils in your school
(e.g. ora~. practicala etc).
Yes
No
It yes. pleAse describe methods and 8ubjects: 8
20 •
\
I
t
.~------------------.----- ~-~_. ~ ---?----
4 ...
04.
~l. Which of the following published standardized testa
are uaed in your achool?
Difterential Aptitude Testa
NFER Mathematics
Schonell
NOD-vorbal Reasoning Teata
Neale An:1lya1a
Daniels and Diack
Stanford-Binet
Weschler
None
(Please epecify) Othem
I£AVE
BlJJ:K
21.
~2 • Which of the extermlly based Exam ina tion l!oards doea
your achool WI.?
London
A.E.B.
C&lIbrid£e
Oxford
Joint Yl&triculation
(Please apecify) Any other? 22.
2,. Whoeeta eXUliMtiona during the term in your acho"l?
Subject Teachers
Heaea ot Department
Schot)l Head
(Plesae specify) . Others
'--------------------------------------------------------.-------~--.-+.-------
\ 2(. J..rethe .thods ot fussessment used in your achool
chosen to c~ntor.o with thoae used in ~blic or
external examir£tiona?
Yea
No
Not always
24.
5/ •••
===- ------------------_._-
25. In your opinion hoy true is the statement that it
teachers adhere to an exazination-dominated
curriculum, there may be negative ettects OD
their teaching?
Certa1nl7 true
Quite often true
Seldom true
Never true
Don't. know
......_-------------- ....,._ __ _..,.._.._ ..... ---.._---
26. (a) Do all teachero in your. school use the aame
marki~/grading system?
(b) Please describe the system(s) us~d (e.g.
five-point scale A,B,C,D.F or percentugesetc). _
PLEASE
LEAVE
BL1NK
25 •
Tes
No
__._. ..._____ ...
26.\
.-
Yea B50 27••.......-~ ..
I
1
-
'--------------------------------~-----------------------------
27.(.) Do you collect assessment results tro. the
teachers in your .school?
'---------------------------------------~------~------------
If yes (b) tor what purpose do you use the
results?
You &ay tick more than one category.
Allocation ot pupils to ability croups
Deciding hoy to help individual pupi18
Revievac teachers' Bch..e ot work
Reviewing effectiveness or teaching
methods
Civing pupils 8 clear indication of
their progre •
.(plea·se speciry) others -
6/ ..•
b.
28. Which or the rollC\wing atatistical procedurea are wsed
in your achool tor examination resulta?
You may tick .ore than one.
Percent.ages
Calculation or meana
Craphs or distribution
Standard deviationa
Comporison ot .eana ror 2 or DOre testa
Transtormation ot raw acore to another
scale
Ite. analyaia
29. To what extent do you agree that the preaent examination
system is adequate for Zimbabwe's needs?
s trongl)· agree
agree
neutral
disagree.
strnngly eUaagree
-.
None
,
p
LEASE
U:Js.VEI
iBW'X
28. I
t
l-
t
)
i
!
f
l
i
t29. t
I
t,
i,0. f
51. Ca) .:e-;;" receivedarq technicaled"~:-~:-iI>£ - .. · !
in the use 01: coapllters? ·--·l---"-l
Yes frl ~
No ,la.---.......--..-,-~------.....-~-.-...--.--____...... .......-..~~ . .,
What technical equipcent does your school have tor
processing 8ssess~ent results?
computers
.1croproceasore
pocket calculators
None
(Please specify) Any other
(b) BaTe artY of your meJ::bersor etatf :received thia
training or adTice?
,-,
.,
"
f
I
I
,lb. I::a8·
._ (_C_)_I_r_y_e~atat_e_h_ow_:ny -=~~~::~---=-------=__. .:_L
".
7/ •••
7.
,2. H~v do you think the aesessment ~rccently being carried
out in yOW" achool could be improved?
leed to 86 tablillh a set ot
guidelines
PIore testine
COMultBtion throucho~t
the school
(Plenae spec11'y others
........._..-------- ...---~.~~-...-....,_ ._--
PLEASE
LEAVE
BLANK
" .. Do you think that external '0' Le"el and 'A' LeTelexamiJl&tions should be abolished?
Yea
No
\"-? ------------
.A,'J ..... ~ •• _.._.._~
------------......._ ...~~-------------:...~.~. .
..........._---
B
-------------.--------------------------- ..---------~---------
".
What do you thiDk is the reason tor the poor '0' Le..,el
Examination Results r.ationvide in 198-(1 _
______________ •• 0 _
PLEASE USE 'tHE SPACE BELOW 'OR AN'! FURTHlm COlO1D"rS YOU
MAY WISH TO MAKE
--------------------------------------------
--------------------------------._------
---_ ......-....._-----_ ..........._.
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l'P.OCEDURES
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~o part of your responses will be disclosed
to any person not connected with the research.
While you are asked to 9ive personal details, your
in~ividual answers will be tre(l·tedvery confido!;iltially.
This in~ormation 1s necessary becaus~ we wish to .
classify it ~ith the rest of the study during data
analysis. The information you supply will contribute
significantly to the development of more effective assessment
procedures in Zimbabwe.
r.
Completed forms may be handed to
;~rF. ~indi or sent to
Professor N.D. Atkinson, Chairman,
Department of Educational Foundations
P.O. Box !~P.l67, !·!ountPleasant,.
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A STUDY 01 ASSESS~ PROCEDURES
SECTION ONE: BIOGRAPHICAL DETAILS
1. What is the Dame ot the school in which you teach?
...
1•
,
PLEASE
LEAVE
BLANK
•
2. Are you ma14 or female? Please indieate your answer
by pl&cing a tick (I) in the appropriate box.
Male
Female
Single
Married
.~-
,.
What 18 you~ present age? Pleaaa indicate your
answer by placing, & tick in thE) box which corre3ponds ~
with your age group. ~
18 - 25 years
26 - '0. years
31 - 35 Y8111'S
'56 - 40 yeel"'
41 - 45ye'l'rS.
Over 45 yeD1"3
f=1
I 1-
~l
r--
t- 4.
5. In which t,yp& of secondary, sehool are you at present
employed?
Group A
Grou.p B
R\lra.lDaY'
Urban Day
Refugee
(Please specify Other
'-
5.
6. Is the school in "hich you te"lch also a boarding
school? '
Yes
No
....._
6.
2/ •••
2.
7. What 1.8 ;your present .tatWI? You -1 tick more
than.one answer category •
. Head of Department
Head of Year
Full-time teacher
Part-time/temporary teacher
Stud9nt teacher
(Please spec~fy) ______________________ Other 7.
.'
8. Bow long have ~?u been teaching? 0 - 5 years
6 - 10 yeArs
11 ', 15 years
16 - 20 years
Over 20 yeere. .
--1.. -;:._-
~
9. What class(en) do y~u tAach at prssent? F~rm 1
Form 2
F?rm 3
Form 4
Form 5
Form 6
I
PLEASE
LEAVE
BWl:
8•
:,.
9.
10. Which of the following teaching qualifications
do you bol~? . Tl
T2
T3
T4
Pl'L
P1'H
Cer~i!lcate in Edu~at10n
• Grad C.E.
r+ '1
i l. ,
t---+.
_.
(Please specify Any Other? 10.
11. What other teaching or non-teaching qualifications
do you llold?
(i) (ii) (iii) -
11.
12. What subject(s) do you t98ch most of the time?
SECTION TWO: ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES
1,.· Is there a written policy of &8sesa1llg'pupUa ..
in your present school? . .Yes
No
.....
14•
r--
14. Doyou ever construct your owntesta to give , ~
to pupils? Yea
. 'No _J'
.........
15. Doyou always record the results of the· testa ['you ~1ve to pupils? Yes
No 1..:1 .. 15.1
~~--------------------------------------------------------------._------~\~------
I
I
1-·'To i1ld1cate the pupil's success ! \
relative .:to his/her 'peer~ t_:'.!
• I 4
To exercise c~ss control. l---:~.
(Please specify) Any Other? [.
. . --.I
16. For what purpo~e(s) do 'y::m \~O th9 rE'lBultsof'
yOm" own'testa? Youmay tick oore than one
cetegory •.
To identity pupils' ditficul ties
To eval~te te~cher'a le.a~n8
-I I
• ' • 0.
;--"'-i
I
I
' ..16.
17•. Do all the pupils in the form(s).which you teach
get a commonexamination at some time dur~ the
term? "Yes
Bo
-
'[1!j ., ., .17.
1n 1H
I I 18., i.
L.-- ..,
18. Are you able to predict the pupils' performances at
the f'inal '0' Level or 'A' Level ezau:s on.the basis
of those examsmentioned in Question 177
Yes
No
19. Do you judge the effectiveness of your teaching in.
terms of examination results?
.Often
Sometimes
Never
-· .I
1-1'r-l
:---(
19. I
2/ •..
2.
. .'
20. Do you adopt teaching atyles which you cOD8ider
necessary to p~mote examination success?
Often
•
Sometime.
Never
21. Are there any other methods apart from written
eXllminations used to assess pupils in your
school?
Yes
No Pi I, ._ .....
20• (
21.
22. Do you think that every tet1~her in your
department is made aware ot &ssessment
procedures? -I
Ye. _oj
No 22.
. _,
Which nt the foll~wing pe~ple ore involved in
sett~ comml)nexamil'l8.tione within the school?
The Head
Deputy-Reed
Heed of Department
Teachers
Pleue specify Any other?
q
·1 ,t---,
I ir-+
---...
I !
1
•I
. \",
'-2,. I
24. (a) Do all members of your department use the Bamo
. markiDg or grading system?
Yes
·No
(b) Please describe the system used for marking
in your department (e.g •. mArkout of ten,
percentage mark: or alphabet A-F Beale).
1~1cj
•I
I
f
i
!
24a.l
. ,
I
f
I
24b.1
!
j
I
3/ •••
---------~-- ..--~--.--~.,. -----------_._- -~-
'.
25. Whichot- ,the tollowing statistical procedures do
you apply to your test results? Youmay tick
more than one.
Percentages
Calculation ot means
Grsphs of distribution
StMldard Dev1atiqn8
Comparia..,n(rt meal'l8 ot
two or more tests
Transt"lrmatil)n of nn,
scores to annther scale
Ito. Analys1a
None
._
. i :I _.~,--.
j)LEASE
!.EAVE
~LANK,
I
f··
i
; I~
I I_'I !t--t
~I·tJ 25.
26. r-'
~·.I1 ~IPocket .calcula tore \ -
(Please specify) :_:_:ro_e_·_:-\ro_c_es_s_o_re_J:q othe ?B_...~~6.
Whnt equipment do you use in processing your
teat reaul ts?
Computers
27. Howmuch technical advice or training have you
received in the use of com~ters for processing.
your test results? !
,!,-J f. 1
Excellent I 1 I
t--! ·•
Go"d •I ! ~
J--=
Fair I< ,
P..,or H !
None r--' ,27. ,••
28. Hoymn~ in-service clurses on aSRe~smentprocedures
have you attended?
One
:.-.-'
I :....~-,
Two It
Three M
~~
M"IrethlJ.nThree
Nene 28.
If any, 'pleue state which cours(es), ute(s) -.
and place (s) where held -
4/ •••
........... _ .- ... _- . _._ ..... ~~- ..~- ... _- -- ~--~,-
4. !
IpI&SE
I
IWVE
IBWiK29. Howmany boob on .... ees_nt procedures have
you read?
, .._.
more
-,
one. l-~...::.H
1.-.t
thBi three l I
r--i
None 1 :
.... _
If a:tJ.Y please.tate which books _
29.
,0. In your opinion howtrue is the statement that'
if teachers adhere to au examination·dominated
curriculum, there maybe negative effects on ..
their te4ching? "-1eerta iDly true
quite often true
aeldom true
never true
don't know ,0.
"-
,1. To what .extent do you·agree that assessment
proced~es should be improved in your scho~l?
"'-----1
i I
strongly agree L-!
agree L.- ~neutral LJ
;'. d1eagree i-!strongly disagree LJ ,1.
I~. Whst d. you think are the mn1ndiffieult1es or I
impediments in improving assessJll9nt procedures in I
your s<?hool? I ! . Itime ·t,
Lack of knowledge
F
I
i
Lack of resources ,I !- 1The need to c~nvinee stott ot the t
impor~8nceof flssessment
. ,
8Bone(Please specify) Other .,2.
5/ .•••
5.
". To what extent do you teel that your school gives
enough guidance to teachers 1n order to carry out
asses8men~accord1ng to the correct practice?
very extensively.
adequately
barely adequatelY.
1l;ladequately
. terribly
none at all
r
H
Ro
i.,
!PLEASE
!LEAVE
'BLAllK
I
I
I,
How satisfied are you with the methods of.aBsess-
. ment currently ce~ used .in your school?
j--:
very 811t18fied' I .1--:
sat.isfied .
neutral
d1888.t1sfied
very d18sa t1a!ied .
I
i_..:
I
I-.
L_ ..1
,
How reliable do you think e%~L~tion grades .
given by external examin~rs aTe in e8Ga] answer
subject3 euen as History, EuSlj.sh and Social
Studies?
very reliable
reliable
. neutral
unreliable
very unreliable
.
~-.l
t
1
""-" ....;
J--
.
i'5. 1 .,
Do you think that st2.ndArdi~ed. published tests are
better then teacher-made tests?
Yes
No
They are the same
;-_.......
I
, i,'--_.
I I
; I
!!~·-i
L
1
6/ •••----
....
~.. What do you think 18 (are) the beat ••thod{.) ot
aaaeasment in your main aubject?
Mu!tiple choic. t.ata
Short answer tea ta
Oral teata
Asses.ment ot projects
Long Eaaays
Informal obaena tion·
(Please apec11'y) -:- Other
PLEASE
I&VE
BLANK
:56.
'7. Which of the following fact~rs relating to pupil
perf~rmence do you feel are.difficult to aasesa?
Intell18ence
Personality
Creativity
Motivation
Spoken Ezpreasion
Written Expreasion
(Pleaae- 8pe~1fy) .;..... Any other?
a. !
I '
~
i •a ,.,..
_,_I
:58. Which of the tolloring kinds of information do you
feel provide~ ~he most accurate measure of a pupil'.
intellectual ability?
Parent op1D1on
Teacherl• ~p1nion about the pupil
Pupil t s own ini abo t hie/her r,op on u
ability . .-
Pee! group opinion
(Pleue Sl)8Cify) other 38.
....
~.
'9. Bo" much do you think you know about psychometricprocedures? .
_,%pert
• lot . -. average
. ao..
DOne '9•.... - 7/ •••
7.
40. What is your 'op1Ji1onabout the importance ot
tests generally? ;- --
\ vsry important
"'iJDpt)rtant .
eo_wha t 1mp"r1aDt
nOt 1mportmt
donit know 40.
"~..
41. ,To what extent do you agree that the present
examination system is adequate for Zimbabwe's
needs?
\
, , '
i Co
"
- ....~
strongl1' agree ~IagreE'neutral ~ 1
disagree I~
;
strongly ~1aagree' ;---. 41.. ' , ...- .. "
42.(a) Do you think thll.t external '0' Level and 'A'
Level examinations should be abolished? r-. .
Iyes
no
42.(b)~? ~ _
4'. (a) What d<Jyou think 18 the reason for the poor
'0' Level exam1nati~n results nationwide lastyear? _
, .
PLEASE USE THE SPACE BELOt' FOR ANY FURTHER COMMENTSYOU MAY
WISH TO MAKE.
".
Appendix D
Eval ua tion Questionnaire
DEPT. OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
PORn. MP'"
Muunl""_',.H.r.,.
Zimbebwe
~; Prot,.or N.D. Atkinson, M.utt.. Ph. D.
,....,,_. UNIV£HBIlV
TeIepI\oM: 3032"
T"'Il:.-152ZW
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBAWE
ASS::SSMSNT PROCEDURES E'lALUAT!CN eF PROGRA~
This form aims at evaluating the effectiveness of the programme on assesscent
procedures which you have just attended. Unless you wish to, do not add
anything to this questionnaire which will reveal your identity.
~ colleagues ·and myself thank you for takinc part in this exercise.
Nace of school ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
\.
1. In the sp~ce below, rleasc write down what you t~ink were t~e
educetional objectives of this programme;
2. To wl".atextent do you think the educational objectives in 1 above
were actua:ly realised? (Please encircle the appropriate n~ber
below. The numbers re~resent the following valu~s: 3 - to a great
extent; 2 - avera~; 1 - not realized ~t all)
1 2
,. To W~At exten~ do you tr.inkthe topics in the programme (listed belOw)
are useful to you as a teacher? (Please use this sCale: ~ - very useful;
~ - useful; 2 - fairly useful; 1 -,of little use~. Please encircle the
appro~riate number.
Test Construction 1 2
¥~rking and Grading of Tests 1 2
Statistics Associated with Testing 1 2
Pupil Profiles 1 2
3 4
3 4, 4
3 4
4 (a) ~ you think that a proeTamce sieilar to the one you ~ave just
~tte~ded sh~~ld be given to all second;ry school teachers?
(Please encircle the apf;ropriate number: 3 - yes; 2 - not certain;
1 - rlo)
1 2
(b) '~? __
I~dic~te, by enc1rclin~ the appropri~te number, the deb~e to wh:ch tr.e
pro~Thmme contrituted to your knowledge of asseAsment procedures
asaccf eted wlth ~od prac t Ice , (4 - o~tsta:'ldill£;3 - above average;
2 - everace; 1 - ~~s8tisfectory)
1 2 3 4
6. In the space below, stute other topics onQssess~~nt procedures
(if alV) "'hieh you "'ould hove liked to be included in thE'proO'aCZl'le
(a)
r»
(c)
7. (a) Did you leurn an.::thing ne'" from the ~rogramme? (Please encircle
the ap;ropriate n~~ber:: 2 - yes; 1 - no)
1 2
(b' .Ifyes, pleese specify in the space telow the new things you
haveolearned.
,
8. Please encircle the &ppropriate number ~hich re~resents your o~1n1on cf
ho,",the ~r06~Qmme ~8S implecer.ted.
Very .satisfactor'J 4
Satisfactory 3
Uns9tisfactory 2
Very unsetisf3ctorJ 1
Add any co~enta here:
To "'hat extent do you think that the procramme as a ",hole was useful?
(Please encircle appropriate number)
Very useful 3
Useful 2
Not useful 1
\0 •
10. G!=lERJ',L CO~~NTS
Tn the space telow, please make 8u~st1onB/comments on assessoent
procedures based or. the progrumme you have attended.
,
Thar~ you a~ain for ~our co-operation in t~is exercise. ~y colleagues and I
vish you every success in your teaching careers.
F. Z.ind.i
),. (f..:sr:
August 1986
Appendix E
The Pilot Attitude Scale.
SECTICIJ TWO A'l'T1'l'UlBSTO"ARm ASSESSMER'l' SCALE
The i tellS beloware pre-coded tor ease ·,f response. These i teu represent var10u
views about Assessmeat in Zimbabwe.·Please indicate your opinion by plac1ns a
tick (./) in the appropriate box below.
KEY. S.A.-strong17 agree; ....881""; D.K.-don't know;D-disagre.; S.D.-stronsly disagree.
I. Standardised teste are better than teache"~cade tests.
S.A A D.E.D S.D.1-----·. ... !
2. Tests provide useful intormation tor identifying ditticult topicsJ
I
I
~. It test scores are to have any lIeaning, they IIlU8tbe standardised •..
4. Toomuchtesting inhibits curriculum development. I
I
i
. 5. Tests JII18tbe checked tor validitY' and reliability- betore use.
6. The use or statistics tor scoring tests 1s essential.
7. Inc arcler to work, P'lPils need the incentive ot an exaaination.
8. Examinations presently used in our schools are not good tor the
countr,r.
9. Ex&lllinationacannot measure high-level intellectual skills such
as analysis, evaluation and synthesis.
10. Assessmentencourages harmful cOllpetitiveness amongpupils.
II. Examination. muat be objective.
12. Just U IllUchint01'lll.&tioncan be gained b7 intelligent
obeervationsot P'lPils as b.1 aetting a teat.
13. The aseeasment ot ettort is just as illportant u the uae.sllent
ot the end-product.
14. Teat objectives must be cleverly defined betore the teacher
starts to conatruct the test queations.
15. Te.ta in us. t~ measure pupils' abilities ver,y aceurate17.
16. Teats can only measure tairly trivi'll educational goal••
~7. Pr.sent .. sess.ent techniques bay•• sociaUst 'baai••
le. hternal examinations are irrelevant tor Zimbabwe.
19. Tests which do not lIleasure both cogni tiye and non-cogni Uve
,abili tie. should Dot be used.
20. Practical subjects should be .arked subjectiyely.
21. Only experts .hould be allowed to 4eY8101)teets.
22. Stream:ing ot pupils through the use ot test scores should 'be
encouraged.
23. 'rhe .. uurelllent ot the Plpil.' attitude. towards leamiDg i. an
.ss.ntial part ot school asseaaent.
24. All tests should be subjected to itelll-analysis betore they are
Biyen (Nt.
25. Too much testing encour88es the development ot' 'exam technique' at
the .xpense ot the teaching ot aore important skills.
26. Teachers should use pupils' test results to evaluate their own
teaching.
27. It teacn.rs are to be more eftective, they need the incentive of an'
examination to work towards.
28. Teachers in every school should be made aware ot proper lIethods to j
&8sess their pupils.
29. All examinations must be pre-tested and reviewed betore they are
Biven to candidates.
30. Test scores are poor predictors of a child's tuture pertormance in
school, or in other tields elsewhere.
31. In objective tests guessing should always be corrected.
32. Exams play a crucial role in maintaining academic standards.
33. Tests should not be used to discriminate amongP'lPils.
34. The same test can be used for grading P'lPils, diagnose learning
ditficul ties and evaluate curriculum lllaterials.
35. Teachers must not spend too much ot their time on looking closely
at &8ses8Jllent scores.
Appendix F
The Final Questionnaire
Din. OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
" 'ACULTY OF EDUCATION
, 0 1.1M' 'IJ
Mw" .,.,..., .
Itfft~....
' , ..... : \INIYl"1n'Y, ,hoft.: 'on"
T : .·tlJZWc..~; 'rof ••• 0. AtklnsOft, ".Lltl. Ph.D •..
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE
•..
'l'O BEAlS OF lEPAR'DotENTS
•
I.
"- r
A STUOYON ASSESSKENT
PROCEDURES(Part II)'
STRICTLY CONFIDENTiAl
No part of your responses will be disclosed to any person
not connected with the research.· While you are asked to 9ive
personal details, your individual answers will be treated very
confidentially. This information is necessary b~cause ~e wish
to classify it with the rest of the study during data analysis.
The information you supply will contribute siqnificantly to the
.development of more effective assessment procedures in Zimbab~e.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
'I'Ms follow-up study aiJDs at finding out IIOre about teachers· Views on
.better methods of assessing pupils. Your Views will help us to:
~
a~ disseminate usefUl information to other schools,
b influence policy ch&nge on both assessment and the curriculum, and,
c find ways in which more • .trective and. acre relevant methode could
'be. developed. for our society.
It would be great~ appreciatedit ,.ou could include &rrT doCWDents10U
WJIJ:3 have. on assessment when returning this form.
* * * ** * ** * * ** * * * ** * * * *
F. ZINnI JANUARY 1987.
'SEC'l'ION ONE SalOOL AND BIOGRAPHI CAL DETAILS
JAM or .chooll, _
'1'7Pe or .chool: (e.«. Urban Group A or Group B), _
JaM ot your 4ep&1't.entl, _
Subject(s) taught 1n 70UZ 4epart1lent:, _
J(waber or teaching .tatt in your department: _
PLEASE circle the INIDber that corresponds vi th your age group (e.g. it yat1
are aged between 31and. 40years, circle 2: ~.
I 20 - :50 7MH
2 31- 40year.
3 4I - 50 year.
4 OVer 50 years
PLEASE circle the number which corresponds to the tull 78arS you ha". been
a head or department in this school.
I 0 - 5 ,-ears
2 6 - 10 yr8.
3 II - 15 yr••
4 OVer 15yrs.
PLEASEcircle the JNIlber that cor1"esponclato the qualiticatioDs you hold.
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
Certlf'icate in Education, TI,' T2, T3, T4. Pl'L, Pl'H.
Bachelor or Education degree
Grad. C.E.
B.A. or B.Sc.
Masters Degree
Ph. D.
Any other? _
2/ ••••
'!'be iteJu below &re pre-coded tor ea.e ot respon.e, '!'hese .tatements represent
vu!oue vieva about assessment iD Zimbabwe'•• econdary .chools. Please indicate
yov.r opinion or ~ ... tatement. by placinl a tick (") in the appropriate box.
m!.A.-stron«ly agreea A-agr.. , D.JC.-don't know, D-di8a81"H1
S.D.-strongly disagree.
SEm'IOR 'NO VIEWSONASSESSMEN'l'PROCEDURES
!5.,A.. :
2. In order to work, P'lPU. need the incentive or an UMination.
: I. T.ets. _P1"ovideus.e.tul intormation tor identity1ng ditticul t ~pi.~cs':"_;'_....j. 4-_
;
1
1
•
i
I
I
1
I
I
:
,
I
Ye Ir- test.cores are to have any aean1Dg, 1i.heYllWlt be
standardised.
4. '1'00 auch testing iDbibit. CUl'1'icW.'UIld.eTelopaent.
5. Asses8lDeDtencourages bamf'ul competitivenes. amongP'lPil ••
_.----------------------+------------------ ...------
6. Examinations cannot measure high level intellectual akilla
_~¢l-~-anal,y.!~-8 •...~~-~tio~-.and synthesis~ .... __._ .. _._ ..
7. Just as IlUch intormation can be gained by in'tell1gent
_. _.~:t>~rw:ti~~S--!r.-P'lPil~~-~;r-~ett~. a ~e~t___.__._ _... __.. ..
8. 'rest objectives IRISt be cle&1'ly defined betore the teacher
;._. etarts to constru.ct the test ques~io~~..!._._. _ ...
9. 'l'este can on17 _uv.re rair17 trivial educ&tioD&1aoaJ,s.
----------------_._--_ .. _ .._---- ._-
10. Streaming or P'lp11s through the use ot test scores ahould be
__ encouraged..!_ ._.__ . __._ ._.
II. Themeasurement ot the pupUs' attitudes tow&rda le&1'D1Dgis
__ an_~~~~ part ot_~.choo~ _~ses~~~~_ __. .._.. _
12. Too web testing' encour&.gesthe deTelop!lent or 'exam-technique'
at the expense ot the tea.chi.n« or aore important skills.--.I. .. -.__ ._-_.._.. .I,. '!'he asses_ent or ef'f'ort is just as iaportant ... the
&sses8IDeDt0.t:.~~ ~-~uct. . __ ._. . ._
14. If teachers are to be .ore ef'rectiYe, they need the incentive
of' an examination to work tovard:s• ._. _. _-_.-
15. 'reachers iD every school should be made aware or the beat
_thods to assess their P\lplls.
16. 'l'eet scores are poor predictors of' a child's 1'Uture
performance in school, 01' in other f'1elds elsaWere.- .- -- ---- ._. --_. __ . -.- -- -_.,- --_._ _.
17. Examsplay a crucial role in .a1ntaining academe standards •
.-.-- .... -_ .•....- _ ....._._ .. -_ ...
18. '!'be .... test can be used f'or grading P'lPils, diaenoae
leaming diff'icul tie. and evaluate curriculum Il8.terial ••
,
r
•
I
,
I
! !I
I
i I
I
I,,
I
I
!
,,
i
!
,
I
,/ ....
19. Do you 'think that the present &asessment techniques employed to assess
pupUs in your subjeot are compatible with the government's socialist ideal?
YES NO (Please circle the appropriate reaponse).
If NO, whare do you think these techniquea are lacking?
20. Do ycu think that the use of international metnods of assessment fits in
well with the assessment of children in Zimbabwe? YES NO
Please explain your answer. _
21. Do you think that it is important to malte&asessments of pupils' personal
attributes (e.g. attitudes, interests, etc.,) before making judgements
about their abilities? YES NO
22. The Zim-Sci is a simple V8J o£ teaching soience in rural. schools using local
equipnent. ,Do you think this will result in this project ha~ an inferior
international standing? YES NO
~---------------------------------------------------
23. Are there &'lJ'3 'unique' techniques of assessing pupila which are being
practised in your school and which you feel other schools should be made
aware of? YES NO
If YES, please specif1. ___
.24. Do you think that 'Education with Production' is a concept viewed seriously
by many teachers? YES NO
Bowdo you think the end-products ot Education vi th Production should be
assessed?
25. Is there so_one in overall charge of co-ordination of asaesament iD your
sChool? YES NO
It YES, pleaae indicate what kind. ot help or advice you haTe receiTed. trora
hill,lher in the area of assessment
4/ ••••
SECTION THREE ALTERNATIVES
26. Do you think that blind pupils or those with hearing probl_s mould
be given the a&me examination as neryone else? YES NO
It NO, what alternative arr&DgeIlentsvouel ,"OU sugest?, _
It Tm, please gi",e reaaon(.) _
27• It you teel that the assessment methods being used iD your depa.rtment
at present could be improved, please state how this improvementcould
be made. ;.
Whatdo ,"OU think would be the ideal mechanism ot bringing about change
in the present &ssessment ..,stem? Do y~ tore.ee ~ problems in trying
to change the present system?
28. Do you think that the use ot statistics (e.g. percentages, averages,
stand&1"cldeviations, etc.,) when processing pupils' ma.rksi. a good
idea? YES NO
Should every teacher be trained to use such statistics? YE:) 10
~---------------------------------------------
. 29. In your opinion, what do 10U think &1'e good a8s.S8lD8Dt_thode present17
used in your subject?
\Ih1.ch .ethoda (it ~) are 'bad practice' iD your subject area?
CaD 10U auggest V&78 iD which this bad practice could. be eradicated?
'!'HE AT'l'ACDD SInE IS FOR ANY FURTHm OOMMEN'l'S YOU MAY WISH TO MAKE.
THABK YOV VillY MUCH ~a YOUR OO-OlQATIOI.
Appendix G
Example of a Pupil Profile
Personal Information Statement
NO&JDc:
Address:
School(s)/Collegc(s) Attended:
0..•...-.
Tel. No •.
Subjc:cu studied includin, decails o( eu.(Dinations where appropriate and dates
Work expclicnt:e (includin, holiday and Saturday jobs) where appropriate
Interests
Comments
1 _
Si'ned (,__)
Date
- .
Student Profile
This document is a record of skills achieved and should be read in conjunction with
the record
Name
Communication
Numeracy
Manipulative Skills
Stud)' Skills
-------
School Icollege
r-
........_._ ..__ _.__ .
Supervisor
Student
•i .
Vocational Experience
worked ae
Number or days worked It the csbbJilh~eftt
Range of Activities Performed
Particular Achievements
Other Comments
I
.j
.'..
,.
':•,-
'i
"•
'~
.'·.".,..,
I
.;
r-
; .., .
Date.
Name School/College
SchoolJ College Record
This record includes reference If) the studentS school/college history and includes
details of attendance and punctuality and should be read incon;unction with the
profile if present.
It has been discussed with the sNdent.
PositionSchool Stamp
Signcd _
Student1,"-_\ _ Date
jProblem Solving
Self Awareness
Personal Relationships
--_ ..•.._-_._--------
Coping Skills
Personal Attributes
----------
-----.--------_._- ------_._----_._--_ .. ----
Dare.;__ (
_...
._-----=---
Ability to Evaluate and Form Judgem~nts
----------_._----- ---------_._---------
-------_._---_ ..•__ .•..--.----.-----.------------
-------- ...------- .. -_ ..._.- ....------- .._----- ----.--
--_._-----_._--------
Signed __ - __ • (1""'01)
,L------
.---- .._--·--ISc", ...",)
Appendix H
Statistics for Objective Tests
1STATISTICS NEEDED FOR THE·ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVE TESTS
1. Notation
To avoid repetition, all of the notation used is listed here. The
letter. X, Yare used to denote test .cores on two different tests,
or perhaps a. two parts of the sametest. Each candidate has an
actual score on each test and these will be particular value. of X
and Yfor that candidate. The letters are generaliHd for any
individual score. The Gre.k capital ~ (sigma) is used, as
standard practice, to denote S\DII'II&tion.Thus ~ Xmeans •the
total of all the marks scored by candidates on this test'.
T - numberof candidates taking the test
n - nuaber of it_s in the teat
S a the standard deviation of the marks, X, on the testx
r.. the reliability of scores on the test, whosemarks are Xx
e - the standard error of scores on the test, whosemarks are Xx
(S • r • e • are the samequantities to a second test, who.. acoresy y y
are Y).
F - facility of an it_, i.e. F20- facility of item 20
R - double tetrachoric correlation coefficient for an item of the
test, i.e. R20- coefficient for item 20.
Sxy_ the cOV'ariancebetweenthe marks, X, on on. test and the marks,
Y, on a second test
Rxy- product~cment correlation coefficient between the scores on
the two tests, whosemarks are X and Y.
22. The average, or meanmarkon a test
3. The standard deviation of a mark distribution
Thi. i. a .asure of the apread ot marks abcweand below the aver&C1e
mark. In a large population 1I&nyot the measurement.associated with
natural teatures or abilities are distribated in a tom which is called
a 'normal distribution'. Ex_ples are the hei9hts of any large group
ot people and, sJailarly, the academicability ot children, allowing
tor the ettect of different ages. Grapbically, such a distribution
produces a 'bell-sha~d' curve, .
l"i9. 1
o
This is SYJllDletricallyplaced arOl.1ndthe average mark, and at two
points, A, on either side ot the average, there are points of
inflexion whichare mathematically convenient points to use as a
standard by Whichthe width ot the curve at any other point can be
a..surad. '!'be distance A X, i.e. trcn either point to the central
line, is called 'the standard deviation' tor the curve. It is a
deviation of marks, in this case trca the average. Por example,
at a distance approximately 2S above or belowthe meanabout 2~' ofx
tbe total area is cut off in each of the tails. It one looks up the
tabulated value, 21t' gives -
x • 1.960, apprOX.2.
s
3Pig. II
It can thus !)e 84id that a total of 5' of the area lies outside a
distance of twice the standard deviation fram the mean. This is a
commonreference level. Applied to a mark distribution, for example,
2a" of the candidates are likely to score &boYethis mark, and another
2a" below a correspondinq low mark. '!'he 8t&nc!ardcurve has been
tabulated to a high degree of accuracy and, usin9 such table., any
percentage of •area' can !)e read off in relation to the distance above
or below the average in tel'Jlls of units of standard deviation. U.eful
point. are; Is above or below the aver&ge include. about ~ ofx
'cases' in the band, 2.x• as stated above, includes 95' of cases in
the band, and 3.x includes 99' of case. in the band, i.e.
it' lie over three standard deviations above the average mark
2it' lie over two standard deviations above the average mark
A. an example, suppose 1000 candidates take a lOO-item test, desi9ned
to give an average mark of 50. If the standard deviation is, say
15 marks, then 680 candidates <'68'1 wUl score between (SO - 15) and
eso + 15 1marks, i.e. 35 to 65 marks
Taking twice the standard deviation, i.e. 30 marks, them 950 (95"
of acores wUl lie between (SO- 301 and (SO+ 30) marks, 20 to 80 mark••
4Finally, taking three times the stanc!ard deviation, i.e. 45 marks, then
990 (99') of scores will lie between (SO - 45) and (SO + 45) marks,
i.e. 5 to 95 marks.
Band. of marks can thus be drawn ups
i.e.
96 and over 5
81 to 95 20
66 to 80 135
SO to 65 340
35 to 49 340
20 to 34 135
5 to 19 20
4 and under 5
'J' above 3sx
(95')
3sx
(68')
2.xIs x
(99')
'J' below 3sx
1000 candidates
This illustrates two pointss first that a theoretical mark distribution
,can be predicted frCl1lthe trial testing' of objective tests and can then.
be ccmpared with the actual results, second, how even a good spread
of marks still leads to heavy bunchinq of marks near the middle of the
ranqe. The standard deviation of 15 i. that used by a large number
of properly validated and standardised tests. Sametimes a mean of
100 is used, with standard deviation ot 15 as for Intelligence Quotients.
The formula for the VARIANCEof a set of scores is given by
(1)
N(N - 1)
It can he Hen that the VARIANCEs2 i. the square of the STANDAM>x
DEVIATION~S •x
5The denominator of the above expression N(N - 1) is important if N
fairly ~al1 - say 30 or under. If N is larger than this, then the
value of N(N- 1) is not very different from ~ and the above formula
can be zeduced. to.
-2-X (2)
N
The advantage of formula (1) is, that on a calculating machine, the
quantities ( £X2) and (,£X) are available readily. The formers
£.x2 • sum of the sqgares of individual marks and the latter
( £x) - the sum of the individual marks,
( £.X)
of course X, the
mean mark - N
Example: SUppose there are 10marks of 8,10, 12,14, 18, 20, 21,23,
25, 29
Then
~x • 8+10+12+14+18+20+21+23+25+29
- 180
x- ~-N 180- -10 18 marks
Using formula (1)
S2 •
x
10 x 3664 _ 1802 4240-
10 x 9 10 x 9
- 47.11111
S - -/47.1111 - 6.864x
6If however, fomula (2) vere used here I
3664
10
182 • 366.4 - 324 • 42.4
and 5 • 6.5ll5 which can be .. en to be rather too _all. Thisx
illustrate. the need to use formula (1) if N is small.
There is yet another version of fomula (1) whichmaybe useful if
the aver&geaark is exactly equal to a wbole number• or maybe eo
taken without loss of too muchaccuracy. Then
£(X ...X~
(N - 1)
(la)
Applyinq this formula to the above example, it can be seen that
Here 18 is subtracted fran each score before squaring ,
i.e. 8, 10, 12, etc. become
- 10, - 8, - 6, ...4,0, - 2....3 - 5 ~ 7 • 11, , , ,
U.e. ex • Xl)
These are then squareda 100,64,36,16,0,4,9,25,49,121.
. - 2(i.e. ex - X) >
Then added:
iex - x>2 • 424
52. ~ _ 47.1111x 9
S - 6.864 as beforexas before,
Somettme has been devoted to illustratin9 the use of these formulae
since the standard deviation is a very ~rtant statistical measure
for any mark distribution.
74. Skewness,quartiles and percentile score
In manyexamination. the marks of the candidate. are not symmetrically
balanced around the average mark, althOQghoverall the markd1stri-
bution is approximately normal in its general .hape. This lack of
symmetryis termed skewnessand is characterised by a long tail of
either very high, or very lowmarks, e.9.
Piq. III
The peak of the curve occurs at a score called the Mode(M) of the
distribution. Alone, the modescore tells us very little. In each
case above, the average score, X, is no longer at the mode, as it is
with a symmetrical distribution.
A third measure of statistical value is the Median (M 1.• This is the
score which divides the order of Jl)erit into two equal halves, so that
half of the candidates bave scores below the .edian. Themedian
8and mode acores have little relevance to the results of only a few
candidates where in any case it is easy to calculate quickly the
average mark.
With several hundred candidates however, the order of merit inevitably
contains many candidates with equal scores. It is then easy to pick
out the median score for these candidates and by a simple extension
of the idea of a median score decide whether the distribution of marks
is skewed or symmetrical and if the former, make an estimate of the
degree of skewness present.
Whena list of candidates' marks is arranged in this way in an order
of merit, calculation can be made of what are known as 'percentile
scores' • To do this, 'accumulate' the number of candidate. scorinq
each mark fran the bottcm of the order of merit.
AN EXAMPLE
Score No. of
candidate.
with this
score
CUmulative
No. fran
bot tan
Percentile
49
48
47
46
45
44
43
42
41
40
39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
29
28
.\ 27
'l'otal
9
9
11
20
24
36
42
48
52
56
84
110
96
80
74
60
51
47
36
28
14
9
5
1000 100
991 99.1
983 98.3
972 97.2
952 95.2
928 92.8
892 89.2
850 85.0
802 80.2
750 Upper quartile 75.0
694 Q3 69.4
610 61.0
500 Median score 50.0
404 M 40.4
324 e 32.4
250 Lower quartile 25.0
190 Q1 19.0139 13.9
92 9.2
56 5.6
28 2.8
14 1.4
5 0.5
..1000
9The method is to •aCC\Dllulate' candidates frau the lowest score, upwards,
5 + 9- 14
14 + 14 - 28
28 + 28 - 56
56 + 36 - 92
92 + 47 - 139 etc.
These cumulative total. are divided by N, the number of candidates .and
multiplied by 100, to obtain the percentile scores.
For simplicity of explanation, the number of candidates is here 1000,
hence the percentiles are one-tenth of the cumulative nuabers at each
score level. Note that the 50th percentile is at 37 marks. Hence
37 is the Median score. Similarly 34 is the 25th percentile or
lower quartile score and 40 ia the 75th percentile or upper quartile
score •.
Because in this example the gap.
23 - Me- 40 - 37 - 3 .. rks,
and the gap:
Me .. "21- 37 - 34 - 3 marks,
The distribution is reasonably symmetrical.
The total gap of 23 - 21 • 6 marks.
Half of this, i.e. - 3 marks and is denot8d
by 2 and called the •semi-inter quartile range'.
A simple formula used for measurincJ skewness is
2Q
Here this gives:
34~40-2x 37
Skewness - . - 0-2x3 ""'
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because the median is symmetrically placed between the upper and lower
quartiles.
In this example, the Mode is at 38 marks since at this score, there
is the greatest number of candidates.
The cumulative percentage table, or table of percentiles can be plotted
as a graph against the scores and this produces a curve known as an
ogive or sometimes as a 'sigmoid curve'. Fig. (iv) shows a perfect
oqive corresponding to a perfect normal curve. For convenience of
use, the vertical scale is inverted with the 0\ at the top and the
100\ at the bottom. This allows marks to be accumulated from the
top, rather than the bottom of the mark distribution. It can be
read for any mark as follows:
StondDrd dtvialian • 15 Mfan. 50%
oo
10 20 30 40 60 70 80 90 100o
10 10
20
Uppet
lie
i 30,
140
f
I ~Ian50i~
70
L_
~11t.
80
30
40
60
eo
90
100
o
I
zo 100
Ac1uollllGrb
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Consider 70marks out of 100, i.e. 70\ ot the total marks (horizontal
scale). The curve at 70\ of the mark. cuts the vertical scale level
at 9.5\. Hence9.5\ of the candidates for a perfectly normal
distribution should acore 70\ of the marks or better. This particular
curve is calibrated for an average mark of 50\, whenceby symmetry,
SO\ of the candidates score this markor better.
SUcha curve can be used tor any laZ'geexamination by drawing on it
similar cgives for each examiner in any wbject. The discrepancy
bet.en ex_iners can thus be seen and if each has a fair _ple of
the scripts, their m~rkscan be adjusted to any agreed standard.
Scores on objective tests can be similarly adjusted to agreed standards
with with such ogives, to obtain parity betweendifferent wbjects.
s. Accuracyof workinsu
An examination bodydealing with aany thousands of candidates naturally
lays downagreed statistical procedures at all suges of its work.
In a school or claasream teat or examination, it i. not essential to
lay downrigid procedures and approx~ate methods are sufficiently
accurate. All statistical aeasurea contain scmemargin of error due
to samplingvariation and the lack of absolute accuracy in marks,
particularly those arising frcm the marking of essay type answers.
Hencealthough calculations should carry several dectmal places where
these arise, the results should be recorded at most to one dectmal
place. Indeed the nearest whole nUJ'ftberfor average marks is usually
adequate.
6. Item analysis
'!'he object of item analysis is to answer the question, 'Whatdoes
this item contribute to tbe overall rasul t of the test?' If it can
be shownthat this contribution ls neg l:l:gihle , the item can be
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eliminated. The surviving item. will be a aborter and more efficient
test, although to preserve adequate cover&ge of a syllabus, the
eliminated items may have to be replaced by othera proved to be
effective. If several tests are tried simultaneously, item analysis
enables the most efficient items to be c:cmbinedinto a Single, powerful
test. What are the criteria to be used in judging an item? There
are basically two; first, it must be of reasonable facility, i.e.
the n~r of candidates.who succeed in answering the item correctly
must be neither too few, nor too many, second, the item must assist
sufficiently in discriminating between good and poor candidates.
Il) a clasBrOCll!ltest of, say 20 items, used to measure progress over
a few weeks, the teacher will expect about 75' of his class to score
at least 15 correct out of the 20 items. There is then no point in
carrying out a detailed item analysis. In a larger test, say of
50 or 100 items given to the whole of a school year of several streams,
perhaps up to 120 pupils in all, 80meitem analysis i. very desirable
even if, as a result, the test is only re-scored eliminating poor items.
If the items can be ltept secret, by collecting all of the used papers
in again, those shown to be effective can be .. ved for later use in a
subsequent year, enablinc.J year-by.year ccaparisons to be effectively
carr ied out.
(i) The facility, P, of an item is simply the proportion of candidates
who answer correctly measured against the number who attempt the item.
'l'owards the end of a test, the weaker candidates 1Iay well have left
all of the it_s unatt_pted through shortage of time.
counted in the total.
These are not
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Thus facility,
No. of candidates who answer correctly
F • ------------------------------------
No. of candidates whoattempt the item
If each item i. considered, there are four possibilities.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
Attempted correctly
Attempted, wrong answer
OIitted in the body of the test
Unattempted, and all following' items necessarily
unattempted
R
W
o
o
The difference between an emitted item and an unattempted item is
that the fomer is followed by attempted items, and the latter is
followed by further blanks, to the end of the test. The timin9 of
the test should be desi9ned to reduce unattempted i tams to a minimum,
althou9h of course, there has to be a practical limit, and very weak
candidates will still leave Ba'Ileunattempted items.
Thus:
R R
F- • (3)
R-W-O T - U
where T • number of candidates.
Practical limits for F are from 0.30 to 0.80 - i.e. 30\ to 80\ correct.
There should however, be more items in the middle of the zone, and for
five alternative answers a 9ced working' average facility is about 0.69
and up to about 0.74 for four alternative answers <see Lord, F.M. (28».
The reason for not using the accepted ritual of 50' facility is that
by aakifl9 items rather easier, the weaker candidates are still likely
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to have some idea of the items and are less likely to guess. Bence,
by lowering the incidence of chance scores among the weaker candidates,
there is more likelihood of an overall gain in .electivity and thus in
reliability. The several harder items with facilities down towards
the 30' limit will eliminate these weaker candidates sufficiently to
produce a useful mark ~read. Clearly, if F - 1.0 or indeed F - 0,
neither type of item can possibly help in discrimination, since in the
first case all candidates answer correctly, and all score. increase by
1, in the second case, no candidate answers correctly and the item i.
therefore merely a ~ime~waster.
The second part of the general question 1s, .Which group of candidate.
ansve. the item correctly?' It is at this point that the theory of
item analysis becomes involved, as there are several statistical
measures available. The stmplest of all, and perfectly adequate
for classroom use, is the evaluation of the DISCRIMINATION, D. To
calculate this, stmply divide the order of merit by test scores into
three equal parts: the top third, the middle thi.rd, and the bottom
thi.rd. Count the number of pupils in each of the top and bottom
thirds who answer an it_ correctly frcm those attemptin9 it. It is
in effect the calculation of two separate facilities, using formula (3)
for each of the upper and lower thirds.
is D.
Example 5, A class of 31 boys take a test. The top ten score 38
or .ore out of SO, the bottOl'llten score 18 or less our of SO. (The
The difference between them
eleven in the middle group are not counted at this stage).
Por item 26, say, eight in the top ten are correct,
P - 0.80
lS
Four in the bottClll.ten are correct, but two others did not reach the
item and for them it is unattempted.
4
F - ---Ci.e. -!-,
10 - 2 T - 0 - 4- -8 0.50
o - 0.80 - 0.50 - 0.30
This is an adequate value .. just - for 0, vhich should be as high as
possible (maximum- 1) and not less than 0.30 tor an item to be
sufficiently selective of the better boys. Note that if the 'un-
attempted' 2 in the bottClll third are NOTallowed for, F becCllles0.40
and a spuriously high value of 0 is then obtained.
For classroom use, item analysis can well stop at this point, in
recording F and 0 for each item. For larger purposes however, a
continuation of the samemethod, but using also the middle third, is
desirable. The simplest way to introduce the technique is by a
numerical example, followed by a short discussion on its general
application. Tables are needed to canplete the analysis and these
are printed in Appendix (2), Table 1, tor use in it_ analysis.' The
count needed is entirely within the thirds of the order of merit already
separated. It is useful to prepare a set of blank cyclostyled sheets,
since one sheet is needed for each item. On this sheet is recorded
how JIlAnycandidates in each third use each answer option, or Clftit, or
fail to reach the item.
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The sheet, "hen caapleted, looks like this.
Item se.; Answer options
Thirds A B @ D E 0 U '1' '1'-0 Pl/23 Pl2/3
1
.~
Top 3 20 7 3 0 0 34 34 0.59
I~- -
Middle 4 0 18 7 5 0 2 36 34 J 0.56
Bottan 8 1 5 2 10 4 4 34 zs J 0.36 .2.:..!1.
Totals 13 4 43 16 18 4 6 104 94 0.34 0.59
. T 0 T
C is rin9ed as the correct answer. Thus, 20, 18, 5 respectively correctly
answered this item. Four candidates in the bottom group omitted the
item (0), but attemp~ed later ones in the test. Two and four candi-
dates in the middle and bottom groups re~ectively did not attempt
this item (U column) and these six candidates would have attempted
the preceding question and left this and all later ones blank.
'1'here were 104 candidates in the whole group, of whom94 attempted
this item: ('1''' U) column.
The facility, F - 43-- 0.46 i.e. total correct
total attempted94
The columns headed P1I23 and Pl2/3 are proportions related to the
option C and the nUlllhers in the {'1'- U1 colamn.
In the Pl/23 column, the ~ is the proportion correct in the top
third only
i.e.
20
0.59-- -34
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Similarly, the lower figure in the P12/3 column of 0.17 is the proportion-
correct in the bottom third, i.e ••
5 _ 0.17 (to two dec~al places)
30 -
The difference between these of 0.59 - 0.17 - 0.42 is the value of.D,
the discrimination discussed earlier. Clearly, if F - 0.46, 0 - 0.42,
the item is selective enough and of average difficulty. It is there-
fore acceptable as an item.
The remaining two decimals of 0.36 and 0.56 in the: last two columns
are obtained by usblg two of the three thirds together. Note how they
spread over two lines in the table,
The value 0.36 is the total proportion correct in the lower two-
thirds, i.e.:
18 + 5 _ 23 _ 0.36
34+ 30 64 -
and similarly the value 0.56 is the total proportion in the upper two
thirds, i.e.
20 + 18 - 38 _ 0.56-34 + 34 68
Using Table 1 in Appendix (2), the pair in each column is read off as
a correlation coefficient, i.e.:
0.59 and 0.36 in the table : read off as 0.34
0.56 and 0.17 in the ta~e J read off as 0.59
The final value of the double-tetrachoric coefficient is obtained by
averaging these:
0.34 + 0.59 - 0.46 - R
2
(using two decimal places, without correction).
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What has been gained frClllthis extra work? Pirstly, a lower limit
for the double-tetrachoric coefficient is about 0.40, bence at
0.46 the item is acceptable. Occasionally an item is acceptable
by this standard, blt VOQla be rejectecS by the cruder t.st of the
discr:1aination, since the middle third can make quite. lot of
difference. However, IIlOreiaportant is the further knowledge of the
behaviour of the item. It will be •• en that in the last two columns
of the table 0.S9and 0.56 are close, yet 0.36 and 0.17 are not similar.
This i. refl.cted in the table readings of 0.34 ana 0.59 respectively.
If the second valueJ as here, is considerably greater than the first,
it shows that in effect the item is rejecting mainly the weakest
candidates, b1t the top two-thirds can answer it correctly. This
item; therefore, would be a useful one in any test where about 60'
of the candidates are to be passed. If alternatively, the recorded
figure in the Pl/23 column had been greater than that in the second
column, the item would then be selecting the top third, and both of
the lower thirds would find it difficult. Thus, such an item is of
more use in & test designed to select the top 25' or so of candidates
such as, for example, the Common Entrance Examination for Secondary
Schools,
Where the two figures are appraxtmately equal, the tiem is usually
called a 'grader' and is uniformly selective throughout the range
of ability. In building up a final paper, by judicious selection
of items using all of this data, the mark aistribution required can
be controlled, within the normal limits of experimental error, so
that the main purpose of the examination can be achieved and the
selectivity of the test can be aajusted to be most effective at
whatever the expected or required pass-rate is to be. It is worth,
\
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as an exercise for the reader, showing tbat & pair of items, one
selective of the top third, the other as in the example, rejecting'
the bottom third, bas the aaae effect as two 'g'radere items.
In conclusion, manyof the techniques which depend on aelectiJl9' only
somepercentage of the top and hottcm candidates fail to allow for this
possibility of bias in an item, produced by the middle 9rOUP. The
simple discrimination D, is in this cat89ory, but baa the.merit of
9reat simplicity.
By recordin9 all of 'the answer options, it is possible to. see whether
any option is failin9 in its task of distractinq. In the example,
Option B is so little used that it could well be omitted, if poSSible,
or a more plausible answer provided. It also reveals, occasionally,
that an item is unexpectedly difficult because $Omeother wrong answer
is attractinq too manycandidates. Possibly such an answer is a
commonmistake made by students, bat usually there is some flaw in
the wordin9 of the question which allows ambiguity to enter.
such an item needs rewriting.
Certainly
7. Reliabi~itx.of a,test
This is a measure of the consistency of test scores between one
administration of a test and the next. There are three basic ways of
.. asuring r~liability. The first 1s called the test-retest method
and needs two forms of the same test which have been shownto be
equivalent. The correlation coefficient between the two sets of scores
for any group of candidates is a aeasure of this reliability. The
second is called the 'split ..half' method anc! is u.ed whenonly one test
is available. This test ls tma9ined as bIo e'qUivalent halves, a
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cCllll'llonmethod of dividing being to take all odd..-numbereditems u one
balf and all even""'llamheredas the other half. The correlation between
the scores is then 'boosted' to represent tbe reliability on the total
test by a particular case of an empirical formula, called the Spearman-
Brownformula I
2r .
r -x -l+r
where r - original correlation between the halves and r is the finalx
reliability.
This method is useful in class-tests because it is easy to arrange the
test paper in two parts, or to mark the items by hand in two .e;roups so
tbat each pupil has a score for each of the two 'halves'.
of obtaining the correlation coefficient follows later.
The method
The third method of measuring reliability is to use the internal
consistency of the test, by which each item is considered as assistine;
towards the final overall order of merit to a degree dependent on its
own variance. There are two possible formulae, based on the work of
Kuder and Richardson in this field (27). The first needs the value
of the facility, F of each item to be evaluated, as in the section on
'Item Analysis' and the standard deviation, s also needs to be known.x,
Then the first formula iSI
n
Reliability - r -----x n - 1
~F(l
2sx
(4)
Cn- number of i tams in the te st 1.
In practice, if the values of P are all almost equal, then the above
formula can be simplified. If# for example" po - 0.50, (l .. f) • 0.50
and for this it.ela po U - 1"1 - O.2S-
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. It po is either 0.40 or 0.60, then PU - P} - 0.24-
Hence, if'po for all items lies between 0.40 and 0.60, the error in
assuming that all values of po are equal is slight.
Bu.t £F - X, the average mark, hence (4) can be changed to
r - _a..l{l ..x n- (4a)
c
This formula only needs the average mark, X, and the standard deviation,
s to be evaluated, and this is automatically done at the first stagex,
of calculations on·test scores. The formula (4a) will always give a
rather low value of reliability, but it is rarely more than 0.03 below
that given by to~ula (4). For classroom use it is quite adequate.
Example 4: SUppose a 50-item test has facilities for ten items each
of 0.20,0.30,0.40,0.60, 0.70, and a standard deviation of eight
marks.
Using fO%1llula(4);
F 1 - F F(l ...F)
0.20 0.80 0.16
0.30 0.70 0.21
0.40 0.60 0.24
0.60 0.40 0.24
0.70 0.30 0.21
Total - 1.06
multiply by 10 (10 items each) : 10.6 - %-F(l ...F)
2 82 - 64, n 50s - --x n-l 49
rx -(~ 1 - 1006) SO 53.4 _-- 0.85149 i9x -64 64
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Bad it been assumed that all facilities were eqgal and that the average
mark had been 22, say.
Formula t4a} gives.
r -x /~\49 1 ..
22 (:;0 - 221)
50 x 64
~
20 x 28 )50 1-
.;- 50 x 64
50 2ll. • 0.825• -x
49 400
The difference is thus 0.851 - 0.825 • 0.026, which is a fairly typical
result.
8. The standard error of a test score
Essay marks contain two kinds of possible errorr error due to
differences between markers, and error due to unreliability of the paper
itself. The candidates' daily error for 'good' or 'bad' days is
present always. In an objective test, the first kind of error is
eliminated because there is an exact mark not subject to the interpreta-
tion of different examiners. The second kind of error associated with
unreliability is still present, but invariably much lower than in any
essay mark because the test reliability is higher than essay reliability.
If reliability is thought of as the ability of a test to reproduce the
same score on a second trial, tben because a test is, say, only of 90\
reliability, the 10\ error includes the different Bcore levels achieved
by at least some of the candidates on a second attempt.
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If r is the reliability of a te.t, then U - Z' 1 could be called thex x
unreliability. These score differences fram one trial to the second
are themselves distributed in a stmilar way to the actual scores, and
they too therefore, have a standard deviation of the •error' Bcores.
'!'hisquantity is called the standard error of • mark (or score) and'
is def!ned bya
...r
x
(5)
Note that if r - 1, e - 0, i.e. a perfectly reliable test, becausex x
it repeats scores without error, has no standard error. Equally
if r • 0, a completely unreliable test, then e.. i.e. all of thex x x,
spread of marks on the test is due to error, and none to the test itself •.
In practice, for a reasonably reliable test, say r • 0.90 or more,
x
e is around 6 marks in a 100.x Accepting the conventional level of
two standard deviations above and below a mean which includes 95\ of
all cases, implies that there needs to be about 12 marks in a 100
between two candidates before it can be asserted that the higher score
is really indicative of higher ability. In other words, if two
candidates on such a test scored respectively 38 and 40 marks, it would
be wrong to assume, without further evidence, that one candidate was
better than the other. On a retest the same two candidates could well
score 41 and 35 respectively. However, if the mark gap between them
were 12\ or more, it is probable that this order would be repeated
on retest, i.e. one is likely to be better than the other.
This appears to contradict the accuracy and objectivity of the marking
on a test. The mark is exact, however it is not necessarily correct,
now or for all time. If a similar statistic is evaluated for essay
questions, which is rather more difficult because of the lack of precise
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marking in any cas., empirical results have often .hown reliabilities
as low as 0.2 or 0.3. Then the standard error is of the order of
12 marks in 100, virtually double that for an objective test. Thus,
the value of 2e is about 24 in 100.x This tmplies that really there
are only the grade. corresponding to 0-24 (average 12), 25-49 (average
36), 50-74 (average 60) and 75-99 (average 84) which can genuinely be
separated. Yet many examiners study a script and solemnly change
36\ to 37\ and so on. A very reliable objective test can achieve
11 grade-bans in 100 items, although beeause the score is precise,
this score is taken in the absence of better data. An example of the
"use of l09ical grades based on test scores iSI
.Average: 44 out of 100, say • standard deviation - 14,
reliability • 0.86
e - 14'/1 - 0.86 - 5.24x -
2e • 10.48 44 + 10.48 - 54 and 34x
44 + 2 x 10.48 - 65 and 23
44 + 3 x 10.48 • 75 and 13
44 + 4 x 10.48 • 86 and 0
44 + 5 x 10.48 - 96
(using whole numbers only) •
Thus, in effect, the mark 9rades on this test are,
0, 13, 23, 34, 44, 54, 65, 75, 86, 96, and these could be the lower
bounds of 9rades classified as 1 to 10. This 9ives a realistic
appreciation of the effective gradinq possible fram a single test.
The combination of several tests leads, of course, to a higher overall
reliability, this ex is reduced and many more 9rade cat890ries can be
distinguished.
2S
9. Correlation between test scores
Thi. is needed, for ex_ple, in tbe -s>l1t~lf method of Maauring
reliability. In effect we have two scores for each candidate, for
convenience labelled the x-score and the y-.cor •• Each may be a
score on the separated halves of the SIIIM test, or they may be scores
on tests in different subjects.
In each case we would calculate the average marks, which can be denoted
by x and y, and tbe standard deviations, which can be denoted by sx
The new term we need is called the covariance of the two scores, and
is a measure of the way in which the scores are related. 'l'o obtain
this'we first need to multiply together the pair of scores for each
candidate and add the products together.
As a formulas
COV'ariance - s - J::: xyxy ~
"';"-N-- ~ x.Y (6)
For a very large number of candidates there are short-cut methods of
obtaining this quantity which are found in most standard statistical
texts (one for example is by 'diagonal adding'), but for smaller
numbers, the products sum ( ~xYl is not difficult to calculate,
especially if a small calculating machine is available. As the
formula shows, we then divide the product sum by the number of
candidates and subtract the product of the two average marks.
The product-mClllent correlation coefficient, r is then given by:xy,
r -xy (7)
and varies frQl -1, through 0 to +1.
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If rxy - 0, then it can he assumed that tbere 18 no relation between
the x-score and tile y-score tor the JJroup ot candidates. It r
xy
approaches + 1, then the relationship is stronger, reaching perfect
agreement only in the improbable situation ot rxy - 1.
stmilarly it r - -1, the relationship is again perfect, but opposite,xy
so that a large x-score corresponds to • 818&11 y-score, and vice versa.
This is ot course unCCDl'AOnin educational work where good performance
in one subject tends to go with at. least acceptable performance in
others, linked as many subjects are, by the underlying general
intelligence of the candidates.
In ~e split-hAlf reliability method if the correlation between the
two halves were, for example, r • 0.7, then the boosted reliabilityxy
for the combined halves as a single test would be:
2r~--~--r - • 2 x 0.7------- - 0.8241 + rxy 1 + 0.7
(Spear.man-Brown formula).
EXAMPLE ON CORRELATION
This is not a realistic example, as the number of scores is too few,
but illustrates only the steps needed tor the calculation.
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Scores
Candidates 2 2x y .x y xy
1 12 14 144 196 168
2 11 10 121 100 110
3 9 10 81 100 90
4 8 12 64 144 96
5 7 8 49 64 S6
6 6 9 36 81 54
7 4 4 16 16 16
8 . 4 6 16 36 24
9 2 S 4 25 10
10 2 7 4 49 14
Totals 65 85 535 811 638
65
x- -- 6.5 y - 85--10 8.510
- 12.5
Sx - ~ 12.5 - 3.5355
S -y2
2
10 x 811-85 • 9.8333
90 S - 3.1358Y
S - ~(6.5 x 8.5) -xy 10 63.8 - 55.25 - 8.55--=
Hence
rxy -
8.55 - 0.49
--.a3.1358 x 3.5355
not very high for only 10 sets of scores.
Appendix I
Correspondence and List of Schools
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UNIVERSITYOF IDNDON
SCHOOL EXAMINATIONS BOARD
~ House 32 Russell Square London WClB SON
'IWephoae0l~ m> .. 29IB13UUEB G
.....
GC/ItMS/VJW 0. 7th Karch 1985
. . TO WIllI I.r KAY CORCEU - ..
MIl. FREDERICKZIHDI
M part of his PhDprogT8IIIDeat the Univer.ity of LoadOll Iuti-
tute of Education, Hr.' Zindi has undertaken a temporary
attachment with the ~ard's Research Section under the .uper-
vision of the Bead of the Section, Dr• .1. M. Xingdon.
Hr. Zindi worked with 'the Research Section on a part-time bali •
.' i:lr a three mouth period commencing26th November1984. During
this time he was involved in the general work of the Section,
obseTri.ug the examination awarding process, and al.o produced
a study of two of the. Board's Bistory syllabuse.. This report
involved consideration of bow the .yllabuses ~d changed over
a period of time, and comparability between the two Hi.tory
.yllabu8e. and tbe other GCESUbject. examined by tbi. Board.
A. M. SlJTBERLARJ)
Deputy Secretary
... ...... o ..... _ ••• _ •• auC' •••\'_'-_.! 111~,. A • .: ....... c:-......... .,~,~ .. M A
'.~f.,"" .. "... ~,.,.
•• aetereDCe I C/426/5.,.
JUDi.try ot EducatiOD
P.O. Box 8022
Cauaevq
"
8 March 1985
Mr P. Z1Dd.1
22 Greenwood 010 ••
Ro•• beX7 .lven_
Londcm EO I
RESEARCH PROJECT I •AN INVESTIGATION OF ALTERNATIVE ASSESSMENT
METHODS TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF A. MORE EQUITABLE SOCIETY w1:TH .A.
sts« TO IDENTIFYING TEACHER TRAINING NEEDS R.~TlVE ro reI-IL
ASSESSMENT IN ZIMBABWE' S SECONDARY SCHOOLS·.
'l'b1s 1s to aclalovledp rece1pt of your minute dated
12 December, 1984, in tbe above regard and. to apologi ..
tor the delay iD replying.
Pem•• ion is hereby granted to you to carry out your
research project £rom April to September, 1985, in a
. ,aample et .ecoDdar,y Acbool. throuabout Zimbabwe.
'..
The Ministr,y ",isbe. you BUcce•• in ttli. undertaking and
hopes tba.t you vill make your research tind1nge available
to 118.
C.R. McClean
Chiet Education Officer - Prot. Adain. aD4 Standard. Control
tor I SECRETARY R>R EDUCATION
DEPT. OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATIONS
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
PO 80x MP 11S7
Moun' P..... n'
H.r.re
Zimb.bwe
Cuitm.n: Professor N.D. Atkinson, M.Litt., Ph.D.
Telegr.ms: UNMRSITY
Telephon.: 303211
Tel.x: 4-'&2 ZW
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBABWE
, June, 1985.
Deal"-Si1"/Madaa,
Pleaae note that I shall be "'l8iting your .chool some time this month to ca1"1"1
out a nationwide study which is being conducted co-operati",ely by ... bere ot
the Univerei ty of ZimbabweEducational Foundationa Department and the Minl8t1"1
ot Education, with assistance by the University ot LoDClonInstitute of Education.
Aa I will be travelling throughout the country. it 18 ditficult to gift the
exact date 0'( when I will al"l"ive at your 8chool.
'his project is concerned with investigating the present examiaation S~1"UctU1"8
and altemati",e _thoda which My be appropriate to Zillbabwe's needs. It 18
envisaged that the results ot the atudy will help to provide prelimiD&ry criteria
for use in developing aore etfective assess_nt procedures, and tor iJIlprovillc
&ases... nt techniques in seconda1"1achoole.
Weare aware that the vieva of school heade and 8taff will contribute ",e1"1
significantly to the investtgation. The survey instrument has already been
tested through sampling of other school administrators in Zimbabweand will
require only a .inimum ot your tt.e.
It will be appreciated if you will kindly into1"ll "llbe1"8 ot yOUl"staff about
this survey 111advance and select a~ ten memberswhowill till in the torma.
All y)ur re8poneea will be held in the stricteat confidence.
,bank you tor your co-operation.
...... 0/426/5
MltlSTRY OF EDUCATION
P.O. 'Ox lOll
QllSlWAY
AI III .
.,.. SIntIry ..
8 July 1986
_.
Hr F Zindi
Department o£ Educational FoUDda.tions
Universit,y of Zim~abve
POBox MP 167"
Mount Pleasant
])ear Sir
RESEARCH PR~T IN SCHOOLS
I re£er to yom: request to continue and £inal1ae your research on
the project: A Study On Assessment Procedures.
It is noted that '100. .have already made much progress in this reaearch
and that nov you vant to get tOgP.ther some o£ the teachers vho vere
involved for the sake of giving them further guidance.
The Ministry fully supports your research and you have our permission
to go ahead and organise your intended course, but vi tb the full
understanding that tb1s does not imply any financial support by the
M~stry. ~
Wevill 'be interested in your findings and conclusions and we vill
there£ore appreciate it if you will find it possible to give us
copies of your findings.
Y0U"8. fa! tbf'ully ~
ct«/lap~'f
I N Mpofu
for SECRETARYFCIi EDUCATIal
I
ImV'SB
DEPT. OF EDUCATIONAL FOUNDAn0N8
FACULTV OF EDUCATION
P 0 BoIl MP'.7
Mount""""t
Ha,.,.
Z1m .....
CIIIinneft: PlO' .. at N.D. AIIdIIIOft, M.un.. "'. O.
T....... : UNIV!MITY
TeIepttoI .. : 3032"
T... : ...,azw
...
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBAWE
11 .July 1985.
Dear Sir,
A tev veeks ago I mailed y~u s~me questionnaires similar to the one
attached c~DCerning an iDvesttgation int~ the examination structure
(a~sessment procedures) in Zimbabve.
Perhaps the questionnaires were not received or vere lost iD the post.
Your school vas one ot the many schools selected tor responding to
these questionnaires and as your vievs and those ot your members ot
staff vill contribute very significantly to the investigation, I am
offering to send another set of questionnaires.
The study is very important for the improvement of assessment techniques
in Zimbabwe, hence 1 need your help in this respect.
Note that your responses vill be strictly confidential.
I look forward to hearing from you.
TO~17 •.
1'. Z1ndi.
DEPT. OF EDUCAnONAL FOUNDAnONS
FACULTV OF EDUCAnoN
POBox MP 117
Mount Pleulnt
Harare~.
CNInnIn: "''''_cw N.D.AIIdIwaft. M.ut.. flit. D•
Tetegrama: UNIVEMITY
TMphone: 303211
Telex: 4-162 rN
...
UNIVERSITY OF ZIMBAWE
16 July, 1986.
Dear Sir/Madam,
You will probably recall that last year in June I carried out a survey
in your school which was part o~ B nationwide study on Assessment Procedures
sponsored by the University of Zimbabwe and carried out with the assistance
o~ the University of london Institute of Education.
An analysis o~ the results o~ this survey has now been completed and full
details o~ this study will be published through the Ministry of Education.
However, as an immediate feedback, the survey results have revealed that
most teachers need more information on the development of more effective
assessment procedures. In order to improve assessment techniques in
schools, it has been envisaged that seminars, discussions and a guidance
course should be conducted in schools. Your school is among the several
schools selected for this purpose and I would like to come and spend at
least one day in your school to hold this course with any five or more
teachers whom we hope will disseminate the information to other teachers
in your school at the end of the course.
The topics for study will include:
"Construction of Tests"
"Marking and Grading o~ Tests"
"Statistics Associated with Tests" and
"Pupil Profiles"
followed by a discussion on"Alternative Assessment Techniques·.
There is no doubt in our minds that teachers and heads will benefit significantly
from this course.
It will be appreciated if you will kindly help in organ181ng this course
by providing a room in which this course will be conducted; providing at
least five teachers to attend the course; and selecting a day between the
22nd July and the 5th August on which the course may be conducted in your
school with a minimum of class disruption or inconvenience.
I em awaiting your prompt reply.
Thenk you for your co-operation.
Yours sincerely,~.
r. Zindi
LIST OF SCEOOLS
~.ATA~ELELAND REGICN
1. PONGOLO SECONDARY SCROel (~'YAMANDLCVU)
2. EVELI~ HIGH SCHOOL (:BULAWAYC)
3. FATD'.A SECC~DARY SCEOOL (:8ULAWAYO)
4. MAJODASECC~"J;1tY SCROOL (\'EST l.":CHCLSON)
5. !-~CNTROSECIRIS HIGH SCHOOL (BUUWAYO)
6. !.~pc!-,.A ~CC~",!)ARY SCEOCL (:BULA 'WAYO)
7. !-:ZII.IKAZI SECCNDl,2Y scaoct (BULAWAYC)
8. ~1(AYI S!CC;iDMY SCECOl (l\1(AYI)
9. Ft."r-rou NO.1. S:::CO:;1MF.YSC:~CCL (BUlAW.YC)
10. SILCEELA S~CC:\:l,;RY SCHeCL (BtTLA'",'AYO)
11. TO't.'NS!:NDsrcn SC~~OCL (BULA',:J.YC)
~~S?,C~ALA~~ P:~~!CN
12. CHD!F.ANU S!COSDJ.~Y SCF.OOL (\'EDU)
13. CEINRCY! EIG71 SCECCL (CE:NHOYI)
14. CEI~=CYI NC.2 S~C!::>J.::Y SCECCL (CEINEOYI)
15. E!.LIS RC3!NS mG"'f. SCECCL (F.ARAF.E)
16. G:::OR~ ST..;P.K S!:CCi~J.ARY SCEDOL (F..AR.UtE)
17. GLEN NCRAE sc,r, s:::ce~mAf.Y SCHceL (F.ARAP"=:)
1e. OCRO!-!C~71 SECClml.p.y SCECCL (GCRO~~CNZI, EARAP.E)
19. !W.AF.....tt!IG:, GIRLS !!:::;:-~ SC?CCL (HAR!P.E)
20. I'D-orm:.: S~CC~:>J.RY SCEOCL (CH!NAMCRA, HARAP.E)
21. MA~C'::JERAEIG:. SC;!CCL (r-!P.RON:>~)
c 2. l".AF.AI S::CC!\i)ARY SC.2CCL (EAP.AFJ.:)
~ }. r-~KO SECC!QA?Y SCIICOL (r~KO)
24. ORIEL GIRLS ?I~H SCSCCl (HAMRE)
25. ST !-~RY' S !'IISSIC!; S!CCA"J.U':Y scacct (l-FEDZA)
26 Z!:,G!'Z':' NOll. E:~? SCHoeL (::'.J.RARE
}~~!CALAXD REG!CN
27. Ch'D::.AUS=:C01't~RY SCHOCL (Jof.ACHEXE)
28. CHITAKATIRE RURAL SECO:-'1>ARY SCHOCL (M'JTAP.E)
29. DA!\GA!·!\ruR! SECG~DARY SCEOCL (MUTARE)
,0. !o:AVEUDZI ~CO~'1)A?Y SC!!OCl (~"YAZURA )
31. MO~~ cssrso !olISS!CN SCF.CCL (tI.ACHEK!)
32. MUTARE:BeYS ElGE: SCHOOL (Y.UTAR!:)
33. Mt'TARE GIRLS EIG? SCEC'CL (,UTARE)
34. SAKt'BVA ~CC};nARY SC"iOCL N0. 1 (!tTTARE)
35. SAKt:BVA SEC~'NDAEY SCEOOL NO.2 (MUTAP~)
36. V'::XG!:RE SECC;iDPRY SCP-COL (RW..J,PE)
MIDLANDS REGICN
37. CHAPLIN HIGH SCF.COL (G'.·;~u)
38. !':A!--:EC S!:CCND.';R'! SCHoeL (G;.'E.~U)
39. JoOCOBAS==CCN:;),ARY SCECOl (G''A'ERU)
40. NKU!.~O S:':CC!\D;.RY SCHOCL (G'G.U)
41. RnmKA SrCC~"DARY SCHOOL (KA~MA)
42 • THC~lll El GE SCECOL (G'¥.'E?U)
VICTOR!A TReVINCE
43. C?-:!'!'SAS~CCNDJ.RY SCECCL (GUTt')
44. r'.A:FANZtm: RURAL SECCND.l,RY SC~CCL (r.~.SitINGC)
45. MUCE!J(!: SECONDARY SCHOOL (r-:;'SVINGC)
46. VIC'!'CR!A S!CCND:.:W SCEOCL (M~SVI~GC )
O':'HER SCEOCLS
47 LtKOSI Rt'RAL SECC:\DARY SCBOCL (HWAN~)
48. RUSHINGA SECC~roARY SCHOOL (RUSEINGA)
APPENDIX J
List of Subjects Taught
Ust of subjects tauaht In ZImbabwe's secondary schools
English Language
English Literature
Bible Knowledge
History (Brit1sh and European)
History ot Central and Southern Africa
Geography
Economics
French
Afrikaans
Ndebele
Shona
Mathematics (Syllabuses B, C and D)
Agricultural Science
Agriculture
Physics
Chemistry
Biology
Combined Science (PhYSics, Chemistry and Biology)
Art
Music
Woodwork
Metalwork
Fashion and Fabrics
Food Nutrition
Home Management
Princ1ples of Accounts
commerciat Studies
Geometrical and Mechanical Drawing
Geometrical and Building Drawing
Source: Compiled from information supplied by the University of Cambndse
Local Exarn1nations Synd.1cate in 1985
APPENDIX K
Published Articles
,Does o'ur educ·ation·al
system really ~ducate?
..
by Zimbabwe
! ,
MANY TEACHERS who com. from
abroad, especially Britain, Australia
and Canada are' amazed by the
ltandard of 'discipline' ahown by our
pupils in schools here. They are very
i~ed by the way pupils conform.
to all the rul. given and by the way the
master-_rvant relationship between
; teachers a~ pupils seems to work in
, tWa country.
! In our _ety, It seems that axpIicit
; dladpline is considered a value to be
; upheld. But this has to be seen in
i lOdo-polltical context. It is dictated by
: Christian nationalism which has an
_endalty authoritarian backbone. For
I this reaaon many scholars do not
,challenge any of the material they are
r treated with in schools. Many of these
'''school kids" are mature, responsible
'and almost 'edult, yet because of the
aUthoritarian structure of our society
'the I.. sons they learn in secondary
'smools are not in any way designed to;fit them for the..warid they must face
!outside the .... 001grounds.
I
I I have wortced in secondary schooIl,
,In teacher education 001119. and also
,at the University of Zimbabwe and my
,experience aa 'an 'educationist' has
Ibeen a yery frustrating one. At all levels
education emphasiHs the acquisition
;d content. which usuaRy deriyes from
" curriculum which il n~'rrow an.d
,pedantic. To my mInd, thIS
t content-oriented approach does not
,promote I.arning. Material may be
,memorised for a tast, but it disappears
quicldy from memory.I _
:EDUCATION FOR WING?
,I gaye a lecture recently to a group of
ratudenlS who felt that if.the "difficult"
rmaterial I was churning out to them
was not going to be used as part of the
lXaminWon they would rather not be
'taught it. What is wrong with
~knowledge for knowledge's sake?
.Experience has ahown that succau at
,school of 8Uccen in In examination
,1IAa CIS FORUM
has no relationship with 1_MICII8 In
Ifa. This is isalso well documented. Ufe
skinl and success are ,",ore closely
....ated to psychological maturity than
10 Icholastic achievement. Succea in
Nng has litlle reladonIhip to mastery
of academic content. (lee r... arch
papers by len Holdltock. t980,
Univnity d Wrtwatarsrlnd). .
Teache,. Ire 10 accustomed to
belittling children if they can not
process facts, yet it may be just those
children who are best in 1I'yJng to cope
with Ofe.Our preHnt education system
seems to fail to groom children for a
better and happy well·being In future
life. Alter all, thia is the most Important
aspect of life, yet schools pay very little
attention to it.
Teache,. leem to spend mo.t of
education'. valuable dme getting their
pupill to cram in material that will
make them paM examinations. This
content·oriented approach II what
some psychologists refer to as "the·
rnLIC3 and jug" theory of education -,
teachers being the jugs pouring their
conten1a into the ItUdenI-, the empty
mugs.
To my mind, the teacher is a
dassroom deapot. He Is the hav .. and
the children the htnre-ftota, being forced
to H.ten to the hayes. It Is a "them' and
'us' situation. Instead of focusing on
fostering and fadlitating the growth of
the individual, the Iystem seems to be
placing a lot of imponance on
irrelevandes, such as sc:hool-unlform,
the length of one's hair, etc. Because a
lot of people in education do not have
the know-how to deal with the more
important issues, they keep themselves
busy with 'minor problems while true
educ8lion goa. by the board.
The authoritarian climlte of our
educational system showl an
ignorance of the potential of children. I
remember one tieadmastar who got
irate with me because Iwas teaching a
pupil how to play the,guitar. This
panicular, individual has now left
school and does not seem to have
acquir.d any us.ful skills while In
ac:hool.Pllying the guitar is considered
to be an unimportant sleillwhich this
headmaster refused to encourage.
Educa1ion for life is entirely neglected
in our Ic:hooIs. Just think d how one ...
could ule a child'i Intere.t In
photography, for Instance, to introduce
him to chemistry and phytiCl.
DEMOCRACY NEEDED IN
SCHOOLS
I believe that mo.t adoIescentI find the'
education Iystem frustrating. Moat of
them seem to want to get out to find
jobs even though they Ire IIIequipped
for any skilled ~tions. Some pupils in
urban .reas are taking holiday jobs to
actually earn I living. Vet on their
retum to Ichool they are once more
veated .. Irra.ponsibl. children.
Our schooIl .. ouId change Ii this.
As one of my Itudent. 's.id. "The
traditional African set-up Is that anyone
whose father is still aHveIs a 'child' and
(Cont/nUfId ItIIId IMI/fII
I .
IFfOI'II~~
wh,tev.r f.ther •• .,. -"ou'd not be
qulltioned or ch.llenged'". Our lChooi
r Iystem MemI to follow the .,me trend.
Ther. II nothing d.mocrltlc In the
IChooi IIt·Up. Puplll Cln mlk. no
declslOlW for th.-ntelvel; werythl"g II
Impoeed. I know thlt 10m. 1Ch001.
hlv. cll.. reprpentltivp who
luppoaedly m.et with teeche,. to
cIacuu probillM. but Ih.. meednga
utU.lly rwolve round petty NI.. like
I chu length, or wearing hair dips or
oth .. such unimportant Ihlnga.1f pupill
Ire too reglm.mented Ind their
IndiYidueHty is not encouraged, they
get more fru.,.eted. Rather thin giving
.• Ie.rning enviroment, our ac:hooIa are
inltitutiona thlt enforce N....
COUNSEWNG
In early telns thlre Ire many breaking
'lituetionl becIu .. teenage,. can not
handl. the difficulties thlt .rlle in
rel.tionshipl. Adolescents need
counaeiling and discussion on these
IOI1a of subjects Induding vocational
guidance. Children around Ihe ages of
flft.en find It difficult to' handle
emotionll hlng-upl. For Inata nee, if
·onegirt is dlted more than others. they
find it difficult 10 hlncle the jealousy
U\atensu ...
Moat .dulla do not ....... l0 be awere
Of wh.t rights children havI IS
.
Indlvldul'.. o..podem In our
dl.aroom derlv.. from the
IUthoritlrien atructure ~ our aodety.
Mo.t people .re .-hive 10 critidsm
.nd certllnly do not Hk. to bl
chlilenged by lomeon. their junior
(eilher In ege or In lU1hority) reglrel ..
dhow conetNcdv. thlt critidsm or
chlll.nge mlY b.. lan't aoclety
opptIIIing our geftiu .. 1 .
CREATIVITY . SHOULD BE
RECOGNISED
CreatIve and Imaginedve people .. ch·
.. plinte,. Ind muaiellna Irt not
recogniled by mOlt of their
contemporariel htn in Zimbabwe. In
feet. often lhey are not recogniaed in
echool by their te.ch.,. either.
COnsider aorne d ..... :
EInsttnIn wei four yea,. old before he
equid apeak and ..ven ~ ha could
read.
lsalc Newtoft did poorty. In grede~. . .
8MthcJwn'. muaic telcher once .. id fA
him"As I composer, he la hopei .. ".
f. W. Woolworth got I job in a dry
goods store when he was 21 but his'
employer would not let him wait on a
customer beclu.e he "didn't have
enough sense".
louis PIIt8ur wn retad as mediocre In
chemistry when he .uended the Royal
College.
AbrHam UnooIa entered the BlIck
Hawk W., _ e ~ Ind cemt out
.Iprtv ..
Wln.ton CIt ....... fIlled the .Ixth
grade, Ind I newapaper editor fired
Welt DIIney becauH he hId "no good
Ide..... All the abcwe-rntntloned PeoPle
Ire world f.mous, yet their .uccea In
their later lfelhOwed wry 1IttI.belrlng
10 early 1IChoI-* 1IbiIty.
. One 'breve' pupil In I 8rttIeh School
chillenged .vervthlng I h~ laid and
concluded by calling me "stupid end
. ignorant'". Iw_ ahoc::t.d • 11m, having
been brought up as an ecqulMCeftt tort '
of person. Isoon learnt that thl. wlllhe
trend in all BrltI.h comprehen.ive
achooll Md th.t the teacher II not
1eared' In the •• me mlMII ha la In
Zimbabw.an .Chooll. I 1m not
condoning thi. to be a good prlCtioe.
but It certlinly .hoWi freedom of
ccpreilion among BridIh pupil ..
It I. only whin, aNden.. reach
univ...sity level that they begin to open
up I little Ind wen thia can be very
frultrating, aa most of them go to
extremea. ThII la their wey at paying
back against Ihe aystem for all thOle
yea,. d adoleeoent oppreaaion. The
qUlltion which mull be .. ked i.
whether theM ~ are entirely
their flult. Do.. our education ••
Iystem really edUClle? •
I -=4~- ~'~~.~ .,;~IIII!III .- - .- -:--,...- ,
~ ,~iIrp;:s~" '. ': 'y..\)Sr-· .'_ ~""
iSea;;d shine 1,."v/'~ . '.•O~Sf>.:., ...~.:. :.-.:~.~;.
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i.": • . ..: ...;/'.....,.: fu'l Colour books incI~ng a pree:~~::.~.;...t:.f--' .--~<-:-.~~~ 'JZ.""'_' ing with the needs of first ~r pupils. I4 ...-"';'"...... "n+~..:..:J.•.• ~ . ~ :-..:::~~ Introduces the child firstly to the hqr:ne and then .
1'. PUPILS' BOOKS (3) :~ environment to promote the learning IApproximately - $2,95 • .The course captures the pupils interest by first
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RESOURCE BOOK children gain experience.
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• BE$ides relevant illustrations,' text is also sup- .
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EDUCATION' WITH PRODUCTION
'VS
EXAMINATIONS
SINCE INDEPENDENCE in 1980, there
has been a lot of emphasis by'
education· officer. and other
administrators in Zimbabwe. on the
need fOl' "Edu<*ion with Production",
. My understanding cl tilis, is that there'
has to be more emphasis on practical
subjects in our schools and the end.
results cl such subjects, ,for example,
agriculture, should be seen as a
positive step towards the economic
development of the country.
Our pr ... nt assessment systetn .
through written examination,
emphasises academic abilities at the
expense of many other kinds of ability,
This tendency is most pronounced in
A'leveI subjects A lot of .ip-service is
'paid to oft\er kinds of non·examined
SUbjects, DUt at the end of the day, it is
'I'ot those suojects that count, but the
,suojects which will appear in the
examination room. All this talk,
therefore, about Education with
;>roductior" oleononasili Of\ p: actica.
S.:;,j8CT$, co....d "0. De more thaI' lip
service We have not generated
adequate means of making them an
important part of the cur~iCUlum. In
.addition we do not have an adequate
means cl asaesaing these subjects.
PRACTICAL EXAMINATIONS
There are not many practica.
i.examinations in our secondary
schools. Even' for SUbjects which are
almost by definition practical, for
example, 'NOOdwork and metal work,
\ assessment is only partly through
, practical examinations but mainly on
the basis of a written examination, The
assessment of the practical side is
usually vtky suojective and in most
cases it is the final product which is
assessed rather than the processes
involVed. Physical education is usually
not accepted as an examinatior
subject, bUt where it Is accepted at at,
(il) placeS su~ as teacher-training
. \
'.
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colleges), it is pardy ..... ed on the
basis cl a written examination. At the
time of writing, practicallUbjects such
as drama, dance or music do not
appear on the school curricula cA most
schools in the country.
Public examinations have exerted a
considerable influence aver our school'
curricUla. The subjects which ar. not
taken in public examinations seem to'
play a rather insignifican\ role. Those
subjects inherited as superior from the
colonial system cl education seem to
continue to hold .. dominant position in
most of our schools, because public
examinations and the society at large
emphasise these subjects.
ACADEMIC BIAS
It is the bias towards academic subjects
which defeats one of the main Ideas
behind socialist education. A wide
range of pupils' abilities should be
recognised, According to my survey, it
is not just the examinations which are
to blame for this narrow academic
emphasis, but the schools themselves,
It is very apparent in our secondary ,
schools and even at the university that.
academic suDjectS haye the highest
status
A,though the requirements of
employers afe often cited as the reason
f«Mathematics and English being a
must, this rationale can hardly be
ext8f'ded to other suDjects. Of course
many employers consider academic
sulijedS to De superior even though
'TP\8$8 s,",ojects might De irrelevant'to
tneir needs and nave littte use in an
occu:u,tiDr'a. serse Joo requirements
are oher ex,rhsed in terms of the
nUm08( of '0' ',eve,s or Grade Eleven
wl.)jects war·ed (,,!ner Than what these
wuief'~snould De '
.Con~der TniS exam.,.e: • student was
very good CitAgriculture at school bUt
failed to take this .\lbject in an.
examination because it was no'
offered. He took History, AIt, Religiou!
Education, Shona, English and Maths
instead. H. would probably be rejected
from taking a course or a job i"
Agriculturel Science if he did not pa~
Jive out of six subjects he took, yel
someone with five subjects who is
us"'ess at Agriculture might be given
1I\tI' opportUnityl
What I have demonstrated here is
that schools are stiR much concerned
about tradition.1 academic subjects
and examinations ... How, about
dressmaking, dance, sport., hortir
culture, sculpture, building, animal
husbandry or agric;ulture' as '0' level
subjects? These so-called non-
academic subjects ,re unlikely to gain
ground in the foreseeable future
oecause I cannot see where the money
to finance them would come from even'
if it was possible to convince those
respOl"lsiOIef« making decisions in this
area .
In ttte schools I have observed ..
non-.cademicsubjeeIB tend to be either
ac::cordedlow status or ere dismissed'
altogether. In most cA th.eschools a .
subject such as Art and Craft is
perceived as non-educational or trivial.
For as long as these practical subjects
are not included in our present.·
examination system, and for • long as
our present examination system.
continueS to exist along the same lines, .
Edu<*ion with ProduCtion will not be
taken seriously by mlny t.achers Ind
students. It is only those who are
assessed in this .rel (e.g. ZINTEC
students) who will tlke it seriously.
Examination Soards do not seem to
be concerned with the assessment of
pupils' attitudes towards schoOl,
towards teachers and towards the
examina"on system itself. There are
• methods available for assessing .
attitudes and behaviour and shOUld the .
(PI.... tum, to .lHIJ(t /hI911' .
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boaFct. u•• th .. in future. they would
yield amazing results. A lot at pupils
would prefer to do subjects oth.r than
the ones they .,e compelled to do.
A girl I interviewed preferred to do
typing and dressmaking as '0' level .
subjects but these were not available in
her school. So she had no choice but to
.take aubjects which she was not good
at (or interested in) and she failed all
five subjeds.
There is also the discrepancy
between teachers and the examination
boards themsefves. Teachers start, out
with a lot d aims and objec:tiv .. but
end up abandoning all these in order to
shape pupils for examinationa.
Thi. discrepancy between examin-
ation boards and teachers probably
reflects the different aims and problem.
of each. For examination board.. •
methods_ of ass.ssment and their
validity might be the most important
aspects. For teac~ers. control and
motivation ere often the most preaing
problems. T.achers u.. examinations
sometimes to create motivation for
pupils in order to make it easier to the
pupils. and the values of the IUbjects
they teach become influenced by the
effect at the ex.mination system.
. The students w.nt to suc:ceed.Their
su~ i. determined by how well they
do in an ex.mination. It is therefore
logical for th.m to value only tho.e
subjects which they see in the
examination rooms. Their t.achers
might have spent the last four years
teaching th.m how' to build houses,
bridg.. Ind contours; or· on
tr •• p'anting, making roads, relring
anhnl'l, growing vegetabl.. and
poultry farming. But since these
subjects are not going to be examined,
most students and teachers alike will
only do them in order to pie.. the
.ystem.
THE ZlNTEC APPROACH
How.ver. Iwas very impressed by the·
progr .... b.ing mad. by ZINTEC
students in 'Education with Production
in the rural school. I visited. A lot of
~hem have come up with very
Interedng projects IUch as fish ponds
and co-operative markets (where
villagers. and students.are involv8d in
the production and profit-sharing of
their commodities'. Some have sunk
boreholes or dug wells for the whole
community while other. have built
houses and fowI-runs,
This hiS been pouible because it i. a
requirement of the ZINTEC course that
students should have projects in
Education with Production for which
they are assessed. I suspecUhat if the
students were not .ssesed in this area
or if their supervisors did not insist o~
seeing these projects, vary few of them
would be involved.- .
I ..
Perhlps w. hav .. now r.ached a
stage where we can establish a new
examination .ystem which will indude
all the .o-call.d non-aeldemic
subjects.
Th. Marondera ZlMTA branch _led by the following peopI.:
Mr Chipeni - Chairperson
M... MuveYi - Vice chair.,..on
Mr ChinYI - Secretary
Mr Chiwa - Treasurer
Committee members
MrMuzungu
MrMurire
Mr'Zvomuya
Mr J(waya
This Executive Committee is split into two committees: The
Sports Committee which is responsible for all sporting
adiviti_ in our area, and the Education and Membership
Drive Committe. which is responsible for organiling
seminara, trips, gu ... speakers ete.
At eacJi school th.re i. a ~IMTA committ.e which is
composed of I chairperson, secretary and eommitt ..
members. The smool committ ... are there to:
1) Hold Zimta meetings at school at whim they eft.aminat.
information from telchers to the Branch EJcective and vice
v.,... Th ... committees I~ recruit new m.mbers and
introduce 1hem to ZIMTA members It general meeting ••
. Because d the intar.ting programmes we organis., nearly
all the teachers in the area are members of ZlMTA. Below are
som. of the activities we have organised:
With the help of our District Education Officer Comrad •
.Muri .. , the Education Committee orglnised very .uCC8llfuI
seminars on the following topics:
1. Schemes of work .nd Lesaon Pie ..
2. Remedial Work. '.
3. Approach to the telching' of Environment.el Science and
Agriculture and ~al Studi.. "
4; Teachers' Tools - Boob and AIdI by Educational Book
Publishers. "
Th. first seminar wal for Grid. 1 and 2 t.achers in June
1985 at Mlrondera Hotel. 75 teachers attended. The second
seminar was for Grad. 3. 4 and 5 teamers. held at the sam.
hotelln July. 86 teach .... attended. The third seminar was for
Grade 8 and 7 teachers, again held It the same pIece It the
end at July. There were 75 teachers preaent.
USEFUL WORKSHOPS .
.Comrade Bowora, our Educetion Officer in the area was the
chief guell speaker at all the thrH seminars on schem.. of
work and lesson pl.ns. Comrade Bowor, also helped In the
organisation of these s."lnars by finding and inviiting som.
speakers to come and talk on remedial work and the teaching
of Environmental Science .nd Agriculture and Social Studies.
Thes. seminars wer. quite fruitful. To .upport and Q)ftSoIidate
what was .aid at these s.minars Comrade Zvobgo, the
Educational Representative for College PreIS, made quite an
intaresting presentation of books on all the relevant subject •.
Teachers found this very useful. Weloolc forward to even more
comprett_-ive workshops in future. .
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in"this article Fred Zindi looks at
both sides of the examination question
I
ANY EXAMlNAT10N aims at measuring
some ability. knowledg. or personality
characteristic cA the examinees. By this
statement the implications are that
firstly it is poaible te measure thes~
traits. secondly that the order of ment
obtained through the use of
examination results isvalid; and thirdly
that the examination itself is reliabl.e
and do. in fact measure"thoU traits
which it .... out 10measu'"
In schools we use t8lts for a variety
of responsea ranging from obtaining
feedback on the quality of learning in
.the dass. grading pupils according to
the results they obtain in a telt.
.indlcating .te each pupil his or her
progress through the course and
identifying learning difficulties, to
preparing pupill for .external
examinations or for Ipecific
emRloyment.
. It has long been the tradition a'
assumption that examinations will
always exist and that therefore they
have to be passed. The most usu al
reaction to this view is to trY and
abolish examinations altogether. In
Zimbabwe. the testing of children's
intelligence 1hrough the use of IQ tests
I
developed In the west was stopped
because measuring pupils' intelligence
in this wav was found to be no longer
valid. This is not to say that IQ tests are
totally useless, but it has .been well
doa"n~nted that such tests tend to be
. biased in favour of the culture group
,from which they emanate.
. The same argument can be made for
external examinations taken bV'
students in our schools, some of which
are set al far abroad as England by
boards such as AEB, Cambridge and
London. While It is still important to'
study Shakespeare because English
has become an intemationellang\lage,
there Is no justification in comparing
the r.ults of Zimbabwean pupils with
those of their English counterparts in
English Utei'ature because these resUlts
are more likely to be,biased in favour of
those students to wh'om Shakespeare is
a part of their Qllture.
As more and more teachers are
coming out of training institutions, the
tide of different examination .
procedures continues to rise wi1h the·
knowledge of new testing technique••
,
!
However, ~ question to be ask8(f is
whether we should bother testing our
students at all, especially in Zimbabwe
where there is a declared policy of
socialist and universal education.Since
_.every pupil will automaticallv find a
place In secondary school, is there any
need to examine pupils .t Grade n
•
Tho.e who would like to .boli.h
examination. would argue that:
.• tests are produced to mealur.
achievement .nd are used for selection '
and for putting pupils Into categories; ,
• the techniques used by teachers for,
assessing their pupils are subjective; •
• important decisions which might •
affect one'l future are made on the
basis of unreliable examinations; \ '
• .examinations can arouse anxieties I
in pupils, thus inflicting irrepairable i
psychologic.1 damage on the minds of ,
the pupils; and
• screening on the basil of .. NlUha
is an anti·.ocianst practice.
On the other hand, those in favour of .
examinations will probably argue th.t: I
• even with the achievement of!
universal education. teachers will still I
be concerned· with methods of'
selection, and assessment at the end of ,
secon~ary school will still be used for I.
. I
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1he purpos .. of orientation d atudeftts
to dlff.. ent typeS of Pbs or COUI'HI of
.. education:
• there i.need to crlStinguish between'
"goocr and "'bact', or '"the bright" and
weak" students fO' it is only proper
assume "'at we ar. an born with
. emt individual mantel capacities;
• th.re i. ne.d to group p.ople
according to SO'ne Idnd of common trait
~auH there I.not on. single society
In this world which does not strucEure
,i-.tt in some Idnd cA order; •
I~ examinations have • ~ role
lin stimul.ting learning since in their
IDrlparation a .tudent is forced to
lorganise his or h.. knowledge; .ndI'where "' ... is • limited number of
lopportunitiae fOl fur1tl .. education or
'!for employment places .mong • I.rge
I"'-Imber CA applicants ..wen • soci.list
'\tat. has to vi.w educ.tlon In
~nomic wrns 10 "'et at .om. point
,'<Iuc.tion will com. In • 'limited
'\upply' and wi" be made .v....bIe 10
'orne and not 10OChers. . •
Looking at the .aat statement,
to.ow.ver, I believe that sinc. this
~catlon is provided by the state or
'WI.r organisations from the common
Itesources cA society, the methods by
''*thich tho •• who .r. to .njoy this
'1\xtended education ar. selected 'Is of
~ar.mOunt import.nce to sod at justice.
,)h;. me ... that Itmult .t least be seen'
ito be impattlll .. between the rich and
itttepoor, free from favouritism of any
l~ind .nd conducted with op.n .nd
~puiOUl accuracy. ThI. I. allO "'e
',tenon why th. ex.m methods used
',~It be very reliable. and v.lid if they ..
'~r. to be uI.d to alloc.te such
'itnponant oppottunhia
~ In an Ide.1 educational Iy.t.m,
·'n.ffected by .conomlc limit.tlonl,
~rtag. of trained t.achers and other
_'eton. examinations would only be
~ted II • guide to. en.ble students to
~ot their course through lif•. In reality.
.'OWtver, our education Iystem i. f.r
tom this id•• 1 .itu.tlon .1 long ••
"'ere ar. more .ppll~nta than it ~n
\bsOrb.
I In1M UniI*t KIngdom err.,.menta
r
• re under way 10establish a aystem by
which all young peopl. in HCOndaty
.chools will hlv •• ome form of
.chrevement certificate which they will
t.k. with them on I.avlng -school. This'
certific.t. (c. lied a prome) la in 1he
form of a summery document which
includes credit for wh.t the pupil h_
•• chieved In ways other than public
examin.tlon. - e.g. good athletic
performance, dr.m., football/netball,
school prefeetur., helping raise funds
for old lolks hom .. ete. ThIs document
will be rec:ognised by employers, Md
those students who fIn in ac.demic
subjects will still have a certifleete to
show. It will be up to the .mploy .. to
decide wh.t kind of job each candidate
would be luit.bI. for on the bl. cA his
or her 'Record cA Achievement'.
, Th~ m.in di.advlnt.ge with our
ex.mlnation .ystem Is that the same
piece of written work can leed to widely
diff.rent al ••• ment., not only by
different •• miners, but by the .....
exlmlner on dlff.rent occ •• ions,
.speci.lly In the long .... y-type
.nswers. Methods cA martdng must be
found whlchreduc:ev.riations betw_.
. _amin to the I~ poaible level.
T.ach ought--to be given in-1tIVfc:e
tr.inlng In mod.rn ...... m.nt
techniques. A-systemlldc r.m.rtdng of
scriptl by at le •• t two diff.rent
ex.min.,. h.,pe them to com. v.-y
dOH to an .agreed marte on each ecript.
M.... r. of spedfic are. cA ebility
or knowledg. Ir. • mu.t. If, for
- inst.nc., an .xamln.tlon In
mathem.tlcs II looking for the
clndid.t.'1 Ippllc.tlon 'of .kill.,
knowledge cA the subject, analysis and
compreh.".lon, r.th.r than jUlt the
carreet .nswer, therI the scriptS must be
m.rked aecorclngly. In addition, maR
examiners .r. .Iso ... rching for the
.bility to expr... the answers In dear,
compet.nt I.ngu.ge. If • ,candid.te
who h•• good knowledg. of hi. subject
is un.ble to communi~te. accur.tely
bec.use h. or she cannot conltruct
suitabl •• entences quickly enough, the
candid.te i. likely to receive f.r fewer
m.rks than his r•• 1knowledge jUltifi ...
It i. not the fault of the examiners. who
~nnot .w.rd marks for mat.rial not
pre •• nted. V.t it do .. iIIu.tr.t. the
inevltlble h.ndlcap suffered in mc.t
.
subjects by a candid ... whoM prole
construction II poor.
Those who .upport ·examlnltion •
might be divided on whit type of
examination should be given to their '
pupill. Some prefer the objecdv. type
test while others prefer the tradition II
lilly-type. Th.r. Is nothing inher.ntly
good or b.d about elth.r form of
ex.mln.tIon; •• ch must prove Its v.lue
and •• ch h•• Its pI.ca..ln .... ys,th •.
choic. of rel.tlvely few qu_lons from
a wid. syll.bus Introduces a siz•• bl.
.Iem.nt of luck on the Plrt of
candld.teI.nd It I.not unusu.1 to h•• r
students talking alHqueltlon .pontng".
Indeed in m.ny subjects, popular topics
r.cur, .nd this Illows experlenc.d
teach.rs to estlmlte with 10m.
.ccur.cy the ch.nce of cetYln topics.
appe.ring. Thu. they ean coach their
.tudents along certain lines. If their
"question-Ipotting" succe.dl .uch
.tudents receive very high marb when
they do not know th.,yll.bu. that well.
The marking of e... y. i. v.ry
subjective and the whole procedure
takes. long time. V~ in defence of 1he
ess.y type tests, the ability to present.
full answer, cr •• tlvlty, originality
compreh.nslon .nd .ynthesi. of ide.~
.re It ill v.ll,.I.d •• .ome of the ~
imponant qualiti .. which m.ke a good
student. .
The adv.ntage with objedIv. t_1s
that you ~n cov.r .ccur.tely • wid.
r.nge of contenL Marking, too, Is e .. y,
f.st .nd .ccur.te. However, objedive
tests .re not perfKt solutio .. because
they do not ex.mlne the Idnda of skill
maaaured by the ... ay type.,
To sum up, just bec.u .. a test IGOb
Impr... ive does not really mean th.t it
mellures accur.tely what it purports
to me.sure. T•• che,. must understand
how to us •• nd Interpret t.. ts before
"'ey give th.m to pupill. In any cue,
t.achers can work out f.irty .ccur.tely
their pupils' ch.nces of IUCC•• I or
failur. merely by obHrvlng the way
they \¥OtIc (Ner • period of time without
giving tests. T.... are exp.ntiv., .nd it
is Import.nt to ensure that decisionl
m.de from the results Ir •• help .nd
not • hindrance to all concemed .•
, ,
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.... This is a subj~ct that Continues·to attract a lot of
'. ·interest. Fred~Zindispoke to various teachers .
and headmasters to fi.nd·.outwhat they think' .
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~ ntROUGHOUT most of 1985 th h_ .~.effOr!L,:'The Wo'rklng' conditla'n.· in wen for anybody. Pupil. only .pend
· been a lot of talk about the speculativ. mixed ability cla.aea are also ner-: between three to four hours .' day at
J'easonswhythereweredevastating'O' . encouraging and teaching has become school, especially in most government
level ..... Its lut year. ~ we epproac:h . .' a bIg'bore jwt like mo.t factory joba." schools where we have to fit In two
the end of ttu' year once more, ova-' ; ... ..a....~ .... ~ of' ...... _....... . sessions a day. h la' a good thirlg to
70000 students have been registered _ ..., _........... ...-- hav, unlv.. al education as this fits in
, for entry into the 1985 Cambridge, "Pupil. have become .increasingly .nicely with socialist pri~pl .. , but· if the
AE.B. and London .. minations. . independ.nt. Th.y/tack re.pect for economy ofth'e country doea not .lIow
. -' . '. teedun. Some of us.,.. not .lIowed to ,. it wh I t th hi h- -i I '1Last year,. total tA ff1 ~.1lUCIents ' ....- use the cane .nYmore, and d'-Wlne. ' y e ega"" IV ng pup. s
wrot.~ the Cam~idge 0' Level,. on the whole h .. deteriorated.;;-If" =peb~~Z'y';!! th.em only a few hours'
examlnatlona .n.d' 81,8%' of thOle
students (1... 65 596) f.11ed to achieve a Ch.ng. of Syllabul: ~'I do not . TNCh...shortage: '''In. my .experience
paIS of. symbol C. or better In,five . und.-stand why the Miniatry suddenly in NralsecondarylchOols, there a,.. far
subjects. The question to be asked now decided to chlnge t~e syllabus In . too m.ny untrained teache~. In 'my
I.whether or noIthia VIIlr will.... '.Sdencejut.fewrnGnthabef~pupll. '. own school, th. untraJned te.chers
repetition of .. ye"'. ~ in view . were about to .write their outnumber the trained on... The
of the large numbat 'of c.ndid.t ... · - .•• mIftationL.. ~.:- '. ':y.~;., • trained on .. , except f~r two, are all .
aI,..adyrwg....,.fOrtha~emination.· '. .', ...j" . ex-primary te.che,,·whohave been
. 0vw0cr0wdIng: "'OnlY the lucky ones moved into secondary .choola. How
To find out the ,.~:. for -:.~ _.'. :.teach.qt ..... of '''' than fifty pupils, '. can a tea.cher who has hardly any '0'
deIpondency In the"O'. ,J'8IU'. How.on earth can anyone expect a \ Level. himself be.cpectad to teach an
·went to visit arepreaent8tive ~mple of. teacher to glv. Inc:Uvidua'\attention to -.. ,0' Level daar '. , •.
the nearty 800 secondary ~chooll . fifty or more pupils at the same timer .' . . -. .... ..,., IF'
throughout Zimbabwe· T,he~8W8of~ ... J. .'- ~'" . " . '" . I . ''W. frequently hav •. the c•• e of
..te.ch .... and headmasters were quite .' .n.CuntcuIum IInot .1UItItbIe fer.. . . temporary teach .. with:. mercenary
revealing, and· .. they are the people" PupIl: "Not wwv pupil In ZimbatJw.1a . . attitude to work. They .re ther. to eam
who deal almost wetY day with the en intellectual, yet the curriculum we a living and .,.. .Iw.ys complaining
.tud.nts talcing tM ex.minationa. Ue;It have la deaigned for academics. There about s.,.rI .. They rarely talk about
thei; commenIS to be of vatu.. are many other subjec:tawhich the leas their service to the nation; neither are
· When asked for rNIOft8 why the "0' .c.demlc pupil. could t.ke but they concerned .bout their pupils'
Level' raaults for the 1984 examin.tions " unfortunately .these a,.. not i~ In prog,..... _
were poor, this ·i. what individual the present cumcuium. Subjecl:l such Inadequate ReeourMa: "I .m surprised
teachers and achooI heads had to .ay: .. Art and eraft, musi c, cookery ~ to hear you Ilk about the use of pocket
. . woo~c.rvlng, sculptura, painting, calculators and computers in our
. _....a welding, etc. a,.. not taken MrlOUIIy by . .' .
AutoIMIIe PramotIan: rrofn ..,..mary our curriculum planners. The 'CY level schools. That .a a ~r.am which Will
ac:hool to secondary school, an puplla, curriculum la designed for 20% of the ,.."., come true. PupilS h.... ahare .one
irr.. pective of their reaulD at Grade h text-book among ten, 00 you conSIder
Seven level. w., •• 1I0wed to enter pre.ent sc 001 population. It J. that to be a he.'thy .Ituatlon?. therefor. unr.alistlc to expect • p8I8 .
Form One, .. peclally just after rate higher tnan 20% The fact that Sometime. w. run out of chalk and
Independ.nce. Thne. pupil. were 8% % f Z· orders take 3 to 6 months to reach us.
allowed to proceed to Form Four 1 -19 0 imblbwean .tudents We teach science In this school and we
without .ny form of ICf'8Ining the 1... pasaed, ..SUSHJ- 1hat the r-..ha were talk about BUnsen burners _net oth.r
capabl., onea from the 'more capable' normal.. ch.mlc.l.whlch pupils h,ve never
on•• this poor pl.nnlng In 1980 hIS ''The. cali.,,.. of many Stuc:tem. for the leen in their 11v.. , yet we stili expect
'reaulted In the poor examination r.... ta examination WI. below '0' LWei .them to pass an examination designed
In 1..... . -. standard." .. in England wh .... such fadllti .. are
commonplace." .. .'Hot Sa"'ng:l "When we went to achooI,
leaaona began at 7.30 a.m •• nd ~001 Rapid Ex.,anaIon In Education: "Not .
did not f1nith until" p.m. Tod.y, thJa. many of us were r.. dy for this' high
hot-Hating bualneee doae not work (ContInwd nett /»fI-)
LacII of IIIOIfvIItICIft on ... pert of tile
teach.,.: ''We do not feel that our
•• 'arie. 'are attractlv. enough to
motivate us 11m gMng - maximum
_,, __ IU
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The Principal, C.A.C.C., P.o. Box·2373, Harare; or
CROP HUSBANDRY ; . P.O. Box 152, Bulawayo; or
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, . P.O. Box 996, Mutare; or
ANI L B I . P.O. 80x 811..Masvingo; or
and 30 individual subjects I. P.O. Box 11~, GweN.
.' . . . I Please send information on
The Course IS designed for practiSing farmers In t • .' .
'Zimbabwe and wl'lile it does not lead to a recognised .I C.A.C.C..Agricultural Courses.
qualification for employment purposes. it win help you to : .
farm more efficiently. productively and profitably. It is of I Name: : '.; ~ ;.., .
. interest to teachers of "Education for Production"and I .
. members of cooperatives.t Address: ;.......... .. ·
Appro~ed by the Ministry of Education. : '................. .. .
rete In educatIOn. not .,. the
~I"- or the Ministry Itsetf. Th. big
QlInalc", In student population w..
given I corresponding expaftlion In
qullity and quantity d telchets or
The . themMlv_ were
~~IANI'!aI!I .nd c:onaequently m.de
Education for Allis.·good tIogln
Free Hellth for All, but what
is it to dec!are such pollci_ If, for
.-~' .. nt~. there .re no dNgs to give to
of ReIponIIbIIIty "A lot of people
.uffering from Independence
.lI'N'l'wvil •. They have lost their sense of
n::Mnillibii ity. The attitude. now seems
'we can ait back .nd the
will take car. of
_...""nl""I' Thl., .cOupled with
:-...c:iDlilrl8 on the part of the I1Udents
1Yolt'I,..-it .. ot.wt to problems such as
drug abus.. .moking of
and general COR'Uption.Our
are no longer working _ h.rd
ahoufd.H•
second question I I.ked wa •.
teachers and school heads
thlt .xternal '0' Level
'\.
~ ~.~ .boIIIh8d. A
total of 807 head. and teach.rs
,.nlw.red thl. question and Iwa.
•mezecl to note that 76,8% of them a.id
HNO" while only 20,3% were in favour
of aboll.hlng externll '0' l.v.1
examinations. 2,9% remllned neutral
to thi. qu •• tlon. Tho.e who w.r.
agaln.t abollahing .xt.rn.1
examination. glv. the following
reason.:
• External examinations ·Ir. useful tor .
academics to meaMlre their ~enti.1
internationilly .
• They .re good beceu •• they .re
unbiased. If we uaed a local bolrd .
·academic nepotism would occur.
• It is .lwaye Important to rat. our
pupil. Iccordlng to how they fare
among pupila in other countri •. WIth
this. we c.n Implement .nd facilitate
student exchange programmes baaed
on the .. me level ~ Icnowledge.
• In order to maintain internationll
st.ndard. Ind to u.e II a
measurement of ability to enter Into
any univnty, extern.1 examinations
. play I CfUchilrole. . J
• There I. no other adequate av-tem
available In thi. cOuntry.
• If ext.mal examinationa Ire
aboli.h8d,. atandard. would,' be
ICMered. .
J. •
'. '~"'ntallaCtu"ty ~pable PuP'"
must be given the opportunity to ......
th.maelv_ by ov ....... atandard •.
Aft.r aU, we III a..,lr. to Weatarn
stlnda~ d IlYIng.
• Aa I MWty Indtpendent country, I
feel thlt we are not experienced
enough toNt up our own .amination
board.
• External exlmln.tlons encourage
more Internltlonal compedtIon _ well
IS uniformity of stand.rds.
• 21mba~ hIS a place In the wortd •.
To localise .Iminltlona at '0' or 'A'
: Level .. to I'8mOYe ourseNeI from thia.
position. . . ..
Tho •• who agreed that extemll
ex.minatlon •• hould be Ibollahed
gave tM following reuons:
• Extern.1 examlnatiOM .re out of
reach of our pupil.. environment and .
they Ire too theoredcal. .
. • External examin.tions Ire moItIy
concerned with Western culture. Our
~. pupil. should be teated on what ismore
relev.nt to the development of
Zimbabwe. . .
• ·Extern.1 examination. Ire
incon.iatent with our needs. Some
ar... of study .re not Ipplicable in
Zimbabwe. The emph_iS on education
with production I. not .,.....,..t in most
ICMldlltHltl on ~ 36J
............... ........, ...........
•
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, .0' LEVEL EXAMlNA110NS
I (From PIIf1. 261I oi the .ubJec:b offered byextemal .
j boards. Th.... ,. designed mostty for ,
academics who will end up' in'
whit.coIlar jobs. .
• Th.y are • w... e of our' much
needed foreign currency.
• They do nOt tek. Into, account our
I socia-cultural b.ckground .nd .re
I heavily biased. '
I • They inhibit currk:ulum change.
'. 'You cannot expect pupils inI Zimbabwe or the rest of Africa to
perform at the same level IS those in
, the UK. who live in the environment
I wher. most of the ,ytl.buse, ar.
designed.
MOlt teach.,. .nd h.. ds whom I
liked to comm.nt on how examination
1 results.nd education as a whol. could
be improved "fQgested, .mong other
things, that:
\
,. Th.,. I. need for' teache,. .nd .'
_p ts to get together quite regularly
to d pupll8' progNlS.
2. Pupils' final results should not be
based on one 'examination alone but
also on the relults of internal
. continuOU* ..... sm.nt .nd ov.ran
performance during the school course.
Just one .........,.nt britig. panic and
anxiety.
3. The Government', top offici.ls
should communicate more with those
who Implement education.1 policies
instead of just issuing instrucdons.
4. Teachers should have regular
in-service courses which stress •• mong
other thi"gs, the proper m.thod. of
assessing 'pupils.
5. The teacher/pupil ratio which
remove. the valuable el.m.nt of
personal contllCt should be Improved,
by limiting the number d pupil' in each
d... to • maximum cA thirty.
6. More .literature,ihOuld be made
. available In schools. .
7. ThOse who faU the Gr.de 7
examin.tlon. ·should not be
automatically promoted to ,econd.ry
schools, nor ,hould thous.nds of
non-ecedemle pupils be entered in
'.cademlc .x.mlnation •• uch '1"0'
Level. Thi' is a waste d NSOUC8I.
8. Practical subJect'. .uch ••
agricultur." building, t.chnlcal
drawing, carpentry, ete, should become
compulsory in ,.11 secondary schools
~r both the .cademic and
non-academic pupils. The facilities and
equipment needed for this should be
made avail.ble.
Malt of the views expressed by
teacher. and school h •• ds in this
artide ought to be taken seriOusly by
the responsible authorities .s they are.
'to my mind. the basis on which solid
educationel policies can be devised for
Zimbabwe.. .
..........-
INVIEWOF the Minilb'y of education'.
r~tlv .nnounced step. to loealiM
the 'CY .nd 'A' level .amination. in
Zimbabwe. the attitudes of teachers
tow.rd. aue •• mentin my recent
survey at I number of secondary .
, .chool. Candwith Grad.C.E. ltuden!a .t
the University of Zimbabwe in
September, 1986) makes fllCinating. if
rather depressing, reading.
, There is little doubt thlt teach .... are
going to be involved in the asseasment
of their pupils in our lOciety for a long
tim.. Even with the achievement of
universal education, there will still be
the need to use assessment at the end
of secondary school for the purpose. of
selecting pupil. for different types of
jobs or courses of further education.
,; The reason for this is clear. Even in a
aociali.t state, education mu.t be
0' viewed in economic terms. So there has
to come. point when higher education
is limited and made available to IOm8
.nd not 0Ihera. .
However, since thi. education is
provided by the State from the
common , •• ourc .. of society, the
method of selecting those who are to
enjoy these extended education or job
I opportuniti.. is of paramount
I importance to .ocial justice. This
I means that it must at least seem to be
I imp.rtial .. between the rich and poor,
I fr.e from tribali.m, nepotism or
I favouritism of any kind .nd it must be
" conduded with open .net lCNPulous
, KCUracy.
I It il ......... thenJfont, that teKhera
I ,coming out of tr.lning institutions.nd I
those in the field .,e given adequate
information on how to use proper
methods of au ... ment wh.n
construc:dng test., marking t .. ts.
analysing test resul!a, recording and
interpreting individualacor81 and using
these results for whatever purpos ...
The .lIocation of such Important 1ife
chances' Is based on the outcome of the
...... ment technlqu81 employed by
teachers. yet when I sent • drcular to •
number of randomly s.lected
secondary school. offering an
in-service training cour.. and
diacussion in assessment techniques. a
considerable number of school. turned
down the offer.
Thole 1ChooI. which did not attend
the course obviously regard in-service
training in auessment II peripheral to
their need •. Ther. are a number of
rea.on. for thi •• but .fter reading
, teache,..' commenta in .n evaluation
exard .. conduded at the end of the
course, two reuon. we,e outstanding:
1. During teacher training • ......-nant
techniqu. are not included in the initial
course. He.vy emphasis i. 'aid on
IPecialiat .ublect. and on the
._.,..".__ .... e............. ....,
.'.• _ ...-.-.-..'~_a ...
- .-,
,0 ,
psychology of dealing with j;,upu.. and
little or no attention at all is given to
asseament .. an integral part of 1he
teacher-training curriculum.
2. Most of the cou,... .vail". on
as •• slment are' very often
math.matlc.1 or .tatl.tical In tone.
Many teachers regard. them .. difficult
to gralp without a mathematical
,background and, II lOme put it, the
mathematical coa\Olpts are irrelevant
to their basic needl in keeping tradt of
pupils' "arning and p.rformance.
Thl. view may not alw.YI be •
r.tlonal on. but it ,. frequ.ntly
,expreated, particularlv 'by tMche,. in
the expreasive. aesthetic, or creative
.re ... For them. talk of 'item .. Iysis'n
'facility v"ue', 'dilCrimination Indices'
and 'standardised lCOf'eI' aeeme quit.
ali.n~ One teach. ';om 'Kambuzum.
(Har.re) wrote on the ev.luation form.
"If only the statistical concepts could be
I.ft out, thi. progrimme would be very
beneficial to all the teachert in
Zimbabwe. Some of us immediately go
blank at the light of,flgurea. 88p8Cia"y
tho.e trained to teach Religioul
Ed~ or HiItory:· ",
. For this, and many other re.."., it Is
perhaps not .urprising that IChools do
not place alsellment In-service
training high on their list of priorities.
For exampl. on. P.E. teacher argued
that assessment is almost Impoaible in
hi. area because of thelaet of definitive
criteria to measure the di.tinctlon
,betwftn. fOf example, a pupil's ability
to kicka football and his understanding
of the game. Th.r. are, according to
him, many boys who ~an play the
g.me very well but do not understand
the concepts involved. Hif we were to
give a writt.n teat on 'how 10 play
football' .nd the pupil who I. the
higheat aco,., in the lChooi football
te.-n f.... It.wh. ,re we 10 deduce
from this result? Shall we laV this bo,
does not understand football or shal
we say he can't writ. an .. ay abau
, fooCball."
Again, thie comment aeema rationa
and .how. that the •••••• ment 0
personal attribute. il a fraught anc
difficult exercise, but there is .Ise
evidence of a high lev .....of teach.'
.nxiety in con.idering .ophlaticatec
asseSlment techniqu." In mos
subjects, teache,. deYi.. a test, ewarc
correct answers, give. an appropriatt'
mart. add up the results and thus baSf
their judgement of each individual pupi
on the 'co'"ectne •• ' of the pupil'!:0::::teat:itema .nd ~ procea
At external examination level 01
degree level, these judg.m.nta ' .rt
·modera_t.d' and an acceptable
coIlectJve response la·arrived .t. But af
school level even though mo.t',formai
, examinations u.e mark Icheme. to
ensure some degree of stand.rdlaatlon
among the markers, mod.ratlon is n01
alwayl practised. This mean. that
much of what p ..... II 'objective'
aSle.s~.nt i. actually 'subjective'
.. ... ment.
Thi. doea not appear to be a eause of
concern among teachers even though
important decilion. are triade on
individual., decisionl which are likely
to s.al th.lr fate for ever. It II not
infrequ.nt that teachers make
subjedlv ....... menta and decisions
about pupils whom they hardly know at
a". The b .... of these decision. are the
Icor •• or average marks awarded
(Iubjectively) to individual. by the
,teachers. Some teachers t.ach over
two hundred pupils in any one week,
.nd getting to know aUof them well in
on •• chool v•• r of thirty we.k. is"moet impouibl.. In thi. case, th.y
(C«rIInwd"" '_"l
It I. not uncommon to find PusMl.who
.re .ctrov.rta outaId. Icbool or In a
. home context, but become complete
lntrovertllt 1Ch001. .
Th. p.ychologlcll I•• ue. Involved
her. are difficult It perSonlllty trait. of
many pupil. In our .oclety are
influ.nced by .dult decl.lon •. Many
children ar. taught from In e.rty ag.
not to qu8ltion the deci.ion. of Idults.
at hom. or It .chool. Thi. kind of
upbri"gi"ng th.r.for. mIke. th~
teacher's knowledg. of hi. pupil.
difficult.Th. crlterll thet •• chert decide
on for 111•• im.nt or for mlking
decision. about pupil. become a
product of our culture and all the values
IIlociated with the 21mblbwean
culture. 't I•• '.0 po •• lble that the
personalities of both ·the .aaeaor (th.
'·teacher) and the .ssessed (the pupil)
may clash' .nd thu. become In
important factor In any ...... m.ntl
being m.d.;-
'v. be trying to mlk. judg.ment.
on quite inadequltelnformatlon.
good .xlmple i. on. qf I t.acher
() had apent only one term In one
()oI .nd wrote in • child'. report:-'".1'. Math. I. not up to the required .
t'\(tard bec.use h. i. lazy .nd pl.yful
ttIllS'." Flr.I'. parents protested
.., they received this report becauae
'"_i h.d been in hospital for the whole
.nd had .. a result never been
~ght by this new t.acher. It was
•out the teacher did not know who
'",i wa •. When prelsed, he later
"fesSed that he had u.ed marks from
previous teacher'. record. and had
.rlooked Far.i'. absence for the
Qle term •• he had neither learned
• the pupil's names nor called the
ister often el1QUgh,due to pressure
~ork. Thul, the ·te.cher'. view of the.
lid i8 very limited ·.nd even those
o fee"that they know their pupils
II, can only judge them from their
I erience of the child in school.
'there areplenty of Implications here
our cultul"8 .eem. to mIke the
\Jcatio,; of our children
-cher-centred, and many teachers do
t valu. highly those children who ISle .
lOt of questions In class~How then can
I ,claim that w. know our puplll well? .
I
I
. ,
At a time when there is talk of making
the currlcufum and assellment of
pupils more pertinent to Zimbabwe'.
needs~ teacher. ere now ·.en.itive
about increasing the' .mount· of
information on which they feel they will
be judged. Better ",ethod. of a.... loo
and recording pupil progress will
necessarily involve telche... in
.ystem .... f-appral.al and appral.al
by others. Wh.t la needed Instead la to
Incr.... the .blllty of .11 ... chert to
m.k. Informed ded.lon •• bout the
. curriculum structur. Ind methodology.
Th.y n•• d to Incr.... ·th.lr
understanding of pupil ...... ment .nd
to .hare their finding. with colleagues
within and outside their schools.
. Many te.chers stili reg.rd t.achlng
a. • ... nti.lly· • private activity,
conducted b.tw .. n th.m •• 'v.. Ind
th.ir pupil. behind cloNd cI... room
doors; it i. h.rdly .urprl.lng that
mutu II trust .nd confidence between
collugue. doe. not .Iw~y. _1st.
Improved ••• e•• ment techniques
should give rlae to the hon8lt .haring of
.trength. .nd we.knesse.· .among
coIleegu .. but since schoof. are full'of
hlerarchlca" dl.tlnctlon., this
atmosphere do.. not alway. exist. Vet
It I. 1110 common knowfedg. lmong
t.lch.,.. thlt In Improved progr.mme
on ... essmant procedur .. will yi.ld
better understanding . of pupil
perform.nce and b.tter te~cher
evaluations of their Jessons. . .
TeIch.,.. lisa .eem to be hesitant to
embark on I programme of
'assessment which Includes the testing
,of domlins other thin thOi' directly.
(Continued page 70)
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linkedwith their own subject ., •••• yet
If t•• ch.... knew how to undeMlnd
more of their pupil.' oth.r tr.ill, .uch
al per.on.lity, they would be in I
better po.ition to und.r.tand their
individual needs.
One might Isk how te.che,.. in rural
Ichool., where there Ire no
education.' psychologists,
paediatrici.ns or doctors, cope with the
IlSe .. ment and teaching of mentally
hlndlcapped pupils or those with
beh.viour problems when these
teachers hive not been given any
training at all in teehnlqu .. of dealing
with such e.... 7How do they 1dentify a "
mentally d.ficient child If they h.ve
never heard of or used diagnostic tests?
'How do teachers evalu.te their
teaching method. after a teaching
ptogramme If they have not learnt
proper assessment techniques? .
Although the University of Zimbabwe
issue. certificates to qualifying
teachers In colleges of education under
the recently introduced Associate
Membership, It ha no control of the
teacher education curriculum pian. This
is probably one of the reasons why
asses.ment is not included as an
essential part of the teacher training
course. According to Mumbengegwi
(1986), ''Teedt., educ.tlon curricul.
hwe .0 f.r rem.lned the responsibility
of Indlvlduel teach ..... coll8O"'" Thll
.110 mean. th.t the Mlnlltry of
'Educltion ha. no control of the
curriculum development .nd cannot
enforce ........ m.nt .. on the IYU.bus.
There il no doubt th.t .""Iment
experti.e is vital but thl. rai"l a
variety of re.ctionl. some of them
intrinsically h_ne.
Ouring my teaching programme on
assessment.I'introduced I new concept
called 'profiling' which Is allo a current
issue in the U.K. .nd asked teachers to
give their reactions to this new Idea.
Profiling. or Profiles of Achievement, is
a developme"t in curriculum .nd
assessment which has been Inspired by
teachers in order to 'humanill" the
assessment procedure, to abolish pa ..
or fail and· to replace lone-off
examin.tion system by continuous
teacher assessment. The assessment Is
to include riot only formal written wort
but ortsl and practical wort too, and in
som~ cases pensonal qualities.
Combon features In profiles
desigr:'led by teachers in the U.K:
include the teacher's comments on his
students, the student's comments
about himself. the subjects learned in
school, activities outside' school
including part-time jobs by the pupil,
puntu.lity, p.raonl' .Urlbute. Ind
Icad.mic Ibility.
Among other relaona profiling has
been motivated by':
1.• desire to Iccentuete the strengths
of stud.nll .nd 10 help th.m to gain
Ielf-confidence to overCome difficulties
and achieve more; I·'
2. I ·belief that studentl make better
pr~r ... when they understlnd from
the outset the aims .nd objectives of
thfir eaurs" .nd the blsil on which
their wort is being ."881ed;
3. a. reCC?Qnitlonof the Importance of
valUIng the soci.1 Ind person.1 skills
which pupils ,Ireldy h.ve and those
which th.y develop and demonstrate in
the course of tt)eir learning;
4. a reali.ation thlt comments on the
, progresa mlde by .rodents Ire most
meaningful when they .re made in the
context in which learning has taken
place, .relate to .pecific a.pects of
leaming and reflect the cuhure of the
school.
Most of the teachers who attended
the course expressed their desire to
h.ve such a programme implemented
in Zimbabwe' •• econdary schools once
it has been m.de more relevant to our
local needs. Th. only reservations
made by some te.chers were that
profiling wouid t.k. up • lot of their
(Continued on page 72)
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•• t the .xp.n.e of t .. chlng.
.ver, with computer. Ilowly·.
'ttlng Into lome of our .chool.,
.p. 11ftcan be m.de e•• ler. Two
~ool. I vl.lted .ctu.lly h.d
ut.ra.
lb. point lbout 'tIm.' WI. one 01 the
prevII.nt comm.nt. m.d. by
tlche,.. In their re.ctlon to the
~pllc.tlon of. .om. of, the
ommend.tlon. m.d. during the
ura.. For In.tlnc. In
-con.tructlon, mo.t t.lch.,.. f.lt
et pr.testlng la not r.llly f.... ble In
d... room litultlon •• the te.ch.r
o ha. fifty pupil. to teech would not
_ve .ufflcJ.nt tim. to run .uch .n
Ircll8. In pupil profll.. reeding the
mm.ntl of fifty or more pupil. would
.... 0 be • tlreaom. t ... It WII .ven
~gllted by lOme that constructJon.
.... testing Ind m.rtdng of testa .hould
.. left In the h.nd.· of h•• d. of
lIi.partm.nt. In exch.ntI. for the.,.'1.... from th.lr teaching dutl •• ,
~II. t.ach .... are left with the teak of
aching. On.went on to •• y, ''If we .re
If\ot careful w. WfIlIP.nd .0much tim.
'-eaaIng that w. won't have tim. to
~1Ch .nythlng".
I
I Loglcally~the above points may be
true, but 10m. of them .uppo.e •
dlvl.lon b.tw •• n the .ctlvltl.. of
teaching Ind ..... ng which I.f.rgely
f..... It .u dtpenda on the deg,.. of
formality InYOlwd In the mem.
Inform.lly, In our h•• d., we ...
children constantly during t.achlng by
IIst.nlng, asldng quMtlOnl, w.tchlng,
looking at wort Ind 10 forth .nd for thl.
realOn ... eament, both Informal .nd
formal. cannot be left entI ....y In the
h.ndl of heidi of dep.rtments.
Such constent Inform.t ...... m.m
" the essence of teaching. What takes
tim., and often .eema to get In the w.y
of teaching, I. the form.1
'exam-condltionl' type of ttlt given by
teacher. for • v.rl.ty of r... on.
(including cI ••• -control or .Imply
lvoldlng teechlng on certain occalion.
when • teecher la not up to It) during
teaon tim•. For time apent In form.1
''''lIm.nt to b. JUltlfl.d II tim.
wefl-apent, the .n.wer will 4epend on
the purpo... .nd qUIlJty of the
asa.ssment tec:hnlqu.. employed.
It Is not surprising therefore, with
. expl.natl~na giv.~ In the foregoing,
eccount, that:.
1. 72% of t•• ch.,.. In my .urvey
(Involylng 344 te.chere) f•• 1 that
external ex.mln.tlon •• hould not be
aboll.h.d In f.vour of foc.n •• tlon
(even though It la obvlou.to them that
the Ministry II going to lave • lot of
foreign currency); .
Z. 63% hlv. no w~ltt.n pollet •• of'
........nent In their 1chooI1;
I. 67% pr.fer to u.e .t.ndlrdl •• d
publl.hed testa In their echool. rether
th.n construct their own t.... ; and .
4. 91% have n.ver u.ed .tlnd ard ' .
deviations In their teR ecorea. •
. Undoubtedly .. there i. need \ for
Improv.d ...... m.nt technique. In
Zimbat:r.v.'. ·eecond.ry lCIlool •• Once
te.ch.rs hlv. m •• tered the ..
technlqu8l, their anxletl .. lbout .uch
Itretegles will be greatly reduced .•
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APPENDIX L
Notes on Asssessmen t of Special
Popula tions
The assessment of special populations
While a number ot teachers surveyed in this study (38~) believe
that there should be no separate school examinations tor pupils With
physical handicaps (such as bl1ndness or deafness), or mental
handicaps (such as psyChiatriC problems), the vast majority ot them
telt that there ought to be special needs classes and special or
separate exemmancns tor the handicapped.
With the shortage ot qualified manpower in the fields of educational
psychology, psych1atry, counsell1ng and other areas related to the
test1ng of cesnmve ab1l1ties, one might want to k.now how people
With mental or phys1cal d1sabU1t1esare cop1ng with the examination
process presently available 1n Z1mbabwe.
Particularly worrying is the fact that most of those with mental
handicaps and physical deficiencies are In the rural areas where the
majOrity of Zimbabwe's population live - yet the majority of
cognitive abilities experts (such as Schools Psychological Services) live
In urban areas. The same goes tor doctors, psychiatrists and other
experts in these fields. Thus a lot of children with physical and
mental handicaps are still tested by use of traditional instruments.
Some teachers are not even able to Identity these handicaps in their
pupils as they have not received any training in Identifying such
handicaps, especially where the deficiency Is sl1ght and Is not easily
recognisable.
Inexperienced teachers may regard children With ortho~c
handicaps as 'slow learners' or 'stupid' Without giving it any further
thought. However in group A and group B schools situated in urban
areas (it might be recollected that group A schools are the former
European, Asian and Colouredschools, most ot which are located in
the former low density European suburbs With classrooms designed
to hold no more than 25 pupils, while group B schools are the former
African schools located in the tormer African townships now known
as the High Density Residential Areas With classrooms designed to
hold 40 to 50 pupils) there has been increased activity by Schools
Psychological Services. Children who tail to make oral or Written
responses due to motor disorders are given auditory and visual
stimulation in special classes or rererrred to appropriate institutions
tor treatment where pertormance tests which involve the
manipulation of objects With a m1n1maluse ot paper and pencil; and
non-language tests (requiring no use ot language on the part of
either the examiner or the examinee but use demonstration, gesture
and pantomime to give instructions) are used. SUch insitutions,
however, are very few.
Morgenster Institution, situated near Masvtngo, gives lessons in
bra1lle tor the bltnd and a small number of s1m1larunits have been
created in the last five years. Positive strides towards the
improvement of testing techniques tor the deaf and
hearing-impaired children have also been made. The Schools
PsychologicalServices now go out to schools throughout the country
(including a number ot rural schools which are easily accessible by
road) With mobile units carrying audiometers wh1ch assist them to
identify pupils With hearing detects. The identified cases are then
referred for thorough otological assessment and treatment where
possible (Teachers' Forum, vol 104,no 5, 1986).
"
Because ot the l1m1ted number ot tac1l1ties ava1lable, Schools
Psychological Services have begun to send information to teachers in
the schools which they are unable to visit, giving advice on how
teachers can identity pupils with hearing disab1l1ties. Among other
symptoms, teachers are asked to look for restlessness, cupping the
ear, asking the teacher to repeat himself, a slow response to
instructions, tanure to follow directions and talking either very
loudly or slowly.
Having recognised these symptoms, teachers are advised to give tests
in a quiet room, preferably in the child's first language or in
English. At a distance of about three metres, each child Is asked to
follow spec1tic instructions given by the teacher (eg teacher claps
hands, whistles, sounds a bell or Jingles keys) to ascertain whether
the child is hard of hearing. Further tests include engaging in
conversation and asking the pupU to repeat sentences given at
different decibels. Those found to have handicaps are asked to go
and see an otologist (ususally in the dty) or an audiologist tor a
check-up or for treatment, before a dedston on how these pupUs
can tit in with the rest of the class is made (Teachers' Forum, vol
14, no 5, 1986).
Attempts are also being made to follow on more or less the same
lines the tour bastc procedures stipulated by the 1977Education Act
tor All Handicapped Chlldren which requires that:
(i) all handicapped chUdren must be identified through
prel1minary screening instruments;
(H) the ch1ldren thus ident1fied are to be evaluated by a team of
specialists to determine each child's educational needs;
(in) the school must develop an individualised educational
programme to meet these needs; and
(tv) each ch1ld is to be re-evaluated. periodically in the course ot
the programme. (Anastasi, 1982)
It seems, therefore, that while a number of teachers feel that
because handicapped ch1ldren (or minor1ty children, for that
matter) have got to compete tor the same posrnons in lite as normal
ch1ldren, they must be given the same examination as everyone
else, it can be argued that there is a great need tor the formulation
ot a comprehensive assessment programme aimed at individual
competence, espec1allyone which would be educationallyappropr1ate
for mentally retarded and phys1callyhandicapped children. Tests of
motor proficiency such as the Oseretsky Tests or1g1nallypublished in
the Soviet Union in 1923 could be adapted and modified for use in
testing deaf children while oral tests such as The Blind Learning
Aptitude Test (Rich and Anderson, 1965) could be adapted for bl1nd
persons. There are other tests available in brame, but this
technique is rather l1m1ted in its applicability because of the slower
reading rate for brame, the number of blind persons who are not
facile brallie readers and by the bullUness of materials printed. in
bra1lleas compared with ink print.
While attempts have been (and are stW being) made to create
adequate facilities for those pupUs with special needs in Zimbabwe,
two major questions remain unanswered here:
(1) How can teachers at the moment cope with the teaching and
assessment of special needs pupUs, given that most ot them
have an average class size of 45?
(u) How should teachers assess those 'normal' pupUswho actually
sit in an examination room but tall to produce any written
piece of work. tor a variety ot psychological reasons? At what
stage can one be classified as a pupUwith special needs?
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